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Abstract

Robots have great potential to be our eyes and hands in spaces too small or dangerous

for humans to enter. Minimally invasive surgery, urban search and rescue, and water

pipeline inspection are examples of applications where such robots could improve

human health, safety, or productivity. However, most of today’s robots are unsuitable

for practical use in these applications, in large part because their physical bodies

lack the necessary properties to navigate and manipulate the environment in these

spaces. This dissertation focuses on a relatively unexplored robotic paradigm—robotic

movement via plant-like tip-growth—and its application for exploration of unknown

environments. In particular, we study soft growing “vine robots,” which lengthen

from the tip by turning their body material inside out using internal fluid pressure,

and are well suited for exploration of small spaces. We present new designs, models,

and control schemes that have enabled key performance improvements that make vine

robots useful for exploration in the field.

To provide context for the work to follow, we begin by reviewing the literature on

design, modeling, control, and application of vine robots. We discuss the tradeo↵s in

vine robot designs, including materials, actuation, and payloads, which have led to

application-specific implementations. We describe the existing quasi-static, kinematic,

and force-balance models of growth and steering, which use simplifying assumptions

and limit the involved degrees of freedom. We report on the planning strategies

and control schemes, ranging from teleoperated to autonomous, that have been

implemented to move the robot tip to a target. We describe the important functions

and wide range of application of vine robots in deploying and reconfiguring structures,

navigating confined spaces, and applying forces on the environment.
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Through design and field deployment experience, we explore the specifications

for and capabilities of a field-ready vine robot system for exploration of unknown

environments. We present a vine robot system that is teleoperated using a custom-

designed flexible joystick and camera system, can extend long enough for use in

navigation tasks, and is portable for use in the field. We report on the deployment

of this system in two scenarios: completion of a soft robot navigation competition

and exploration of an archeological site. This system is made possible by a reversible

steering vine robot actuator that can be easily manufactured in long formats; a method

of mounting a camera at the tip of a vine robot and managing the camera wire using

a rigid cap and zipper pocket; a method for robust control of vine robot growth speed

using a motor to restrict growth; and a geometric model-based method for teleoperated

steering using a custom-designed flexible joystick. The robot tip successfully moved

past obstacles and through tunnels, demonstrating the capability of vine robots to

achieve navigation and exploration tasks in the field.

A problem encountered during field exploration was that of undesired bend-

ing/buckling during vine robot retraction. We develop and experimentally validate

a model to predict when undesired bending/buckling occurs instead of successful

inversion during retraction. Key insights from the model are that there is no pressure

or curvature at which inversion occurs at all lengths, and that decreasing the robot

length to zero ensures that inversion will occur. Based on these insights, we design,

model, and characterize a device to retract vine robots without bending/buckling, by

decreasing the e↵ective robot length to zero for the purpose of retraction. We demon-

strate three new vine robot capabilities using this device: exploring di↵erent branches

of a forking path, retracting while applying minimal force on the environment, and

bringing back environment samples to the base without disturbing the environment.

A key takeaway is that thoughtful design of the location of forces internal to the robot

body restores control over robot movement and external force.

Building on the placement of the retraction device at the robot tip, we develop a

solution for how to leverage the high strength of vine robots in tension to transmit

pulling forces to the environment from the robot tip. We analyze the capabilities of the

four previously developed designs for transporting sensors and tools at the tip of a vine
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robot, noting that none of them is able to achieve all of the following simultaneously:

remain at the robot tip during growth and retraction; transmit pulling forces between

the robot body and the environment; function at an arbitrary robot body length; and

incorporate a retraction device to prevent bending/buckling during retraction. We

design, control, and characterize a device that achieves all of these desired capabilities

by combining an inner retraction device with an outer cap using an interlocking

mechanism. We demonstrate two new vine robot capabilities using this device: pulling

on the environment while retracting, and retrieving and delivering objects. This

thoughtful end e↵ector design allows us to achieve the challenging combination of both

adaptability to unknown environments and strength in force application by exploiting

di↵erent properties of the vine robot body in di↵erent directions.

Making use of the fact that the robot body provides a path back to its base,

we demonstrate vine robot distributed sensing of the environment and the robot’s

own shape. We present two methods for adding distributed sensors to vine robots

for exteroception and proprioception: one that uses flexible printed circuit board

bands with self-contained units of microcontrollers and sensors spaced at regular

intervals along the robot length, and another that uses fiber optic cables attached

continuously along the robot length. For both methods, we design armor to protect

the sensors from unsafe curvatures during vine robot deployment. With the bands, we

demonstrate the ability to relay directional temperature and humidity information in

di�cult-to-access spaces. With both systems, we demonstrate methods to reconstruct

the robot shape, using inertial measurement units on the bands, and optical frequency

domain reflectometry-based strain measurements in the fiber optic cables.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Robots have great potential to be our eyes and hands in spaces too small or dangerous

for humans to enter. Reaching deep inside the human body in minimally invasive

surgery [1], locating and assisting victims trapped under rubble in urban search and

rescue [2], predicting and preventing failure of water pipelines in non-destructive

inspection [3], and exploring underwater shipwrecks in archeology [4] are examples of

tasks where robots capable of navigating confined spaces could improve human health,

safety, or productivity. However, achieving such tasks is challenging for today’s robots.

In some cases, robots can improve their performance with better control algorithms

implemented on their existing bodies, but in other cases, the robot bodies themselves

lack the necessary properties to navigate and manipulate the environment. Thoughtful

design of a robot body can facilitate task completion without the need for complex

control.

To successfully explore confined spaces in the field—that is, outside a controlled

laboratory environment—robots need bodies that can achieve the challenging com-

bination of being able to pass through small spaces, while also navigating over and

around obstacles and through tortuous paths. They must be able to reach a long

enough distance from their base station to achieve useful navigation. Often, they must

operate in wireless-denied environments, which necessitates either that they have full

1
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decision-making autonomy or that they use a signal tether back to the base station,

which can snag on the environment. In unpredictable situations, such as surgery and

disaster response, robots with state-of-the-art artificial intelligence algorithms are

incapable of making all decisions autonomously, so a human operator must be in the

control loop, reacting to sensor information and directing the robot’s actions.

Looking to nature for inspiration, many animals and even plants have remarkable

abilities to navigate and manipulate their environment in confined spaces. The vast

array of animal and plant bodies provides countless examples of design methods and

mechanisms of movement that can spark ideas for robots that match or even surpass

their capabilities. Soft robotics draws inspiration from the fact that, unlike the bodies

of traditional rigid robots found on factory floors, those of natural systems are rarely

completely rigid and often include combinations of rigid and soft components, or are

entirely soft. Soft robotic materials, actuation, and sensing methods allow physical

adaptation to unknown environments, as well as large shape change. In addition, soft

robotic systems can be lower cost than their rigid counterparts, potentially making

robots accessible to a wider set of applications and population of users. Inspired by

snakes, elephant trunks, and plant roots among other organisms, continuum robots

(either soft or rigid) are particularly strong candidates for exploration in confined

spaces, due to their combination of small diameter, which allows them to fit through

small spaces, and long length, which allows them to support their own body weight

when reaching up over obstacles. However, many continuum robots are di�cult to

control, and mobile ones require a tether that can cause mechanical failure in the

field, while those with a fixed base tend to have too short a reach to be useful for

navigation.

Motivated by the needs for new robot designs to achieve tasks in confined spaces,

and building on and contributing to the literature on bioinspired, soft, and con-

tinuum robots, this dissertation presents our research on a relatively unexplored

robotic paradigm—robotic movement via plant-like tip-growth—and its application

for exploration of unknown environments. Our work centers on soft growing “vine

robots”—continuum robots that achieve enormous length change from a fixed base

and extend from their tip by turning their body material inside out using internal fluid
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pressure. Due to their growth-based movement, vine robots have natural strengths for

exploration of small spaces, which makes their control relatively easy. Additionally,

they act as their own tether for power and signal transmission between their base

and tip. In this dissertation, we explore and expand the capabilities of vine robots

for exploration in the field. We develop novel designs for actuation and attachment

of sensors and tools, we derive models to inform and understand the capabilities of

these designs, and we implement control techniques to bring the designs to life under

the control of a human operator. We successfully deploy a vine robot in the field for

exploration of an archeological site, highlighting the utility of our approach.

1.2 Contributions

This dissertation contains five main contributions to vine robot research:

• A review of the literature on design, modeling, control, and applica-

tion of vine robots (Chapter 2): We discuss the tradeo↵s in vine robot designs,

including materials, actuation, and payloads, which have led to application-

specific implementations. We describe the existing quasi-static, kinematic, and

force-balance models of growth and steering, which use simplifying assumptions

and limit the involved degrees of freedom. We report on the planning strategies

and control schemes, ranging from teleoperated to autonomous, that have been

implemented to move the robot tip to a target. We describe the important func-

tions and wide range of application of vine robots in deploying and reconfiguring

structures, navigating confined spaces, and applying forces on the environment.

This work is also published in [5].

• An exploration of the specifications for and capabilities of a field-

ready vine robot system for exploration of unknown environments

(Chapter 3): We present a vine robot system that is teleoperated using a custom-

designed flexible joystick and camera system, can extend long enough for use in

navigation tasks, and is portable for use in the field. We report on the deployment

of this system in two scenarios: completion of a soft robot navigation competition
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and exploration of an archeological site. This system is made possible by a

reversible steering vine robot actuator that can be easily manufactured in long

formats; a method of mounting a camera at the tip of a vine robot and managing

the camera wire using a rigid cap and zipper pocket; a method for robust control

of vine robot growth speed using a motor to restrict growth; and a geometric

model-based method for teleoperated steering using a custom-designed flexible

joystick. The robot tip successfully moved past obstacles and through tunnels,

demonstrating the capability of vine robots to achieve navigation and exploration

tasks in the field. This work is also published in [6].

• A definition of and solution to the problem of undesired bending/

buckling during vine robot retraction (Chapter 4): We develop and exper-

imentally validate a model to predict when undesired bending/buckling occurs

instead of successful inversion during retraction. Key insights from the model

are that there is no pressure or curvature at which inversion occurs at all lengths,

and that decreasing the robot length to zero ensures that inversion will occur.

Based on these insights, we design, model, and characterize a device to retract

vine robots without bending/buckling, by decreasing the e↵ective robot length

to zero for the purpose of retraction. We demonstrate three new vine robot

capabilities using this device: exploring di↵erent branches of a forking path,

retracting while applying minimal force on the environment, and bringing back

environment samples to the base without disturbing the environment. This work

is also published in [7].

• A solution to leverage the high strength of vine robots in tension to

transmit pulling forces to the environment (Chapter 5): We analyze the

capabilities of the four previously developed designs for transporting sensors

and tools at the tip of a vine robot, noting that none of them is able to achieve

all of the following simultaneously: remain at the robot tip during growth and

retraction; transmit pulling forces between the robot body and the environment;

function at an arbitrary robot body length; and incorporate a retraction device to

prevent bending/buckling during retraction. We design, control, and characterize
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a device that achieves all of these desired capabilities by combining an inner

retraction device with an outer cap using an interlocking mechanism. We

demonstrate two new vine robot capabilities using this device: pulling on the

environment while retracting, and retrieving and delivering objects. This work

is also published in [8].

• A demonstration of vine robot distributed sensing of the environment

and the robot’s own shape (Chapter 6): We present two methods for adding

distributed sensors to vine robots for exteroception and proprioception: one that

uses flexible printed circuit board (fPCB) bands with self-contained units of

microcontrollers and sensors spaced at regular intervals along the robot length,

and another that uses fiber optic cables attached continuously along the robot

length. For both methods, we design armor to protect the sensors from unsafe

curvatures during vine robot deployment. With the fPCB bands, we demonstrate

the ability to relay directional temperature and humidity information in di�cult-

to-access spaces. With both systems, we demonstrate methods to reconstruct

the robot shape, using inertial measurement units on the fPCBs, and optical

frequency domain reflectometry-based strain measurements in the fiber optic

cables. Much of this work is also published in [9].

1.3 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation consists of seven chapters. In this introductory chapter, we have

motivated our research and laid out our main contributions. In Chapter 2, we take

a comprehensive look into the related literature on vine robots, providing context

for the subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3, we report on our design, teleoperated

control, and field deployment of a long, portable, vine robot system, providing research

questions for the subsequent chapters. In Chapter 4, we explore and solve the problem

of undesired bending/buckling during vine robot retraction. In Chapter 5, we present

a design to apply significant pulling forces to the environment. In Chapter 6, we
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compare two methods of adding distributed sensors along the robot body to sense the

environment and the robot shape. Finally, in the concluding chapter, we summarize

the presented research and discuss future work in the areas of enabling movement in

any direction, enabling manipulation and force application, and incorporating sensing

into control.



Chapter 2

Review of Vine Robot Research

2.1 Introduction

Growth via tip extension is a form of movement seen in nature across scales and

kingdoms, from single-cell pollen tubes [10] and micro-scale hyphae [11] to creeping

vines [12] and the proboscises of certain worms [13, 14]. Tip growth has recently been

replicated in a variety of robotic systems, referred to as “growing robots” or “vine

robots,” using a range of techniques. In addition to tip extension, vine robots are

characterized by length change of many thousands of percent and control of their

growth direction. This dissertation focuses on one method for creating tip extension:

pressure-driven “eversion” (i.e., turning inside out) of flexible, thin-walled material.

In this chapter, we refer to the subset of growing/vine robots that move in this way as

“everting vine robots,” while in the rest of this dissertation, we refer to them simply as

“vine robots” or “soft growing robots.”

This chapter reviews much of the existing work on everting vine robots, including

the work that is discussed in more detail in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6. In this chapter,

we discuss the tradeo↵s in everting vine robot designs, including materials, actuation,

and payloads. We describe the existing quasi-static, kinematic, and force-balance

models of growth and steering, and the range of control strategies, from autonomous to

teleoperated, that have been implemented. We also describe the important functions

and wide range of application of everting vine robots. While this chapter focuses

7
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primarily on work performed at Stanford University and the University of California

Santa Barbara on everting vine robots, other groups have contributed to the everting

vine robot literature, and their work is referenced throughout the chapter where

appropriate. Our website, www.vinerobots.org, shares everting vine robot designs

and maintains a repository of relevant research.

This chapter is based on the article published in Frontiers in Robotics and AI

entitled “Design, modeling, control, and application of everting vine robots” [5],

which was written in collaboration with Laura Blumenschein, David Haggerty, Allison

Okamura, and Elliot Hawkes, led by Laura Blumenschein. The first three authors

worked together to plan the content and each wrote first drafts of di↵erent sections

of the paper; I wrote first drafts of the sections on Growth and Eversion, Actuating

Length Change, Mounting Sensors and Tools, and Control and Planning. Along with

the last two authors, we worked together to edit and revise the paper.

2.2 Growth and Eversion

Vine robots move via tip extension, which is similar to some forms of biological growth

and distinct from locomotion or other animal-like whole body movements. Whereas

movement strategies like locomotion are defined by translation of the body from one

location to another [15], movement by tip extension functions by lengthening the

body [16], reducing or completely eliminating the need to translate relative to the

environment.

2.2.1 Bioinspiration

The term “growth” refers to a variety of phenomena found in nature, where organisms

add mass to their forms. Depending on the exact function, this growth can be an

increase in volume (bulk growth), in surface area (accretive growth), or in length (tip

growth) [16]. Tip growth (Figure 2.1a) is often used by systems with non-deterministic

body forms to explore their environments and react to changing stimuli. This form

of growth is used in nature by a wide variety of plants, animals, and cells to connect

www.vinerobots.org
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locations, deliver payloads, support construction, and more [17]. During tip growth,

new material is added only in a small region at the tip of a filament [16]. Neurons

grow through constrained tissue to create structures that act as signal pathways [18].

Pollen tubes grow through pistil tissue to build conduits to deliver sperm to the

ovary [19]. Sclerenchyma cells grow within the xylem and phloem to create supporting

structures [17]. Tip growth is utilized across scales, ranging from the micron scale of

fungal hyphae [11], to the millimeter scale of invertebrates that deploy invaginated

appendages [13], to the centimeter scale of vines and plant roots [12, 20, 21]. Through

tip growth, these organisms rely minimally on their past states, and instead can pursue

evolving nutrient gradients without reconfiguring their bodies.

Such a mechanism for movement is a potentially rich source of bioinspiration in

the field of robotics, due to its inherent ability to adapt to complex situations. While

traditional robots are e↵ective in controlled settings, and soft end-e↵ectors enhance

their ability to interact with a variety of objects, leveraging embodied intelligence for

exploration and interaction with dynamic environments remains an open challenge.

Figure 2.1: The biological inspiration for and basic properties of tip growth, and our
implementation of artificial growth via eversion. (a) Examples of biological systems
that grow to navigate their environments. (b) Schematic representing growth by
tip-extension. (c) Artificial growth created by pressure-driven eversion of a flexible,
thin-walled tube. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed from Frontiers under CC-BY
4.0.
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2.2.2 Growth in Robots

Replicating elements of biological tip growth, henceforward referred to as “growth,” in

robotic systems, i.e., vine robots, has two main benefits (Figure 2.1b). First, because

only the tip moves, there is no relative movement of the body with respect to the

environment. This means growth allows for easy movement through constrained

environments. Second, as the tip moves, the body forms into a structure in the shape

of the tip’s path, which can be used for payload delivery, force transfer or self-support,

and physical construction. Unlike locomotion, which depends on the reaction forces

and mechanical properties of the environment, growth allows vine robots to transfer

forces through their bodies, back to their fixed base. Therefore, forces can be generated

independent of the contact conditions between the robot tip and the local environment.

Several methods of creating vine robots have been explored thus far. Nested flexible

continuum arms have been extended to resemble growth of thin filament structures

without concentrating the growth to the tip [22]. Tip-localized 3D printing has been

demonstrated to irreversibly build a robot structure much like in a plant root [23].

Stored material can be reversibly extended in a variety of ways to replicate the natural

behavior of growth, including pulling a chain of rigid links from base to tip [24], pulling

flexible material from base to tip [25, 26], and unreeling flexible material stored at

the tip [27,28]. Eversion is a particularly elegant method of imitating growth, and it

is inspired by mechanisms found in some animals, like the extendable proboscises of

certain worms [13, 14].

2.2.3 Eversion Growth

Eversion, the opposite of inversion, is the process by which the material internal

to a structure turns inside out and becomes part of the outside of the structure.

Eversion has been used in toroidal robots to create whole skin locomotion [29],

imitating cytoplasmic streaming in amoebas, as well as to create a grasping behavior

during inversion [30, 31]. Everting vine robots achieve growth through pressure-driven

eversion of flexible, thin-walled material (Figure 2.1c). Unlike toroidal robots, which

continuously recycle material, an everting vine robot holds one end of its body fixed,
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while internal pressure e↵ectively pulls the material through the body to the other

end. This material everts at the robot tip, resulting in an increase in length. By

using pressure-driven eversion of pre-manufactured material, everting vine robots are

able to achieve movement by growth to arbitrary lengths, at speeds equivalent to

animal locomotion. Additionally, everting vine robots can continue moving even when

encountering gaps smaller than their body diameter.

2.3 Design

While the underlying principle of growth through pressure-driven eversion is shared

by all everting vine robot designs, the implementation varies. These di↵erences in

design, produced by the choice of materials, growth and steering actuation methods,

and payload deployment systems, result in di↵erent behaviors that must be carefully

considered given a desired application.

2.3.1 Materials and Manufacturing

The materials available to manufacture the main body tube of an everting vine robot

are confined to those that are inextensible enough to produce eversion as opposed

to radial expansion upon pressurization and that are both fluid impermeable and

sealable, such that a closed pressure vessel can be developed. Everting vine robot

manufacturing techniques are largely material and configuration dependent. While

specific designs can necessitate complex and labor intensive manufacturing processes,

most everting vine robots are constructed in few steps. In the simplest of cases, an

everting vine robot can be constructed by sealing one end of a tube and inverting

this sealed end inside the rest of the body (detailed instructions can be found at

www.vinerobots.org). This section describes a variety of materials often employed

in everting vine robot research and presents the manufacturing methods for each. A

summary of these considerations is presented in Table 2.1.

www.vinerobots.org
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Table 2.1: Various materials used in everting vine robot designs, with their key
behaviors and manufacturing methods. Material choice presents tradeo↵s in ease of
manufacture, strength, sti↵ness properties, and actuation pressure.

Material Key Behaviors Manufacturing Method

Thermoplastics
(LDPE, TPU)

Fastest prototyping
Material uniformity
Low burst pressure

Heat sealing/preformed

Thermosets
(latex, silicone)

Slow prototyping
Variable burst pressure

Low hysteresis
Casting/preformed

Thermoplastic-coated fabrics
(TPU-coated nylon)

Fast prototyping
Moderate burst pressure

Good structural characteristics
Heat sealing

Thermoset-coated fabrics
(silicone-infused nylon)

Slow prototyping
High burst pressure

Lowest eversion friction
Extensible / inextensible

Adhesives

Uncoated fabrics
(ballistic nylon)

Slow prototyping
High structural strength
High eversion friction

Sewing with internal bladder
Ultrasonic welding

Materials Overview

Thermoplastics: Thermoplastics are the easiest materials with which to prototype

everting vine robots. These o↵-the-shelf films come manufactured in sheets or tubes,

and the two main films used in everting vine robot construction have been low density

polyethylene (LDPE) [32] and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU). LDPE has an

elastic strain limit on the order of 5% [33], while the elastic strain limit of TPU is on

the order of 50% [34]. These materials are lightweight, airtight, and inert with respect

to most liquids. However, LDPE fatigues easily, often failing after a moderate number

of repeated eversions (on the order of 10-50). LDPE is generally purchased in rolls of
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preshaped tube, and devices are constructed by simply cutting this tube to length

and heat sealing the distal end. TPU, however, is often available only as a film, so the

film needs to be formed into a tube first, generally through heat sealing. Depending

on the application, TPU may also need to be sheathed in a strain-limiting fabric to

control radial expansion.

Thermosets : Some thermosets, like latex and silicone, can be used, though whether

they primarily grow or strain depends on their modulus of elasticity and thickness.

These materials are di�cult to prototype with, often requiring a strain-limiting layer

to evert properly. However, they do have very low hysteresis, and the burst pressure

can be controlled by choosing the material sti↵ness. Thermoset everting vine robots

can be manufactured from sheets of thermoset using latex or silicone adhesives or they

can be directly cast from liquid silicone into the needed shape.

Coated fabrics (thermoplastic and thermoset): More robust everting vine robots

can be built from a variety of fabrics, the most common of which are fabrics coated to

be airtight. Everting vine robots constructed from these fabrics can often withstand

higher pressures and therefore loads, and they do not fatigue as easily as their plastic

counterparts. The woven structure of fabrics also prevents the propagation of holes,

thereby reducing the potential for catastrophic failure and allowing for continued

operation, assuming the pressure source can provide su�cient airflow to overcome

leaks. Thermoplastic-coated fabrics, like TPU-coated ripstop nylon [6], improve the

durability of everting vine robots over thermoplastics alone. However, they can su↵er

from delamination of the thermoplastic layer from the fabric at stress concentrations,

resulting in leaks. Other coated fabrics used in everting vine robots include thermoset-

coated fabrics, like the silicone-infused ripstop nylon used by [35,36]. These fabrics

do not su↵er from delamination but do require di↵erent manufacturing techniques

than thermoplastics. Silicone-infused ripstop nylon additionally has a low self-friction

and, therefore, a much lower required pressure to evert (Section 2.4.1) compared to

TPU-coated ripstop nylon, making it desirable for long or very small robots.

Everting vine robots made from coated fabrics are generally manufactured using

adhesion methods specific to the coating. For thermoplastic-coated fabrics (e.g.,

TPU-coated ripstop nylon), the coating is generally on a single side, so the fabric is
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joined into a tube using an “abutted” joint, i.e., a joint where the single coated side

of the material contacts itself. This joint can then be heat-sealed as described above

for thermoplastics. For thermoset-coated fabrics (e.g., silicone-infused ripstop nylon),

the fabric coating is double-sided, so a tube can be formed using the stronger “lap”

joint, i.e., a joint where the opposite sides of the material touch, as described in [36].

This joint can be sealed using silicone-based adhesives with light pressure application

to ensure a continuous bead of adhesive between the two layers of fabric. The end of

the tube can be sealed using a similar method or knotted closed.

Uncoated fabric: Uncoated fabrics, like ballistic nylon, are not airtight, but they

have many of the desirable properties of coated fabrics and can be used as a shell

for thermoplastic everting vine robots to greatly increase their structural strength.

Ballistic nylon was demonstrated in this form-factor for a soft robot without growth

in [37]. To manufacture an everting vine robot with an uncoated fabric layer, matching

tubes of fabric and and an airtight layer like thermoplastic (TPU or LDPE) are

manufactured. The fabric does not need to be airtight, so it can be sewn together with

an abutted seam. An additional seam sewn at the distal end of the robot, passing

through the fabric and through the airtight bladder beyond the end seal, can be used

to join the two layers. While not necessary, spray adhesive can also be used to form a

bond between the two layers along the full length.

Material Extensibility

In addition to the specific class of material, an important design consideration across

material type is material extensibility. Soft robotics generally is concerned with using

selective strain to produce a specified behavior; soft grippers and crawlers are prime

examples of this [38,39]. While early work on everting vine robots exclusively used

nearly inextensible materials [32], later work has investigated the novel behaviors and

challenges that come with varying the strain properties of everting vine robot material.

Inextensible materials produce relatively high axial sti↵ness in everting vine robots,

enabling everting vine robots to create self-supporting structures and carry payloads.

Everting vine robots made with inextensible materials have been used for reconfigurable

antennas [40], haptic wearables [41], and manipulators [42]. As shown in [35, 43],
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assuming inextensibility can simplify modeling (Section 2.4.1). However, high axial

sti↵ness also means that relatively high forces must be applied to bend or buckle

the robot body. This can limit the applicability of these everting vine robots in

navigation tasks where environmental contact aids in steering but applied forces must

be minimized.

Using body materials with directional extensibility allows everting vine robot

sti↵ness to be varied along di↵erent axes. Directional extensibility can be created in

thermosets using strain limiting layers, and woven fabrics naturally have a “bias,” i.e.,

unequal strain along di↵erent axes relative to the fabric weave or “grain.” Ripstop

nylon in particular has nearly no strain in the direction of the fibers but can strain

up to 20% along the 45�-axis [36]. Everting vine robots made out of silicone-infused

ripstop nylon exchange high axial sti↵ness, when the fabric grain is along the robot

body’s axis (the “unbiased” orientation), for high torsional sti↵ness, when the fabric

bias is along the robot body’s axis (the “biased” orientation). However, the fact that

extensible materials reduce everting vine robot sti↵ness along at least one axis limits

the ability of such robots to create self-supporting structures and apply force in certain

directions.

2.3.2 Actuating Length Change

Actuation of length change can be considered in two parts: growth, or increasing

in length, and retraction, or decreasing in length, both from the tip. Designs for

actuating length change are shown in Figure 2.2.

Growth

Everting vine robot growth is driven by a higher fluid pressure inside the robot body

relative to the outside. As growth occurs, the “tail” material travels within the robot

body, everts at the robot tip, and becomes part of the robot body wall, i.e., the outer

part that moves neither away from nor towards the base.

Depending on the amount of length change that is desired in an everting vine

robot, there are two common methods of storing the robot body material before it is
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buckling of the robot body. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed from Frontiers under
CC-BY 4.0.
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everted at the tip. An everting vine robot that doubles in length can be achieved by

creating a closed tube of robot body material with a pressure inlet at one end. The

tube can be inverted on itself and shortened to half its original length while storing

the tail straight inside.

When length change of more than 100% is desired, the robot tail must either be

stored in a more compact form or outside the pressurized area of the robot body.

Thus far, everting vine robots that store their tail material outside the pressurized

area have not been demonstrated in the literature, due to the di�culty of developing

an airtight seal through which the tail material can slide during growth, but several

everting vine robots have been demonstrated that store the robot tail rolled up on

a reel, allowing growth to arbitrary lengths, only limited by the amount of material

stored. Reference [32] demonstrated one implementation of this reeled everting vine

robot design, where a pressure chamber, the base, was used as a rigid grounding

point to attach the robot body wall and a reel of tail material (Figure 2.2a). Using

this design, the robot was demonstrated to grow from a package the size of the base

(28 cm) to 72 meters long. Provided the base is able to hold pressure needed to grow,

the robot length can be scaled arbitrarily.

Retraction

In contrast to growth, in most cases retracting an everting vine robot cannot be

accomplished by simply decreasing the relative pressure between the inside and the

outside of the robot body. To achieve retraction of the robot body, a force must be

exerted on the tail to pull it towards the base while a moderate level of pressure is

maintained in the body. References [6, 44] implemented everting vine robot versions

where a motor drives the reel in the base, allowing not only control of the material

release for growth but also reeling in the material for retraction (Figure 2.2b).

While this method of retraction works well in a highly constrained environment,

everting vine robots retracted in free space tend to bend or buckle into an uncontrollable

shape before shortening in length. This uncontrolled behavior, studied in [7], is due to

the discrepancy between the critical loads for bending or buckling, which are dependent

on length, and the force required to invert the material, which is independent of length
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(see Section 2.4.1 for more discussion of these forces). Thus, above a certain length,

an everting vine robot will always bend or buckle rather than retract in a controlled

manner. To avoid this problem, [7] developed a retraction device (Figure 2.2c), which

sits inside the robot tip and applies the force required to retract the robot body

directly to the robot tip, thus making bending or buckling during retraction e↵ectively

impossible. When using a retraction device, a motorized reel in the base is still useful

to keep slack from building up in the tail and to store the robot body, but the amount

of tension on the robot tail can be kept to a minimum (see Section 2.5.1). Alternatively,

the robot body material can be entirely stored on a reel inside the retraction device

at the robot tip [45], which eases traversal of highly curved paths (see Section 2.4.1)

but adds length limitations. As another approach to avoiding undesired bending or

buckling, [46] increased the friction with the ground by using water instead of air as

the working fluid and added an internal element to sti↵en the robot body; however,

this solution is limited in the lengths and curvatures for which it can work.

2.3.3 Actuating Growth Direction

Achieving a desired task with an everting vine robot is often dependent on the ability

to dictate the growth direction and the robot shape as it grows and retracts. Here we

summarize the di↵erent designs investigated to achieve this, while control aspects of

everting vine robot steering are discussed in Section 2.5.1.

Steering the everting vine robot body presents a design challenge, since the robot

body can grow arbitrarily long. For some applications, the grown length may be less

than a meter, while for others, the everting vine robot will be over ten meters in length

when in use. Specific design considerations include: the number of actuation inputs

needed to su�ciently control the robot shape, the acceptability of uncontrolled robot

movements, the scaling of actuator magnitude and speed with the length of the system,

and the use of the environment to decrease the required actuation inputs. These design

considerations do not have universal answers and often result in application-specific

solutions. Generally, actuating growth direction functions by changing the relative

length of material on opposite sides of the flexible, thin-walled tube, i.e., shortening
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Figure 2.3: Methods of actuating everting vine robot growth direction and shape,
including (top) actuation principles and (bottom) examples of implementation. (a)
Distributed strain uses pneumatic artificial muscles to create strain along the length
where they are attached. (b) Concentrated strain uses tendons actuated from the base
to change the robot shape. (c) Tip-localized strain couples steering and growth to
create responsive steering at the tip only. (d) Preformed steering shapes the robot for
known tasks before deployment. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed from Frontiers
under CC-BY 4.0.

or lengthening a side of the tube. Figure 2.3 shows four di↵erent methods of steering

everting vine robots, all of which locally shorten or lengthen the robot body material

on one side compared to its original length. References [47,48] present an additional

steering method based on bending devices that ride along at the robot tip.

Distributed Strain Actuation

One actuation method for steering everting vine robots uses actuators that contract

uniformly along their length, so that a single input can uniformly curve the entire robot

body. Soft pneumatic actuators are the primary examples of this type of actuation,

since the actuator can be long enough to match the full robot length and its compliance

allows them to evert with the robot (Figure 2.3a). All the distributed strain actuators

used thus far have been limited in their maximum strain. We quantify this strain

using the metric of contraction ratio, defined as the ratio of the di↵erence between
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shortened and fully extended length to the fully extended length.

Inverse pneumatic artificial muscles (IPAMs), first demonstrated in [49] and used

in [50] to create fabric muscle sheets, are constructed using a cylindrical rubber bladder

enclosed by a strain limiting layer. This layer forces the bladder to expand lengthwise,

not radially, when pressurized. IPAMs have been attached to everting vine robots by

sewing them into the fabric of the body. Because IPAMs extend at high pressure and

contract at low pressure, the robot body needs to be shortened when attaching the

IPAMs. References [40,51] used IPAMs to create helical actuation. Even though these

actuators have relatively high maximum contraction ratio (75% was reported in [49]),

it is di�cult to attach IPAMs to an everting vine robot in a way that distributes the

strain equally, leading to unpredictable robot shapes.

Unlike IPAMs, both series pneumatic artificial muscles (sPAMs) and series pouch

motors (SPMs) shorten when pressurized, making them easy to attach uniformly to

an everting vine robot in their unactuated state. These actuators are constructed

by creating either radial (sPAMs) or flat (SPMs) constrictions at regular intervals

along the length of a tube of airtight, inextensible material. A small space for

airflow is allowed through the constriction, yielding a series of small interconnected

bubbles or pouches [52], which shorten lengthwise as they balloon out radially during

pressurization. SPMs have a lower maximum contraction ratio than sPAMs (20%

versus 40% respectively [53]), but they are easier to construct and attach to everting

vine robots, making them more practical for very long systems. References [53, 54]

demonstrate an everting vine robot steering with 1-2 m long sPAMs, while [6] shows

steering with 7-10 m long SPMs in a system deployed in the field. The constrictions

inherent in these actuator designs can cause drawbacks. They result in high internal

fluidic resistance, leading to noticeable time delays in actuation of the more distal

segments of a long robot, and they lead to stress concentrations, making the actuators

fatigue upon repeated pressurization and depressurization.

Fabric pneumatic artificial muscles (fPAMs) are similar to sPAMs and SPMs but

remove the high fluidic resistance. fPAMs are constructed using the bias stretching

fabric described in Section 2.3.1 formed into a tube with the bias direction oriented

along the length of the actuator. When pressurized, fPAMs expand radially and shorten
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in length, similar to a McKibben actuator [55,56]. fPAMs were demonstrated in [36,57]

to steer everting vine robots. They have a slightly lower maximum contraction ratio

(30% was reported in [36]) than sPAMs, but also show very little hysteresis.

Concentrated Strain Actuation

An alternative to distributed strain actuation is concentrated strain actuation. In this

category, the actuation comes entirely from the base of the robot instead of distributed

along the length, and the actuators are attached only at discrete points on the robot.

Generally, concentrated strain actuation has been achieved through tendons routed

along the surface of the pressurized tube and pulled by DC motors.

Unlike the pneumatic artificial muscles described in the previous section, actuation

using tendons is not inherently strain limited, so tendons can achieve much more

dramatic steering. However, the decrease in local sti↵ness that comes after the onset

of local wrinkling of the robot body material [58], in addition to the friction that

exists in the tendons, means bending due to tendon actuation will concentrate in a

single location. This type of actuation was used in [42] to create an approximation of

a spherical joint at the base of a growing robot manipulator.

Having all the bending concentrated at a single point can limit the usable actuation

scenarios, so other tendon actuation designs include a limit on the local bending.

In [40], [51], [59, 60] this was accomplished through physical hard stops placed along

the tendon’s routed path on the surface of the tube (Figure 2.3b). This feature creates

a “traveling wave” of bending, with the point most proximal to the base bending

first, followed by more distal points as the hard stops connect. While actuating from

the base in this way is not generally a better method for steering the tip compared

to distributed curvatures from pneumatic artificial muscles, tendon actuation with

hard-stops has been used to create complex, well-defined shapes like helices [51] and

self-knotting paths [61].
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Tip-Localized Strain Actuation

The previous two actuation methods show the ability to steer the everting vine robot

body independent of growth, so the robot shape can be changed either while at a set

length or while growing. However, in these previous methods, more distal portions

of the robot body can only be actuated if more proximal sections of the body are as

well, limiting the shapes that can be produced. Adding more independently actuated

segments along the length of the robot body is possible, but this increases control and

design complexity and does not scale well with length. If independent steering control

along the full length of the robot as it grows is desired, the robot can instead be

actuated by coupling the steering to the growth through tip-localized strain actuation.

This has been previously accomplished using preloaded strain that can be released

only at the tip, as demonstrated in [32, 62]. Mechanical latches hold preloaded strain

and can be unlatched when they reach the tip by pressurizing pockets that run

along the entire length of the robot (Figure 2.3c). This couples the steering to the

growth, and, as a result, minimizes the actuation signals needed to achieve complex

shapes. In 2D, two pressure signals are su�cient to fully shape the robot. A more

recent implementation of this actuation method used tensioned strings to preload the

actuation and servos mounted at the tip to cut the strings as the everting vine robot

grew [63].

Preformed Actuation

While all the previous actuation strategies created actively controlled robot shapes,

active shape change is not needed for some applications. In these cases, the robot

body can be preformed into the desired final shape before it grows. Two methods

have been developed for preforming everting vine robots. In [41, 64], the robot was

shaped by heating the thermoplastic body material (LDPE) while it was stretched

over molds of the desired shape. This allowed the material to be heat-set and maintain

the shape of the mold once removed, creating smoothly varying shapes. Pinching the

body material at discrete points and holding the pinches with pieces of tape creates a

similar e↵ect but with discrete turns [32], which can be seen in Figure 2.3d.
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Passive Environment Steering

In addition to creating steering actuation, there are various methods to modify existing

actuation, one of which is using the environment to help steer the robot. Everting

vine robots can passively adapt to their environment, reaching di↵erent final shapes

than they would have without environment constraint. Early results of this e↵ect

are shown in [32]. The compliance and growth behavior of everting vine robots

allow them to easily deform around obstacles and follow natural pathways in their

environment. Passive steering using the environment was further demonstrated, with

heuristic modeling, in [65]. This model was used to design for intentional passive

deformations of preformed everting vine robots in [66] (Figure 2.4a). The modeling and

planning associated with using passive deformation for steering, including using passive

deformation with active distributed steering [57], will be discussed in Sections 2.4.2

and 2.5.3.

Sti↵ness Change

Sti↵ness change gives a second method of modifying actuation of growth direction and

robot shape. As discussed for concentrated strain actuation (Section 2.3.3), the local

sti↵ness of inflated tubes rapidly decreases where local wrinkling occurs. Actively

increasing the sti↵ness of the pneumatic tube has recently been investigated to modify

this behavior. These designs follow the same considerations as steering actuation:

minimize the number of control signals while being scalable with length and remaining

flexible enough to allow growth.

Vacuum jamming, i.e., using the frictional forces between particles, lines, or sheets

of material to increase the apparent sti↵ness [67], is one method to change sti↵ness

in soft robotic systems. For everting vine robots, [68] showed an implementation of

layer jamming that can be used to modify the bending and buckling behavior under

concentrated-strain actuation (Figure 2.4b-i). The passive valves maintain the pressure

state of the layer jamming sections and a device traveling inside the everting vine

robot body switches the states of those valves (see Section 2.3.4 for more discussion of

devices inside the robot body).
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Figure 2.4: Methods for modifying steering and shape of everting vine robots apart
from actuation. (a) Steering can be modified by obstacle interaction, where the robot
passively conforms to its environment as it grows. (b) Steering can also be modified
by changing the body sti↵ness. (b,i) Increasing the sti↵ness of sections through layer
jamming allows control of the wrinkling point under tendon actuation. (b,ii) Side tubes
can be used to shape-lock previous actuation, allowing steering of the tip only and
formation of compound curves. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed from Frontiers
under CC-BY 4.0.
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Sti↵ness change can also be used to lock previous actuation as the everting vine

robot grows, allowing complex robot body shapes to be actuated with only a few

actuators. This behavior was achieved in 2D in [60] using channels on either side of

the everting vine robot. Smaller everting vine robots were grown and retracted within

these side channels, locking the actuation state of the proximal section of the robot

body due to the added friction between the channels and smaller everting vine robots.

The distal section of the robot remained steerable via concentrated-strain actuation

(Figure 2.4b-ii). This sti↵ness change design produces behavior similar to that of

tip-localized strain actuation, but with the additional ability to reversibly actuate the

movement of the distal portion of the robot body.

2.3.4 Mounting Sensors and Tools

Many applications of everting vine robots are made possible by mounting sensors and

tools on the robot body and using the robot’s movement to transport them through

the environment or to reconfigure their shape. Five locations for mounting sensors and

tools have been explored thus far and are shown in Figure 2.5. For some mounting

locations, the sensors and tools are fixed to the material of the robot body, and for

others, they move in a way that is linked to the robot’s movement, but they are not

fixed to its material. Key considerations when choosing a mounting location include:

how and where sensors and tools need to interact with the environment and how

placement will encumber the movement of the everting vine robot.

At the Tip

Because the tip of an everting vine robot is often the first point to enter a new space,

this is an important area to mount sensors and tools that interact with the environment

(Figure 2.5a). Sensors mounted at the robot tip, such as a camera [6, 32,44, 54], can

be used to sense properties of the environment and to provide feedback of the robot

state during navigation and exploration. Meanwhile, tip-mounted tools, such as a

gripper [8, 42], enable environment interactions such as picking up objects and pulling

on the environment.
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Figure 2.5: Five locations for mounting sensors and tools around the body of an
everting vine robot: (a) at the tip, (b) fixed to the wall, (c) inside the pressurized
area, (d) fixed to the tail, and (e) inside the tail. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed
from Frontiers under CC-BY 4.0.
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Mounting to the robot tip is challenging, since the specific section of robot body

material at the tip continually changes during eversion and inversion. Thus, a tip

mount must move relative to the robot body material, not merely be adhered to

the material. Reference [8] analyzed the various tip mount designs that have been

developed and defined design principles for successful tip mounts. The methods by

which sensors and tools have been attached to the tip include: cables inside the

tail [32, 54,69], friction with the wall [6], magnets [42, 44], and rolling interlocks [8].

Many of these tip mount designs use parts both outside the robot body and inside the

pressurized area at the robot tip to stay attached. Wire management is also a challenge

because wires must move relative to the robot’s body. Reference [44] showed a wireless

tip mount, but previous solutions to manage wired connections have consisted of

wires inside the robot tail [32, 54] and external wires with a self-sealing zipper pocket

to avoid snagging on the environment [6]. Mounting at the tip involves a tradeo↵

between reliable attachment and encumbrance of the everting vine robot’s natural

ability move through confined spaces. The sensors, tools, and mounting methods can

also add large or heavy elements at the robot tip, limiting the everting vine robot’s

ability to support its own weight, pass through small apertures, and move relative to

the environment without friction.

Fixed to the Wall

Another method to directly place sensors and tools in contact with the environment

is fixing them to the robot body wall (Figure 2.5b). This location is well suited for

mounting items that are deployed during growth or that need to interact with the

environment along the entire length of the robot body, although anything mounted

must be flexible enough or small enough to be everted and inverted along with the

robot body material. While this location can be useful for some sensing applications,

many of the demonstrated designs have mounted nontraditional robot payloads to

the robot body wall. Adhesive patches attached to the outside of the body can be

used to grip the environment, in one case to provide additional support when climbing

vertically [32] and in another to take samples of the environment [7]. Items attached

to the body can also be deployed and shaped by the robot. Reference [41] shows
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deployment of soft haptic actuators and [40,59] shows deploying and shaping segmented

antenna pieces in order to form functional devices. In addition, this mounting location

was used in [9] to deploy a distributed sensor network.

Inside the Pressurized Area

Items that do not need to interact physically with the environment can be mounted

inside the pressurized area of the robot body (Figure 2.5c). The structure of the

robot body acts as a pathway which can be traveled independent of the growth of

the robot and without contacting the environment. The physical separation from the

environment means mounting inside the pressurized area is best suited for sensors

and tools used to interact with the robot body itself, or those that can interact with

the environment in a non-contact fashion. This mounting location was used in [7] to

attach the retraction device (Section 2.3.2), which applies force to the robot tail to

retract the robot body after growth. Similarly, [68] demonstrated a motorized carriage

device moving internal to the robot to carry an electromagnet. Wired transmission of

power from the base helps reduce device weight. As with wires passed to tip mounts,

these wires must span a changing length as the device moves along the robot, so the

wires should be managed to keep them taut while reeling them in or out as needed.

Mounting inside the pressurized area does not require an active carriage device, as

friction with the tail can passively keep devices at the tip during growth. Reference [70]

used this method to keep a ring magnet at the tip of a millimeter-scale everting vine

robot for tip-localization.

Fixed to the Tail

Due to eversion, the robot tail moves at twice the speed that the robot tip moves

relative to the base. Mounting sensors and tools to the robot’s tail is therefore a useful

way to transport items between the robot base and the tip, using the growth and

retraction of the robot itself (Figure 2.5d). Items fixed to the inside of the tail can

contact the environment once that portion of the tail reaches the robot tip; rather than

becoming part of the wall, the items may be deployed into the environment or reach
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the tip at the fully grown robot length. Reference [32] used this mounting location

to demonstrate delivery of items from the robot base to the robot tip during growth

through di�cult environments. A sensor packaged safely inside the tail was protected

from environmental hazards until the very end of growth when it was deployed out

into the environment, and a wire was tied to the robot tail and pulled through the

inside of the robot body, easily routing the wire through a confined space. The main

disadvantage of this mounting location is that the robot length when the payloads

will reach the tip is fixed at the time of manufacture. Either the desired final robot

length must be known before launching the robot or it must be determined through

trial and error.

Inside the Tail

To overcome the disadvantages of fixing payloads to the tail, sensors and tools can be

mounted inside, but not fixed to, the robot tail (Figure 2.5e). Using this mounting

location, items can be passed from the base to the tip such that some part of them

stays continually at the tip during growth and retraction. As mentioned in the previous

subsection, the robot tail and the robot tip move at di↵erent speeds relative to the

base, so the payload must slide within the robot tail to remain at a desired location.

If the everting vine robot material is not stored on a reel, this can be achieved by

leaving the end of the tail partially unsealed so that items can pass from outside the

base through the tail. However, the internal pressure used to grow the robot will

cause the tail to naturally squeeze anything inside it, so some way to balance the

pressure, like sending a steady stream of air through the tail, is needed to allow sliding

of items inside the tail. Reference [32] used this mounting location to pass a tool

through the robot body from base to tip in a demonstration of a medical procedure,

while [71] passed a tube through the tail to the robot tip to send compressed air to

fluidize a granular environment and allow the robot to grow through it with ease.

While mounting inside the tail is good for passing items through the robot body to

the outside of the robot tip, also storing the robot body material on a reel in the base

is impossible, because of the need for relative movement between the tail material and

the items inside the tail. This provides incentive to find other methods of storing the
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robot body material compactly when not in use; one example of this is [72], where

the material is stored folded up such that items can still be passed inside the folded

tail. Additionally, maintaining the appropriate relative speed of movement between

the tail material and the items inside such that part of the items remains at the tip

is challenging. The items inside the tail need to be pulled toward the base during

growth and pushed away from the base during retraction (not yet demonstrated in

the literature).

2.4 Modeling

As with many soft robots, everting vine robots present specific challenges for modeling,

and even more so because growth is such a unique form of movement. As a result,

models for growth and steering of everting vine robots draw inspiration from a variety

of sources, including models of other soft robotic systems and models of naturally

occurring growth and steering. Even though the method of growth through eversion

is unlike many natural systems, the mathematics of biological growth as seen in

the literature [16] have a close link to the models of growth that describe everting

vine robots. The principles that describe how a plant shapes itself, for example,

how a cucumber tendril forms a helix [21], closely relate to the understanding of

how di↵erential shortening allows everting vine robots to form similar shapes [51].

Section 2.4.1 outlines the quasi-static analyses conducted to generate models of growth

(Figure 2.6), as well as bending and buckling due to growth into obstacles and due

to retraction (Figure 2.7). Section 2.4.2 describes the kinematic and force-balance

modeling employed to predict robot shape due to both active and passive steering

(Figure 2.8).

2.4.1 Modeling of Growth

An important portion of everting vine robot modeling has focused on understanding

everting vine robot growth and retraction, including the forces at play due to interaction

with the environment. Thus far, these models have all been limited to quasi-static
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analyses, i.e., those that neglect dynamics. Many of the analyzed movements were

slow enough that dynamics could be discounted, but faster growth movements have

also shown negligible inertial e↵ects.

Reference [73] showed a quasi-static model for growth via pressure-driven tip

eversion based on an equilibrium force balance (Figure 2.6). The model equates

the driving force, i.e., the internal pressure multiplied by the tip area, to internal

losses. The losses break down into two categories: losses associated with transporting

material from the base to the tip, and losses associated with everting new material at

the tip. Material transport is dominated by the frictional interaction of the everting

vine robot material with itself, due to the weight of the tail material (Figure 2.6d),

and the tension of the inner material being pulled around curves (i.e., the capstan

equation, see [74]) (Figure 2.6c). At the tip, [32] shows experimentally that eversion

losses closely match the viscoplastic behavior of other pressure-driven growing systems

(Figure 2.6a-b), like the expansion of plant cells [75] or deployment of invertebrate

proboscises [13], with a yield force (i.e., a minimum driving force to begin growth)

and a viscous damping as a function of growth speed, with negligible inertial e↵ects.

This model allows the user to predict whether growth will occur, and at what speed,

given the pressure and robot geometry.

References [35,71] expand on this model by adding the e↵ects of external forces

from the environment. In [71], the model was specifically adjusted to account for the

resistive forces of the sand on growth during burrowing. Reference [35] focused more

broadly on the environmental interaction forces that passively steer an everting vine

robot while navigating a cluttered environment through self-buckling or self-bending

(Section 2.3.3). Simple geometric and pressure dependent models predict bending and

buckling for everting vine robots (Figure 2.7a), largely informed by existing bending

and buckling models for inflated beams [76,77,78]. Reference [79] further considered

the buckling and bending loads to determine payload capabilities, and [80] looked into

the relationship between force applied to the robot tip in compression and the robot’s

growth speed.

These bending and buckling behaviors can also occur due to forces applied during

retraction (Section 2.3.2). Reference [7] described the critical points for inversion-based
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Figure 2.6: Quasi-static modeling of everting vine robot growth. Model relates the
driving force (internal pressure times tip cross-sectional area) to the losses due to
the robot state, including (a) static yield force (i.e., driving force required to begin
growth), (b) viscoplastic loss due to everting material, (c) exponential friction for
moving tail material around curves in path, and (d) linear friction as a function of
length/weight of tail material being transported. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed
from Frontiers under CC-BY 4.0.
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buckling as a function of curvature, length, and internal pressure (Figure 2.7b). The

same length-independent yield force that must be overcome to begin eversion is also

required to begin inversion, while the forces required to bend and buckle the robot

body decrease with increasing length. This means that regardless of robot curvature

and internal pressure, above a certain length, the robot body will always bend or

buckle instead of inverting.

2.4.2 Modeling of Steering

Kinematic and force-balance models have been employed to calculate the robot shape

both due to actuators and due to obstacle interaction. These models are highlighted

in Figure 2.8.

Early models for everting vine robot steering were inspired by constant curvature

models used for flexible-backbone continuum robots [81]. In [53], constant curvature

kinematics are used to define the 3D shape of a flexible, thin-walled inflated backbone,

without eversion, steered by distributed strain actuators (Figure 2.8a). This model

incorporates a force balance, taking into account the backbone and actuator sti↵nesses

due to pressure. Reference [54] then incorporates the e↵ects of the changing body

length when growing. While these e↵ects are mainly accounted for using control

strategies (Section 2.5.1), it is noted that the change in body length also causes a

reduction in the frequency response of the actuators as they increase in length, due

to the fluidic resistance of sPAMs (Section 2.3.3). Reference [54] also showed that

the mapping between internal actuator pressures and instantaneous tip displacements

is fairly consistent throughout the robot’s workspace. This allowed [6] to develop a

simplified kinematic model assuming a linear relationship between change in actuator

pressure and instantaneous tip displacement. This model commands instantaneous tip

displacements, instead of absolute tip positions. Early work on modeling dynamics of

reversibly steered everting vine robots based on an Euler-Lagrange formulation was

completed in simulation in [82].

Adding shape-locking (Section 2.3.3) to a robot with constant curvature actuation

allows for the creation of complex compound curvatures, but this requires a modification
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Figure 2.8: Kinematic and force-balance modeling of everting vine robot
shape/steering. (a) Modeling of robot shape in free space has included kinematic
models based on constant curvature and piecewise constant curvature sections, some of
which also consider forces, as well as kinematic models based on helical and piecewise
helical actuator routings. (b) Modeling of robot shape during environment interaction
has developed heuristics for both passively and actively steered growth based on
kinematics and force-balance models. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed from
Frontiers under CC-BY 4.0.
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of the constant curvature models as a result. Reference [60] developed a steering model

to determine the tip position of a shape-locking everting vine robot (Figure 2.8b). This

method of shape-locking causes the more proximal sections to be held in place while

the most distal section, past the end of the locking bodies, can actuate into a constant

curvature shape. The full robot shape is a compound curve made of constant curvature

segments. As the locking bodies grow or retract along the robot, new static segments

are added or removed from the curve, and the tip position can be reconstructed by

taking the kinematics of each curved segment in order.

These constant curvature models only apply to actuators mounted parallel to the

backbone, i.e., parallel to the growing direction of the everting vine robot. Reference

[51] expanded these steering models to actuators attached to the everting vine robot

body in a helix (Figure 2.8a). The developed closed-form kinematics for helical

actuators relate the 3D actuator shape to the 3D deformed robot shape based only

on geometry. To model the kinematics of general actuator shapes on everting vine

robots, [61] took this helical kinematics model and approximated general paths as

piecewise helical. This approximation accurately predicts the actuated shapes resulting

from generally shaped actuators. The kinematic modeling was also used to design

the actuation to achieve a desired path, like a self-knotting everting vine robot

(Figure 2.8a).

Steering can also result from obstacle interactions. A model presented in [65]

developed a simple kinematic heuristic for a straight (unactuated) everting vine robot

as it grows into an obstacle in 2D: the tip will slide along the obstacle in a direction

determined by the initial contact angle, and the robot will bend at the previous

contact with the environment (Figure 2.8b). Given an environment including some

set of obstacles, this model predicts the robot’s path based entirely on the obstacle

locations and initial robot state, keeping track of obstacle contact points on the

everting vine robot. In [66], a slight modification of the obstacle interaction model

was used to account for preformed turns as well, and this model was used to plan

2D paths through environments with known obstacles (Section 2.5.3). Reference [83]

presented a dynamics simulator of growth into obstacles.

Active steering and obstacle interaction models can be combined to model controlled
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everting vine robots moving through obstacle-filled environments. Reference [57] shows

a piecewise formulation to calculate the robot shape during environment contact in 2D.

The free length of the robot body (i.e., the section not constrained by the environment)

takes on a constant curvature shape determined by the pressures in the actuators,

while the constrained length of the robot body is shaped based on the obstacle contact

locations (Figure 2.8b). A point-loaded cantilever inflated beam model determines

the deflection and moment of the constrained section of the body. This model can

similarly be used for planning (Section 2.5.3).

2.5 Control and Planning

The unique properties and mechanisms of everting vine robot movement provide new

opportunities and challenges for robot control and planning, both teleoperated and

autonomous. Considerations include what behaviors can be planned and how to bring

a human operator into the control loop. The main everting vine robot control and

planning topics studied thus far have been (1) robot-level control of growth, retraction,

and steering, (2) interface design to allow human operators to teleoperate everting

vine robots, and (3) planning methods that consider obstacle interaction models of

everting vine robots.

2.5.1 Robot-Level Control

Robot-level control strategies are concerned with controlling the fundamental move-

ments of the everting vine robot. Since growth and steering are generally actuated

independently, the control strategies are handled separately as well. Even when

steering is coupled to growth, the control of steering is separate and reactive to growth.

Control schemes that have been demonstrated in the literature are diagrammed in

Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Control schemes for the growth/retraction and the steering degrees
of freedom of robot tip movement. (top) Control of growth and retraction speed is
achieved by balancing internal pressure with motor inputs to maintain the proper level
of tension in the tail. (bottom) Steering control is achieved by mapping desired tip
displacements to pressures in steering actuators. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed
from Frontiers under CC-BY 4.0.
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Growth and Retraction Control

Due to the variability of length scales of everting vine robots, growth and retraction

have been speed controlled. Accurate control of the robot’s length relies on being

able to apply forces that both lengthen and shorten the robot. Since internal pressure

can only drive growth, an antagonistic actuator, like a motor attached to the tail, is

needed to have full control. Using the antagonistic combination of pressure to drive

growth and motor to resist growth, speed control has been achieved for limited length

change [54] and arbitrary length change [6, 44] robots.

The exact implementation of growth control di↵ers between these systems. Refer-

ence [44] used a continuously-running pump with a relief valve to maintain a constant

pressure (20 kPa), while growth and retraction speed were controlled via commands

sent to a stepper motor. Care was needed to ensure that the stepper motor did not

introduce slack if obstacles or steering slowed the robot. Reference [6] used a backdriv-

able DC motor with an encoder and a closed-loop pressure regulator to make growth

speed control robust to these disturbances without sensing the true growth speed. By

setting the motor to only resist growth and allowing the pressure to backdrive the

motor up to the desired speed, the speed could be controlled without allowing slack in

the tail.

While retraction can be accomplished with the architecture described above,

controlled retraction has been implemented with the addition of a retraction device [7]

as discussed in Section 2.3.2. With this device, the motor inputs of the base motor

and the retraction device motor(s) must be synchronized and their combination must

balance the internal pressure. Reference [8] presented an implementation of growth

and retraction control using a retraction device without an encoder. The retraction

device motors determined the speed of growth or retraction, while the base motor

applied the forces necessary to maintain material tension and reel material slack as it

developed.
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Steering Control

Unlike growth and retraction control, steering control methods are dependent on the

actuation method used. This section only discusses steering control when in free space;

the steering behavior of everting vine robots under environmental contact is treated

as a planning problem instead.

Control for tip-localized strain actuation (Section 2.3.3) was demonstrated in [32].

Since steering could only occur at discrete points when the robot grew, bang-bang

control was used, where the next command—left, right, or straight—was queued

according to the target location relative to the tip. This method could stably control

the everting vine robot heading as long as the growth speed was su�ciently slow,

since actuation inputs occurred at discrete intervals and resulted in irreversible shape

change of the body.

Control of reversible steering was first demonstrated in [53,54] with an everting

vine robot using distributed strain actuation. Since steering is completely decoupled

from growth and retraction, instantaneous movement of the robot tip in any direction

is possible. For autonomous control, tip motion from steering was commanded with

a visual servo control law to keep tracked features centered in the field of view.

Even though an image-space Jacobian could be derived based on constant curvature

models (Section 2.4.2), the control instead used model-free approaches and calibrated

an image-space Jacobian approximation during startup. The Jacobian translated

actuator pressures to image-space displacements. The camera could spin relative to

the robot, so an IMU attached to the camera was used to estimate the relative rotation

of the tip camera and update the Jacobian.

Reference [6] also demonstrated steering control for distributed strain actuators,

using a simplified kinematic model of the robot instead of a model-free image-space

Jacobian, and for the purposes of teleoperation. This method controlled the robot body

at relatively long lengths (7.5-10 m) for the first time, demonstrating that constant

curvature assumptions break down at long length. Only the most distal meter long

section of the robot body achieves a consistent curvature, so past that length, the

kinematics can be considered approximately independent of length. Since human-in-

the-loop teleoperation was used to provide reference inputs instead of feedback from a
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tip camera, the steering control was open-loop and based on the inverse kinematics.

This steering control method was also modified to be used with concentrated strain

actuation in [42] and was demonstrated with retraction in [8]. A nonlinear model

predictive controller was demonstrated in simulation in [84]; for steering isolated

from growth, model-based control using beam bending models was shown in [85], and

linear quadratic regulator control using the Hankel dynamic mode decomposition was

demonstrated in [86].

2.5.2 Input Modalities

Input modalities refer to the methods used to provide reference commands to the

robot (Figure 2.10). Everting vine robots can be fully or semi-autonomous, relying

only on high-level commands from operators and feedback from sensing within their

control loop, or they can be directly teleoperated, taking low-level commands from a

human operator.

Full and Shared Autonomy

Full and shared autonomy was demonstrated in [32, 53, 54], using a camera and video

processing to track image features that are selected by the operator (Figure 2.10).

Full autonomy is possible in cases where the tracked image feature is constant and

always in view, allowing the everting vine robot to navigate towards a light in [32]

or to follow a person’s hand in [53]. When di↵erent features need to be tracked over

time, either due to changing goals or because the end goal is not in sight, humans can

provide updates to the target object in a shared autonomy setup. Shared autonomy

was shown in [53] to switch targets in a sequence, and in [54] to navigate towards a

target hidden behind an obstacle in the workspace.

Direct Teleoperation

A variety of devices have been used to provide inputs for direct teleoperation, including

o↵-the-shelf input devices and custom-designed interfaces. Since growth is a degree of

control not found in many robots, a key early consideration for interface design was
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reproduced from [5]. Licensed from Frontiers under CC-BY 4.0.
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the intuitiveness of the control. Reference [87] conducted a user study of teleoperation

using a simulated everting vine robot with first-person view as though from a camera at

the robot tip (Figure 2.10). Three o↵-the-shelf input devices (keyboard, joystick, and

Phantom Omni) were compared to a novel flexible joystick. Overall, the novel flexible

joystick outperformed the other input devices on all measured metrics and was found to

have the lowest self-rated mental workload. A similar flexible joystick was used in [6] for

teleoperation of an everting vine robot within a previously unexplored rocky tunnel in

an archeological site. Joystick displacements were mapped to robot tip displacements

and the growth speed of the robot was input using a sliding potentiometer embedded

in the joystick. The human operator received feedback of the robot tip position

by viewing images from a camera at the robot tip. A di↵erent interface for direct

teleoperation of everting vine robots was demonstrated in [42] for a pick-and-place

task (Figure 2.10). This interface used a motion capture system with markers placed

on the human operator’s chest and arm, tracking the operator’s gestures to control

the growth, retraction, and steering of the robot, while the human operator viewed

the entire robot body and its environment via direct line of sight. In a user study,

participants teleoperated the everting vine robot to successfully transfer a cube from

one platform to another in 95% of trials.

2.5.3 Planning

Everting vine robots interact with their environment in ways desirable for navigation,

creating opportunities for planning methods that are unique to these types of robots.

Thus far, the literature has focused on defining and using heuristics for everting

vine robot interaction with a known, rigid environment. These planning methods

demonstrate that designs that use environmental contact have a higher probability of

reaching a target in the face of actuation uncertainty, and that the dexterous range of

everting vine robots can be increased by contacting the environment. The planning

methods that have been demonstrated in the literature for everting vine robots are

shown in Figure 2.11.

Reference [66] used the obstacle interaction heuristics for an everting vine robot
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Figure 2.11: Planning methods for (left) a preformed everting vine robot made
of inextensible plastic and (right) an everting vine robot steered with distributed
strain actuators and made of extensible fabric. The planning methods leverage
heuristics about robot shape and environment interaction to minimize actuation input
or orientation error while reaching a target position. Image reproduced from [5].
Licensed from Frontiers under CC-BY 4.0.
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with preformed steering to develop a planning method for choosing the initial robot

shape, i.e., the pinch locations and pinch angles (Section 2.3.3). The planning method

maximized the probability of reaching a desired target given noise in the design

parameters. This planning method uses the certainty of the robot tip position when

contacting obstacles to counteract the uncertainty in manufacturing the preformed

everting vine robot, as well as o✏oading some of the manipulation of the robot shape

to the environment, reducing the required actuation. To find a plan, a sequence of

waypoints overlaid on the known map and linking the start and end while requiring

the minimal amount of preformed actuation were identified. Then, from the possible

designs, the one that maximizes the probability of reaching each waypoint was selected.

Reference [57] presents a similar planning method with the addition of active

steering. A slightly di↵erent model (detailed in Section 2.4.2) is used to describe the

obstacle interaction of these robots. This model can calculate the reachable workspace

of the robot tip as a function of a sequence of obstacle interactions; the more obstacles

that can be used to manipulate the robot’s path, the greater the possible range of

approach angles of a target location. For a desired approach angle, the planning

problem iterates through all possible permutations of obstacle contact states to find

the sequence of obstacle contacts that minimize the orientation error at the target.

2.6 Applications

While the work discussed in previous sections has investigated methods to understand

and expand the capabilities of everting vine robots, here we discuss the previously

explored applications for these systems, including the benefits and challenges of using

everting vine robots for a given application. Figure 2.12 shows three main application

areas of everting vine robots: deploying and reconfiguring structures, navigating

constrained environments, and applying forces on the environment.
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Figure 2.12: Everting vine robot applications organized by the function of the
robot in the application, including (top left) deploying and reconfiguring structures,
(bottom left) navigating constrained environments without damaging the environment
or the robot, and (top right) applying forces to the environment through squeezing,
pushing, pulling, or expanding. (bottom right) Some applications, such as burrowing,
incorporate multiple functions. Image reproduced from [5]. Licensed from Frontiers
under CC-BY 4.0.
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2.6.1 Deploying and Reconfiguring Structures

Because everting vine robots create structures as they grow, one area of application has

been to create deployable and reconfigurable structures. As discussed in Section 2.3.4,

sensors and tools can be fixed to the wall of an everting vine robot, allowing controlled

deployment and reconfiguration during the growth and steering of the body. In these

applications, the shape change of the robot body allows the deployed item to achieve

its desired function.

Reference [41] designed an everting vine robot to create a deployable wearable

haptic device. Haptic devices that modify their surface area are easier to don and

do↵ and can create variable contact depending on the situation. This system begins

in a wrist form factor and grows to cover the lower arm, deploying soft pneumatic

haptic actuators [88] that provide direction and intensity cues to the wearer. Structure

“programmability” also allowed for the development of deployable and reconfigurable

antennas. In [40], copper strips were attached to the robot body wall in an overlapping

fashion to form a monopole antenna. As the robot grew and retracted it changed

the length of the deployed monopole antenna. Deployment of more complex antenna

shapes was shown in [59], where a handedness-reconfiguring helical antenna was

deployed. Other applications that rely on creation of deployable and reconfigurable

structures could include deployment of structures in space and the formation of

structural metamaterials.

2.6.2 Navigating Constrained Environments

Everting vine robots are well suited for navigation of constrained environments,

especially in situations where non-destructive sensing of the environment and/or

delivery of items is needed. The requirements of these applications vary; the goal may

be to reach and inspect a particular target with the robot tip, or the robot body itself

may be used as a conduit to transport items from its proximal to distal ends, though

there is often the additional goal of minimizing the force applied to the environment.

Reference [6] reported on the first field deployment of an everting vine robot system

in an archeology application. A portable everting vine robot system was developed
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that could deliver a camera to collect video inside spaces in an archeological site that

are too small for a human to enter. Due to its ability to navigate tortuous paths,

traverse rock blockages, and support its own body through vertical shafts, the everting

vine robot was able to collect video in areas previously unobserved by the archeology

team. A similar application area was proposed in [44], using a water-filled everting

vine robot to non-destructively monitor underwater ecosystems, as well as in [48]

where an everting vine robot successfully navigated a debris field in an urban search

and rescue training site. In the field of medicine, preliminary demonstrations have

shown the ability of everting vine robots to navigate tortuous paths similar to those

encountered inside the human body, with minimal force applied to the environment

compared to standard catheters, endoscopes, and other medical tools pushed from

the base [64,89,90,91]. Continued work on mounting items at the robot tip without

encumbering the robot’s navigation ability will enable new capabilities for these types

of applications.

In addition to navigating constrained environments through existing paths, everting

vine robots can be grown to create a path where no natural pathway already exists.

Reference [71] investigated this problem via the development of an everting vine robot

capable of burrowing through sand. To adapt the everting vine robot for burrowing,

an air line internal to the tail was added to allow for granular fluidization, after which

the everting vine robot grew into the sand, using its internal pressure to apply outward

forces on the sand to keep its body from being crushed. This combines the navigation

and force application abilities of everting vine robots, and it could allow for soil

monitoring, non-invasive underground installation, and root-like foundation structures.

Another related work [92] showed the benefits of oscillating the everting vine robot tip

during navigation of an environment containing both free space and rigid obstacles,

similar to how plant roots oscillate their tips when burrowing through soil. This result

has also been seen in other growing robot mechanisms [93]. These designs demonstrate

an interesting application of everting vine robots and plant inspired robots in general:

as model systems for understanding bio-physical behaviors of plants, similar to how

animal inspired robots have been used to better understand animal biophysics [94,95].
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2.6.3 Applying Forces

Several potential everting vine robot applications center around applying force on the

environment. For example, the natural compliance of an everting vine robot body

makes it potentially safe for manipulation around humans. Everting vine robots may

be especially useful in environments where a combination of the ability to navigate

confined spaces and the ability to apply forces to the environment is needed, such as

turning a valve in a disaster scenario [32].

Moving payloads attached to the robot tip often relies on having su�cient sti↵ness

to resist bending and buckling loads on the everting vine robot body, which depends

on the internal pressure and the length of the robot. Because everting vine robots

are hollow and filled with fluid, their critical bending and buckling loads tend to be

lower than those of traditional robots (Section 2.4.1). References [42,53] demonstrated

that forces applied using transverse and compressive loading on the everting vine

robot body are su�cient to move lightweight objects (200 g) around the robot’s 3D

workspace, and there is ongoing work on methods to control sti↵ness (Section 2.3.3),

which will increase the weight-bearing capacity of everting vine robots to allow the

extension to more manipulation tasks.

The use of inextensible materials in many everting vine robots means that, while

they tend to be much weaker than traditional robots in compression, they can be

strong in tension, and this strength is not dependent on the robot length. Reference [8]

demonstrated that, with the addition of a tip mount to pull on the environment,

everting vine robots can support up to 7 kg of weight and lift up to 2.5 kg in tension,

only limited by the strength of the tip mount materials and the tip-mount motors. In

a similar application, everting vine robots were used as tensile linear actuators [96].

Finally, everting vine robots can apply forces through the everted body more

e�ciently than through the everting tip. Pressure has an impressive ability to produce

high forces when multiplied by a large area, so, by directly using the internal pressure

to apply forces, [32] demonstrated a pneumatic jack capable of growing into a small

gap and then lifting over 75 kg, with increasing force capability as the robot grew.

Reference [97] applied this lifting capability to design a tool that gently lifts and

turns people in bed, and [98] developed a version with a non-circular cross-section
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that grows stably under a person. Wrapping around objects to grasp them is another

common continuum robot behavior that everting vine robots can achieve. Preliminary

work on this concept was presented in [51], which demonstrates helical grasping.

2.7 Conclusion

Everting vine robots are characterized by their ability to achieve growth through

pressure-driven eversion. Within this category are a variety of designs, modeling

techniques, control and planning strategies, and application areas. In this chapter, we

summarized and organized much of the recent work on everting vine robots, providing

context for the work that will be discussed in more detail in the next four chapters. We

highlighted the relative benefits and deficits of everting vine robot design components,

from material choice to actuation strategy to sensor and tool delivery method. We also

showed the uses for and limitations of existing modeling and control strategies, and

we explained application areas by the features of everting vine robots that facilitate

them. While this chapter took a broad view of everting vine robot application areas,

the next four chapters focus primarily on everting vine robots that are designed to

navigate constrained environments. The work in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 was reviewed in

the relevant sections of this chapter, while the work in Chapter 6 was mentioned only

briefly and builds on some of the ideas in Section 2.3.4.



Chapter 3

Design and Deployment of Vine

Robots for Exploration

3.1 Introduction

Due to their growth-based movement, vine robots are well suited for navigation and

exploration in cluttered environments. Until this work, however, vine robot research

systems had not been deployed outside the lab. Various proof-of-concept designs

were developed for pneumatically [25,32,54,69] and hydraulically [44] everting vine

robot navigation and exploration systems. Using these proof-of-concept designs as a

foundation, this chapter explains our development of a complete vine robot system

suitable for deployment in the field for navigation and exploration scenarios. The

main contributions of this chapter are:

• A complete, portable system for vine robot deployment in the field. Our vine

robot system combines the capabilities of the proof-of-concept designs and is

steerable, carries a camera, and grows to an arbitrary length from a compact

form factor.

• A reversible steering vine robot actuator that can be easily manufactured in long

formats. We improve upon the design of the actuator presented in [53, 54] by

creating a body-length steering actuator that can be manufactured by heat

51
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sealing and attached to the robot body using double-sided tape.

• A method of mounting a camera at the tip of a vine robot and managing the

camera wire using a rigid cap and zipper pocket. In contrast to the bulky design

presented in [69], the limited-length design presented in [25, 32, 54], and the

wireless design presented in [44], we contribute a compact tip camera mount

and wire management design that enables vine robot growth from a compact

base to an arbitrary length.

• A method for robust control of vine robot growth speed using a motor to restrict

growth. In contrast to [44], our controller preserves control that would be lost if

the motor’s speed were faster than the pressure-driven growth speed.

• A geometric model-based method for teleoperated steering of vine robots using a

custom-designed flexible joystick. We adapt the teleoperation device presented

in [87] and the mapping from desired tip position to actuator pressure presented

in [53, 54] to achieve human-in-the-loop teleoperation.

• A report on vine robot deployment in two locations: at a soft robot navigation

competition and an archeological site. Moving beyond the demonstrations of

vine robots completing navigation tasks in laboratory environments presented

in [25, 32,54], we deploy vine robots in the field.

This chapter is based on the article published in the IEEE Robotics and Automation

Magazine entitled “Design, teleoperation, and deployment of vine robots for navigation

and exploration” [6]. I led this work and was responsible for the overall system design,

teleoperation, and deployment. Laura Blumenschein contributed primarily to the

steerable robot design and fabrication for the competition; Sadie Cutler contributed

primarily to the robot design and fabrication for the archeology exploration; Javier

Reyna Zepeda contributed primarily to the preformed robot design and fabrication

and the creation of the website; Nicholas Naclerio contributed primarily to the camera

mount design; Haitham El-Hussieny contributed primarily to the flexible joystick

hardware and code; and Usman Mehmood contributed the simulation images. Our

advisors Elliot Hawkes, Jee-Hwan Ryu, and Allison Okamura helped direct the project.
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3.2 Vine Robot System Requirements

We considered a number of requirements for the design of our vine robot system. These

stemmed from basic vine robot functionality, our goal of making a system capable

of operating in unpredictable environments, and the specific deployment scenarios

for testing the vine robot’s ability to achieve navigation and exploration tasks in the

field. The following subsections present the details of the specific scenarios, as well as

a summary of the system’s design requirements.

3.2.1 Soft Robot Navigation Competition Scenario

The first deployment opportunity for our vine robot system was the soft robot

navigation competition at the IEEE International Conference on Soft Robotics in

Livorno, Italy in April 2018 (RoboSoft 2018). The competition tested capabilities

considered fundamental for soft robots, such as “mechanical compliance, delicate

interaction with the environment, and dexterity” [99], and provided a way to benchmark

the capabilities of di↵erent robots. The competition course was based on a mock

disaster scenario, where a robot enters a building and navigates challenging terrain

both inside and outside the building. The 9.5 m-long course consisted of four obstacles:

a sand pit, a square aperture, stairs, and a set of unstable cylinders that could be

easily knocked over. The competition had a task-completion-based scoring system.

The sand pit and the stairs only needed to be crossed to achieve full points. The

aperture’s size was chosen by each team, with smaller apertures relative to the robot’s

diameter yielding more points when traversed. The unstable cylinders needed to be

passed through without knocking over any cylinder to earn the full number of points.

3.2.2 Archeological Exploration Scenario

The second deployment opportunity for our vine robot system was for exploration

at an archeological site in Chavin, Peru in July 2018. The site was a monumental

center of religion and culture for the ancient Andean civilization that flourished there

between approximately 1200 and 500 BC [100], and parts of the structure remain
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intact today. Many of the spaces in the site are too small for a human to crawl into

and too tortuous to be explored with a camera on a stick, so we were invited to use

our vine robot to help explore and take video inside tight spaces at the site. The

site contains hundreds of largely unexplored underground tunnels that can range in

size from approximately 30 to 100 cm across and stretch up to hundreds of meters

long. Exploration of these tunnels is important to the archeology team because they

might lead to other underground rooms in which objects of interest may be found, or

they may themselves contain objects of interest. Additionally, mapping the tunnels

might lead to insights about their purpose or significance to the people who made

them. We used video and photos of the site, as well as discussions with the archeology

team, to develop design requirements for the version of the vine robot deployed at the

archeological site.

3.2.3 Summary of Design Requirements

The basic requirement for pneumatically everting vine robot design is that the soft

robot body be made of a non-stretchable material that is flexible enough to be turned

inside out at the tip and that is capable of containing pressurized air.

Our system is also teleoperated to allow the human operator to make decisions

about how to proceed with navigation and exploration in unstructured environments.

To achieve e↵ective teleoperation, the robot’s growth and steering must be controllable,

and there must be an interface for the human operator to give control inputs. There

must also be a way for the human operator to observe the position of the robot tip

within its environment.

Additionally, our system must be capable of navigation and exploration tasks,

which means it must be able to grow to a length useful for navigation, pass through

small apertures, and support its own body weight when navigating vertically and over

gaps in the floor of the environment.

Finally, our system must be usable in the field, which means that it must be:

portable; mechanically and electrically robust enough to last through its particular

mission (a single competition run or a week of testing at the archeological site); able
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to move fast enough to be practically useful; and, for the case of the archeological

application, able to record data taken during exploration.

Table 3.1 summarizes these design requirements along with the design solutions

chosen for the two slightly di↵erent versions of the vine robot deployed in the two

locations.

3.3 System Overview

We present here the design and control of a vine robot system that is portable,

teleoperated using visual feedback from a camera at the tip, and not inherently limited

in length. Figure 3.1 shows diagrams of the three main features of the robot system:

its ability to extend to an arbitrary length, to accommodate reversible steering using

soft pneumatic actuators, and to transport a camera at the robot tip. Figure 3.2

shows the complete system, made up of the growing portion of the robot, the base

station, and the human interface for controlling the robot. The following sections

discuss in detail each component of the system. Table 3.2 lists the design specifications

for the two di↵erent versions of the robot, which will be explained as the appropriate

components are discussed.

3.4 Mechanical Design

3.4.1 Soft Robot Body Design

The soft body of the vine robot is made of four airtight tubes that are flexible but

not stretchable: one central main body tube and three smaller actuator tubes that

are placed around the main body tube (Figures 3.1(a), 3.1(b), and 3.3(c)). Growth

is achieved by pressurizing the main body tube. One end of the main body tube is

fixed to an opening in a rigid pressure vessel (Figure 3.4), and the other end of the

tube is folded inside of itself and wrapped around a spool inside the pressure vessel.

This allows a long length of robot body material to be stored in a compact space.

Pressurizing the pressure vessel, and thus the main body tube, while allowing the
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Table 3.1: Design requirements and solutions for vine robot system.

Capability Requirement Solution for
Competition

Solution for Archeology

Pneumatically
Everting Vine

Robot

Flexible, not
stretchable,
airtight soft
robot body
material

Thin, airtight plastic Thin, airtight fabric

Controllable
growth

Antagonistic growth control with motor and pressure
regulator

Teleoperation Controllable
steering

Series pouch motor actuators controlled by pressure reg-
ulators

Human operator
control interface

Flexible joystick

Human operator
situational
awareness

Line of sight to robot tip Camera at robot tip and
display with real-time video

feedback

Length Soft robot body material stored on reel in robot base

Navigation/
Exploration

Aperture
navigation

Natural soft robot body
shrinking;

aperture width < body
diameter

Smooth, rounded camera
cap;

aperture width = body
diameter

Body support Lightweight body material

Portability Small soft robot body diameter to ensure portable air
compressor can fill it

Usability in
the Field

Mechanical
robustness

Plastic soft robot body Durable fabric soft robot
body

Electrical
robustness

All electronics run o↵ line power and all signals are wired

Speed of
movement

Fast pressure control, backdrivable motor

Data recording n/a Camera at robot tip with
video recording
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Figure 3.1: Diagrams showing three main features of our vine robot system: (a)
Growth to an arbitrary length enabled by storing soft robot body material on a spool
inside the robot base. (b) Reversible steering of the robot tip using series pouch motor
soft pneumatic actuators that run the length of the robot body. (c) Transport of a
wired camera at the robot tip using a rigid cap that is pushed along as the robot body
grows, as well as a pocket that contains the camera wires running the length of the
robot body; the pocket is zipped up as the body grows. Image reproduced from [6]
© IEEE 2020.
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Pressure Regulators 
and Solenoid Valve

Soft Robot Body

Display
Camera Mount

Joystick

Robot Base

Air CompressorArduino and 
Control Circuitry

Base Station Human InterfaceGrowing Portion

Figure 3.2: The complete vine robot system. Components include the growing
portion (which contains the soft robot body and camera mount), the base station
(which contains the mechanical, electrical, and pneumatic components required to
move the growing portion), and the human interface (which contains the flexible
joystick and the display for viewing camera images). Image reproduced from [6]
© IEEE 2020.
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Table 3.2: Design specifications for vine robot system.

Feature Specification for
Competition

Specification for
Archeology

Soft robot body material 0.005-cm-thick low-density
polyethylene (Uline, Pleasant

Prairie, WI)

0.015-cm-thick thermoplastic-
polyurethane-coated ripstop

nylon (Seattle Fabrics,
Seattle, WA)

Soft robot body length 10 m 7.5 m

Main body tube diameter 5 cm 7.5 cm

Actuator tube diameter 2.5 cm 3.7 cm

Robot base diameter 20 cm 30 cm

Robot base length 30 cm

Max growth speed 10 cm/s

Max growth pressure 14 kPa 21 kPa

Max steering pressure 14 kPa 21 kPa

Max air compressor flow rate 470 cm3/s
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body material to unroll from the spool, causes the robot body to elongate from the

tip.

Thin, airtight plastic was chosen for the competition robot body, because it could be

purchased in a tube shape, which allowed rapid prototyping and manufacturing. Thin,

airtight fabric was chosen for the archeological exploration robot body, because a more

durable material was needed to withstand repeated use in the abrasive environment

of the tunnels. Both materials are lightweight to allow the robot body to support its

own weight.

The soft robot body length was chosen to be just long enough to complete the

competition course or to achieve useful exploration at the archeological site. The

soft robot body diameter was chosen to be large enough to allow growth at a low

pressure [73] but small enough for the air compressor to quickly fill the robot body’s

increasing volume during growth. The diameter of the archeology robot was slightly

larger than that of the competition robot, because the additional thickness of the

fabric meant that a larger diameter was needed to grow at the same pressure.

Reversible steering of the robot body is achieved using the three actuator tubes,

each of which is partially heat sealed at regular intervals to create a series pouch motor

soft pneumatic actuator that shortens when inflated (see Figure 3.3). These actuators

are based on the pouch motors presented in [52] and are arranged in series like the

series pneumatic artificial muscles presented in [53, 54], yielding a design that is easily

manufactured in long lengths and easily attached to the main body tube. We chose the

actuator tube diameters to be as large as possible while allowing a small gap between

neighboring actuators. The three series pouch motors were attached lengthwise to

the exterior of the main body using double-sided tape (MD 9000, Marker-Tape, Mico,

TX), equally spaced around the circumference of the main body tube. When one of

the series pouch motors is pressurized, the length change that it produces causes the

entire robot to curve in the direction of that actuator (Figures 3.1(b) and 3.3(c)). The

three shortening actuators move the robot tip in two degrees of freedom on a surface

in 3D space. The third degree of freedom of robot tip motion is produced through

growth. Growth and steering can occur simultaneously.
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(c)

Series Pouch 
Motors

(a) Heat Seals

Gaps for Airflow

Air Inlet

(b)

Length Change

(b)(d)Figure 3.3: The soft actuation for steering the robot. (a) The top and side views of
the deflated actuator, constructed by partially heat-sealing a tube of airtight, flexible
material at regular intervals. (b) The top and side views of the inflated actuator,
which balloons out at each pouch, causing shortening along the entire length. (c)
A close-up of the vine robot tip, showing three series pouch motors spaced equally
around the main body tube. One series pouch motor is inflated, causing the robot
body to reversibly curve toward it. Image reproduced from [6] © IEEE 2020.
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3.4.2 Base Station Design

Control of the vine robot body’s motion is enabled by the mechanical, electrical,

and pneumatic components of the base station. The robot base (see Figure 3.4), a

cylindrical pressure vessel made by enclosing a large acrylic cylinder with two end

caps (QC-108 or QC-112, Fernco, Davison, MI), is used to store the undeployed robot

body material on a spool. A second, smaller cylinder is fixed inside a hole in the

large cylinder using hot glue, and the base of the main body tube of the vine robot is

clamped to this smaller cylinder to create an airtight seal. To allow the robot body

to grow to full length and still be pulled back after deployment, the distal end of

the main body tube is attached to a string the length of the robot body. The string

is tied to the spool in the base. The spool is driven by a motor (CHM-2445-1M,

Molon, Arlington Heights, IL) with an encoder (3081, Pololu, Las Vegas, NV), which

allows controlled release of the robot body material during growth and assists with

retraction of the robot body material back into the base. The length of the robot base

was chosen to contain the motor and spool assembly, and the diameter of the base

was chosen to contain the rolled up soft robot body. The base for the archeological

exploration needed to be larger in diameter than the base for the competition so as to

store the thicker soft robot body material.

In addition to the robot base, the base station includes pressure regulators, control

circuitry, an air compressor, and a solenoid valve. Control of the air pressure in the

four tubes of the robot body is achieved using four closed-loop pressure regulators

(QB3TANKKZP10PSG, Proportion-Air, McCordsville, IN), as depicted in Figure 3.2.

An Arduino Uno (Arduino, Turin, Italy), signal conditioning circuitry, and a mo-

tor driver (DRI0002, DFRobot, Shanghai, China) control the voltages sent to the

motor and pressure regulators. A portable air compressor (FS-MA1000B, Silentaire

Technology, Houston, TX) provides a continuous supply of compressed air to the

system. For the competition, we used an air compressor that was provided. It had

the same maximum flow rate and also had a storage tank. A fail-closed solenoid valve

(MME-31NES-D012, Clippard, Cincinnati, OH) sits in-line between the air compressor

and the pressure regulators to allow quick release of all pressure in the system in case

of emergency or power failure. One determining factor of the vine robot’s maximum
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Shaft Coupler

Spool/Robot Body
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Figure 3.4: A photo and diagram illustrating the base from which the robot is
extended and into which the robot retracts. The robot body material is stored inside
a pressurized cylinder on a spool driven by a motor/encoder to control the speed of
extension and aid in retraction. Image reproduced from [6] © IEEE 2020.
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Figure 3.5: The flexible joystick used for teleoperation. The joystick contains
switches and sensors to control the motion of the soft robot body. Image reproduced
from [6] © IEEE 2020.

growth speed is the maximum flow rate of compressed air through the system. This

is why flow-rate pneumatic components were selected. The air compressor ended

up being the component that limited the system’s overall maximum flow rate. For

robustness, all connections in the system are wired, and no part of the system runs

on battery power. This allows continuous operation in the field, provided that power

lines are available.

3.4.3 Flexible Joystick Design

We used a flexible joystick (first presented in [87]), adapted with additional control

switches and potentiometers, as the interface for a human operator to teleoperate

the vine robot. The mechanical design and components of the joystick are shown in

Figure 3.5. The shape of the joystick mimics the long, thin, bendable shape of the

soft body of the vine robot. For the operator, this makes steering more intuitive [87].

The joystick is made of 3D-printed flexible rubber (NinjaFlex, NinjaTek, Manheim,

PA). An inertial measurement unit (IMU) (EBIMU-9DOFV3, E2BOX, Hanam, South

Korea) on the flexible joystick measures the orientation of the tip.
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Figure 3.6: A diagram of the vine robot’s electrical signals and air flow. The
components of the human interface are shown in purple, the Arduino is shown in blue,
and components of the sensing and control hardware are shown in yellow. Electrical
signals are shown with a solid line, and the flow of compressed air is shown with a
dotted line. Image reproduced from [6] © IEEE 2020.

In addition to the IMU, which controls the steering of the vine robot, the flexible

joystick contains inputs for main body pressure and motor speed, which together

control growth (Figure 3.6). A rotary potentiometer sets the pressure in the main

body, and a sliding potentiometer sets the desired motor speed. The joystick also

includes an emergency-stop toggle switch.

3.4.4 Camera Mount Design

For the competition, the focus was on navigating the robot tip through the obstacles,

and the operator was allowed direct line of sight of the robot tip, so no camera was

needed. However, for the archeological exploration, the focus was on exploration and

data collection in an unknown environment, so we mounted a camera (HDE-S62-NEW,
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Figure 3.7: The camera mount system. The camera and lights are contained in a
clear, rigid cap that is pushed along as the vine robot is extended. The camera wires
are stored at the robot base and slide through a zipper pocket that extends with the
robot. Image reproduced from [6] © IEEE 2020.

SpyCamPro, Toronto, Canada) at the robot tip to allow teleoperation and video

recording. The camera is mounted to a rigid cap, which stays at the robot tip during

growth (Figure 3.7). The cap’s inner diameter (10.4 cm) is slightly larger than the

outer diameter of the soft robot body when one or two of the actuator tubes are

inflated; this allows the cap to slide freely along the robot body and be pushed along

by the robot tip as the robot grows. The bullet shape guides the cap as it slides along

walls or past obstacles it touches from any angle. A strip of LED lights surrounds

the camera to illuminate the environment in front of the robot. The camera has a

wide-angle lens to allow it to capture approximately 120� of the environment without

moving.

Since wireless signals are di�cult to transmit underground, we used a wired camera
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for archeological exploration. The camera wire is stored coiled up at the base of the

robot. As the soft robot body grows, the wire is pulled along the exterior of the robot

body by the camera cap. To prevent the wire from snagging on the environment, a

low-density polyethylene pocket on the soft robot body contains the camera wire and

allows it to slide inside the pocket without directly contacting the environment. Using

a zipper mechanism, the pocket lengthens as the soft robot body grows (Figures 3.1(c)

and 3.7). A zipper runs the entire length of the pocket, with the base of the zipper at

the base of the robot. The zipper head is fixed to the camera cap so that the zipper

starts out unzipped when the soft robot body is short and zips up as the robot grows,

thus creating a pocket that is always the length of the soft robot body. The zipper

also prevents rotation of the camera cap relative to the soft robot body, simplifying

the mapping between movements of the camera image and actuators.

3.5 Control

Figure 3.6 shows the flow of information between the human interface and the sensing

and control hardware of our vine robot system. This section describes in detail the

mapping, scaling, and closed-loop control performed within the Arduino to convert

joystick inputs into the motor voltage and the four pressures used to control the

movement of the robot body. Growth and steering are controlled independently and

occur simultaneously. Since we do not sense the robot shape, our controller relies on

the human operator to close the loop via line-of-sight or camera feedback to achieve a

desired robot tip position.

3.5.1 Growth Control

Growth control is enacted by balancing the main body pressure with the motor voltage.

The main body pressure is directly set using the main body pressure potentiometer as

p = cp(rp � rp0), (3.1)
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where p is the desired pressure in the main body, cp is a constant that converts units

of potentiometer readings to units of pressure, rp is the current potentiometer reading,

and rp0 is the potentiometer reading at the position that corresponds to zero pressure.

A closed-loop pressure regulator runs its own internal control loop to maintain a

desired pressure given an analog voltage input. The Arduino pulsewidth modulation

signal is sent through a low-pass filter and bu↵er to create a true analog voltage input

for the pressure regulators.

The desired motor speed !d is commanded with the motor direction switch and

motor speed potentiometer as

!d = d cm(rm � rm0), (3.2)

where d equals �1 if the motor direction switch is in the growth direction and 1

if the motor direction switch is in the retraction direction, cm is a constant that

converts units of potentiometer readings to units of motor speed, rm is the current

potentiometer reading, and rm0 is the potentiometer reading at the position that

corresponds to zero motor speed. The desired motor speed is maintained using a

proportional-integral control loop based on readings from the encoder attached to the

motor, and the motor voltage control signal u is calculated as

u = kp(!d � !) + ki

Z
(!d � !), (3.3)

where kp is the proportional control constant, ki is the integral control constant, and

! is the actual motor speed as measured by the encoder.

Because only pressure can cause the robot to grow and only motor voltage can

cause the robot to retract, a delicate balance must be maintained between pressure

and motor voltage to ensure that growth is under control. For smooth growth to occur,

the main body pressure must be higher than the pressure needed to grow [71, 73],

and the motor must maintain tension in the robot body and/or string coming o↵ the

spool. If the motor spins faster in the growth direction than the robot is growing, the

robot material or string will become slack, and the human operator will be unable

to slow the growth. For this reason, we use a backdrivable motor to restrain the
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robot’s growth. In our teleoperation controller, if the calculated motor voltage control

signal would cause rotation and/or torque of the motor in the growth direction, the

motor voltage is instead set to just cancel the Coulomb friction in the gearing of the

motor. This allows the motor to be easily backdriven by the string or robot body and

to unspool material when needed while never unspooling material too quickly. The

maximum growth pressure used was 14 kPa for the competition robot and 21 kPa for

the archeology robot, and the maximum observed growth speed for both systems was

approximately 10 cm/s.

3.5.2 Steering Control

Steering control is achieved by using the measured orientation of the IMU at the tip

of the joystick to determine the desired position of the soft robot body tip within a

shell defined by the two degrees of freedom of movement not governed by growth [54].

Movement of the robot tip to this position is then enacted in an open-loop fashion by

setting the desired pressures of the three closed-loop pressure regulators that supply

air to the three series pouch motor actuators.

First, the IMU-measured joystick tip orientation, q , represented in quaternion

form, is used to calculate the curvature amount  and the direction of curvature (i.e.

bending plane angle) � of the joystick. Based on the constant curvature model of

continuum robots [81], these shape parameters are calculated as

 =
cos�1

�
1� 2(q2x + q2y)

�

s
,  > 0,

� = tan�1

✓
qxqw + qyqz
qxqz � qyqw

◆
, �⇡  � < ⇡,

(3.4)

where qw and [qx, qy, qz]T are the scalar and the vector components of q , and s is the

length of the flexible joystick. Then, the x and y coordinates of the 3D position of the
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joystick tip relative to its base are calculated using

xjoystick = �cos(�)(cos(s)� 1)


,

yjoystick =
sin(�)(cos(s)� 1)


.

(3.5)

Next, the desired robot tip coordinates are set equal to the current joystick tip

coordinates, and the movement of the robot tip to these coordinates is enacted through

setting the three series pouch motor pressures based on a simple geometric model of

the soft robot body adapted from the geometric and static model presented in [53,54].

Pressurization of each series pouch motor is assumed to cause movement of the

robot tip towards that series pouch motor with a displacement proportional to the

pressure. The resulting position of the robot tip is assumed to be a superposition of

the displacements produced by each series pouch motor, as

x = c(p1 cos( 1) + p2 cos( 2) + p3 cos( 3)),

y = c(p1 sin( 1) + p2 sin( 2) + p3 sin( 3)),
(3.6)

where c is a tunable constant that converts units of pressure into units of robot tip

displacement and controls the amount of curvature enacted in the soft robot body for a

given movement of the joystick; p1, p2, and p3 are the pressures sent to the three series

pouch motors, and  1,  2, and  3 are the angles counterclockwise from the positive

x axis at which the three series pouch motors are placed around the circumference

of the soft robot body. Due to the weight of the soft robot body, only the curvature

of its most distal 1 meter (approximately) can be controlled by the human operator,

while the rest of its body tends to remain fixed. This results in approximately the

same robot tip movement at various robot body lengths. The pressures sent to the
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actuators are calculated by solving Equations (3.6) as

p1 =
sin( 3 �  2)

sin( 2 �  1)
p3 +

x sin( 2)� y cos( 2)

d sin( 2 �  1)
,

p2 =
sin( 3 �  1)

sin( 1 �  2)
p3 +

x sin( 1)� y cos( 1)

d sin( 1 �  2)
,

p3 = p3.

(3.7)

Since there are three actuators but only two degrees of freedom of steering, there is a

redundancy in the actuation, which we handle by always ensuring that the pressure

in at least one of the actuators is close to zero. We start from an initial guess of

zero for the value of p3 and calculate p1 and p2. Then, we iteratively update the

guess for p3 and re-solve for p1 and p2 until all of the calculated pressures are positive

and at least one of the calculated pressures is within a small tolerance of zero. This

avoids unnecessary shortening and sti↵ening of the robot body due to co-contraction

of opposing series pouch motors. The maximum steering pressure used was 14 kPa for

the competition robot and 21 kPa for the archeology robot.

3.6 Deployment at a Soft Robot Navigation Com-

petition

Seven robots from around the world competed in the RoboSoft 2018 soft robot

navigation competition. Figure 3.8 shows the vine robot successfully executing the

four obstacles: the sand pit, square aperture, stairs, and unstable cylinders. The vine

robot was the only robot in the competition to navigate all obstacles perfectly on the

first attempt, and it also passed through the smallest aperture overall, as well as the

smallest aperture relative to its body size. However, robots that did not move their

whole body through each obstacle lost points. Consequently, this robot, designed to

leave part of its body behind, received half points on the first three obstacles, which

placed it third overall.

During practice, we were consistently able to teleoperate the vine robot through

the course in under three minutes (6 cm/s). The sandpit did not present a problem,
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e)

(f) This is the version from my thesis.

Figure 3.8: Photos and simulation images of the vine robot’s successful completion of
the RoboSoft 2018 soft robot navigation competition course, consisting of (a) unstable
cylinders that were easily knocked over, (b) stairs, (c) a small aperture, and (d) a sand
pit. (e) The vine robot after completing the entire competition course. (f) Simulation
images of the vine robot’s execution of the course. The vine robot was the only robot
in the competition to navigate all obstacles perfectly on the first attempt. It also
passed through the smallest aperture (4.5 cm ⇥ 4.5 cm) relative to its body size
(70-cm diameter). Image reproduced from [6] © IEEE 2020.
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since the vine robot, unlike typical robots that move along the ground, does not need

to exert force on the environment to move straight. Due to the hollow, air-filled

inside of the soft robot body, the robot was consistently able to shrink its diameter

while passing through an aperture with a side length of 4 cm for a robot with a 7-cm

diameter when all four tubes were inflated (yielding a body-shrinking ratio of 0.57:1);

if it were any smaller, the robot body would buckle and/or slide along the wall instead

of going through the aperture. The robot had no trouble traversing the stairs obstacle,

since the actuators could provide enough curvature to grow over each step. The robot

could pass through the unstable cylinders without knocking them over, due to its low

center of gravity and gentle contact; but it always slid one out of the way, due to its

inability to make a tight S-shaped curve without the environment holding its body in

place.

At the competition, because one of the closed-loop pressure regulators had broken

in transit, the main body tube pressure was controlled by hand. Additionally, because

of a leak caused in transit, the device required a flow rate greater than the maximum

the air compressor could deliver (470 cm3/s). This caused the storage tank on the

air compressor to empty three times during the competition run, requiring pausing

of growth to wait for the tank to refill. Despite these (correctable) challenges, the

robot was able to execute all four obstacles perfectly on the first try. The total time

required to complete the course was 13 min and 28 s.

3.7 Preformed Vine Robot

Because the dimensions of the RoboSoft 2018 soft robot navigation competition course

were known ahead of time, we also entered another, simpler version of the vine robot

in the competition. This version of the vine robot is not teleoperated but instead is

“preformed” to grow into the desired shape. Figure 3.9 shows the preformed vine robot

navigating the competition course, as well as the mechanism of steering. At each

point on the robot body where a turn is desired, the robot body is pinched together

and a piece of tape is placed to shorten one side of the robot body but not the other.

Then, the robot body is retracted into the base. In this way, a human operator simply
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(b)

(c)(a)

Figure 3.9: The preformed vine robot. (a) Diagram of the preformed mechanism of
steering. Turns are created by folding over the robot body material and taping it on
one side to create a pinch. (b) Closeup of a pinch on the robot body. (c) Photos of
the robot successfully navigating the obstacle course at the RoboSoft 2018 soft robot
navigation competition.
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needs to turn on the pressure and the robot will grow into the desired shape. For the

competition, we built a 10-meter-long version of the preformed robot using five pieces

of tape: one to turn the robot body upwards to go up the stairs, one to turn the robot

body downwards to go down the stairs, one to turn the robot body back upwards to

continue along the ground, one to turn the robot body right to go around one of the

unstable obstacles, and one to turn the robot body left to finish going around the

unstable obstacles. The distances between obstacles were measured the day before

the competition and the pieces of tape were placed appropriately.

During practice, the robot was consistently able to navigate the sand and the

stairs obstacles, but execution of the aperture and unstable obstacles depended on

the robot approaching those obstacles at the correct angle. If the robot approached

the aperture head on, it could consistently go through a 3 cm ⇥ 3 cm square aperture

starting from a 5-cm robot diameter, but if it was not angled properly, it would buckle

and slide along the wall containing the aperture. If the robot approached the unstable

obstacles head on, it could consistently weave its way through them without sliding

any of them away from their initial positions, unlike the teleoperated version of the

vine robot, which always pushed one of them out of the way. At the competition,

it took two tries to get the robot properly aligned for both the aperture and the

unstable obstacles, which meant that the preformed vine robot scored just behind the

teleoperated vine robot and won fourth place. If the robot had hit all the obstacles

head on, it would have navigated the entire course in under two minutes, but due to

the extra time required to reset the robot back to the previous checkpoint and carry

out second attempts for some of the obstacles, the total time to complete the obstacle

course was 10 min.

3.8 Deployment at an Archeological Site

Figure 3.10 shows a map of the archeological site as well as photos and simulations of

the locations explored by the vine robot. Three locations were chosen to be explored

by the vine robot due to their interest to the archeology community, di�culty to

explore through other means, expected length (fewer than 10 m from a human-sized
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entry way), and ease of setting up the vine robot at the entrance. Overall, the robot

was able to achieve access inside all three of the targeted locations and take video that

could not have been recorded otherwise. In Location 1, the robot was able to navigate

past a rock blockage (Figure 3.10(b), top). In Location 2, the robot was able to round

a 90� turn (Figure 3.10(c), top and bottom). In Location 3, the robot was able to

grow upwards into a vertical shaft (Figure 3.10(d)). The robot grew approximately

6 m, 5 m, and 3 m into each tunnel, respectively.

The challenges during this deployment of the robot were artificially slow growth

speed, lack of actuator robustness, lack of shape morphing at the robot tip, inability

to shorten the robot once grown, and di�culty maintaining situational awareness.

First, growth was slower than it could have been because the length and narrowness

of the chosen pressure tubing led to a significant unsensed pressure drop between the

closed-loop pressure regulators and the soft robot body. Second, the heat seals on

the actuators tended to pop open after repeated use, leading to leaks and inability to

curve the robot body. This was later improved by stapling over the heat seals and

taping over the staples. Third, while the rigid camera cap at the robot tip enabled

mounting and protected the camera, it also inhibited the vine robot’s natural ability

to pass along walls and squeeze through narrow apertures. This led to the need to

push the robot forward from the base at some points. Fourth, due to the robot’s

natural tendency to bend/buckle rather than reverse growth when the motor is run in

the retraction direction, it was impossible to retract the robot while in the tunnels,

resulting in the need to pull the robot back from the base to undo wrong turns and

remove the robot after deployment. Fifth, challenges with situational awareness came

from teleoperating the robot based only on the image from the tip camera. Because the

tip of the robot body sometimes rolled relative to its base, changing the alignment of

the camera image with gravity, the mental mapping between the bending directions of

the joystick and the world-grounded directions in the tunnels was not always intuitive.

Also, it was di�cult to maintain an understanding of how far and in what direction

the robot tip had gone, leading to confusion about the state of the robot and its

environment. Even with these challenges, the vine robot gained access inside all three

tunnels and recorded video in locations not previously observed by the archeology
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Figure 3.10: The map, photos, and simulation images of the vine robot’s successful
exploration of underground tunnels in an archeological site in Chavin, Peru. (a) A
map of the archeological site. Areas the vine robot explored are marked in purple.
(b) Location 1: a tunnel nearly blocked by rocks. (c) Location 2: a tunnel with a
90� right-hand turn. (d) Location 3: a tunnel that slopes upwards and then turns
vertically. Top row: photos from inside the tunnels; middle row: photos of the vine
robot in the tunnels; bottom row: screenshots of the simulation of the vine robot in
each tunnel. Image reproduced from [6] © IEEE 2020.
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team.

3.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a complete vine robot system for use in the field for

navigation and exploration tasks, and we reported on deployment of two slightly

di↵erent versions of this system: the first to successfully navigate the RoboSoft 2018

soft robot navigation competition course and the second to explore an archeological

site in Chavin, Peru.

In the competition, the vine robot proved its ability to move over and around

obstacles in a manner di↵erent from that of the other robots in the competition.

Tasks that provided challenges for other robots, such as both passing through a small

aperture and surmounting stairs, were easy for the vine robot. Its only disadvantage in

the competition was the penalty that it incurred in the scoring due to its growth-based

movement. This raises the point that there are some situations in which leaving

behind part of the robot body is not ideal. In such cases, vine robots would not be the

robot of choice. However, there are many scenarios in which the vine robot structure

is advantageous, such as in cases where a conduit for fluids and electrical signals needs

to be provided.

At the archeological site, the vine robot demonstrated its capability to navigate

over rocks, around curves, and up vertical shafts, in each case having started from a

compact form factor. Navigating the sandy and rocky terrain was easier for this robot

than it likely would have been for locomoting robots that rely on exerting forces on

the environment for movement. Also, achieving the combination of fitting into the

small entrances while also navigating the long and tortuous paths of the tunnels was

likely easier for this robot than for other continuum robots.

However, due to the lack of direct line of sight to the robot tip, the robot was not

as successful in exploring the archeological site as it was in completing the competition

course. There was a need to develop methods for retracting the vine robot without

bending/buckling. This problem is solved in Chapter 4. Another open question was

how to transport a camera or other sensors via a pneumatically everting vine robot
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without encumbering the robot’s natural ability to morph its shape and grow along

or over obstacles at its tip. Designs for mounting to the robot tip are presented in

Chapter 5, both for transporting sensors and for applying forces on the environment.

Finally, we wished to improve situational awareness for the human operator of a vine

robot in an occluded environment where the operator does not have a direct line of

sight to the robot tip. Chapter 6 explores methods of mapping the entire robot shape

and sensing the environment using sensors distributed along the robot body.

A goal of this dissertation is to make the design of vine robots accessible for other

researchers and end-users. We created a website (https://www.vinerobots.org/)

with instructions for making pneumatically everting vine robots.

https://www.vinerobots.org/


Chapter 4

Retraction without

Bending/Buckling

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, the focus was on vine robot lengthening or growth, instead of reversing

growth, i.e., retraction. Control of the motion of the robot and the forces it exerts

on the environment is di�cult during retraction, because the soft robot body tends

to bend or buckle, especially after having grown to long lengths or into curved

shapes. Adding the ability to controllably reverse growth would enable the steering

actuators already used during growth to control the motion and forces applied by the

robot during retraction, opening up new capabilities for navigation and interaction.

Controlled force during retraction enables removal of the robot without damage to

delicate environments, and inversion of material at the tip can create a grasping

behavior, allowing the robot to engulf objects encountered along its entire body.

In this chapter, we explain the challenges associated with retraction, present a

model predicting when controlled retraction is and is not possible, and present the

design of a device (Fig. 4.1) to aid in controlled retraction. We then demonstrate

three new behaviors made possible by controlled retraction of pneumatically everting

soft robots. The main contributions of this chapter are: (1) a model to predict when

bending/buckling and inversion occur during retraction, and (2) a device to expand

80
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the conditions under which retraction without bending/buckling is possible. The work

presented here is also useful for everting toroidal robots [101,102], and di↵ers from

prior work studying bending/buckling due to environmental loads [79].

This chapter is based on the article published in the IEEE Robotics and Automation

Letters entitled “Retraction of soft growing robots without buckling” [7]. I led this

work and derived the model, developed the final device design, and conducted the

characterization and demonstrations. Rachel Thomasson conducted preliminary

explorations of bending/buckling, developed a preliminary version of the retraction

device, and assisted with taking data. Laura Blumenschein primarily contributed

ideas on modeling of bending/buckling and inversion and on the device aperture

experiment. Nathan Usevitch primarily contributed ideas on the retraction device

working principle. Elliot Hawkes and Allison Okamura helped direct the work.

4.2 Problem Statement

Two behaviors can occur when attempting to retract a pneumatically everting soft

robot in free space by pulling back on the inner body material from the base: “inversion”

and “bending/buckling.” During inversion, the outer robot body material (the “wall”)

inverts back into the deployed body at the tip and becomes the new inner robot body

material (the “tail”). This causes the robot tip to move in the direction opposite

growth, as desired. In contrast, during bending/buckling, the wall folds over on itself,

allowing the tail to be pulled towards the base without inversion and causing the

tip to move laterally, resulting in an unpredictable shape. These two behaviors are

shown in Fig. 4.1. The soft robot body can be kept from bending/buckling due to

the environment, but this will cause the robot to apply potentially undesirable lateral

forces to the environment during retraction [44,96].

With the addition of actuators such as cables or pneumatic artificial muscles [6,54]

that reversibly shorten di↵erent sides of the wall of the robot body, the robot tip

position and the force exerted on the environment can be controlled in three degrees

of freedom during growth. Steering actuators control the two degrees of freedom of

lateral movement and/or force application of the robot tip, and eversion controls the
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Figure 4.1: Demonstration of a device to enable controlled retraction of a soft
growing robot. After the robot grows from the base through eversion of its body
material, retraction is attempted via tension applied on the robot tail with a motor in
the base (top), and on the robot tail with a motorized retraction device at the tip
(bottom). Without the device, the soft robot body often bends/buckles, resulting in a
lack of control over its motion and force. Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE 2020.
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third degree of freedom independent from steering. However, when the robot body

bends/buckles, the tail shortens faster than the body and places an additional length

constraint on the robot shape, coupling the growth/retraction degree of freedom and

the steering actuation. This causes undesired motion and/or force application in the

lateral direction, rather than in the direction reversing growth.

If su�cient force can be exerted from the robot base to retract the soft robot

after bending/buckling, it is possible to pull the soft robot body into the base in an

uncontrolled manner and then start over with controlled growth from zero length. An

analysis of the force required to retract such a curved robot is presented in [44], and

the force grows exponentially with the total angle formed by the path of the robot

body [73].

The goal of this work is to understand why bending/buckling during retraction

occurs instead of inversion and to develop a means of ensuring inversion of the robot

body under all conditions.

4.3 Modeling and Experimental Characterization

To understand how to prevent bending/buckling during retraction, we measured

retraction behavior using the base presented in [6] and developed a model to predict

whether a soft robot body will bend/buckle or invert. Our model assumes that a robot

of a given length, pressure, and curvature will either invert or bend/buckle, depending

on which behavior requires the lowest force applied on the tail. Because straight robots

tend to buckle partway along their length during retraction (resembling axial beam

buckling) and curved robots tend to bend at the base during retraction (resembling

transverse beam bending), we model straight and curved robots independently. The

following subsections describe the experiments and equations used to create the model.

4.3.1 Tail Tension During Inversion

During inversion, tension in the tail and the wall resist the internal pressure together

(Section 4.4.1). Tension in the tail is higher than tension in the wall due to the force
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needed to deform the soft robot body material at the tip as the material transitions

from the wall to the tail. This material deformation force was reported in [32] and

characterized in [73] for growth but not retraction. Tension in the tail during inversion

TT is a function of pressure P :

TT =
1

2
PA+ FI , (4.1)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the soft robot body (i.e., ⇡R2, where R is the

soft robot body radius) and FI is the additional force in the tail due to material

deformation at the tip. The exact value of FI likely depends on the material properties,

diameter, and thickness of the robot body.

To validate our tail tension model, we mounted an ATI Nano17 force sensor in

line with the tail and used a motor and spool in the base to invert a straight soft

robot body at various lengths and pressures. Figure 4.2 shows the experimental setup.

Throughout this chapter the robot body material used was low-density polyethylene

(LDPE) with inflated diameter 8.5 cm and thickness 74 µm. A closed-loop pressure

controller kept the pressure within the soft robot body constant during each trial.

The base motor voltage was slowly increased until inversion began, and the maximum

force measured during steady-state inversion was recorded for each condition. No

length dependence of the tail tension to invert the robot was found when data was

taken at constant pressure (between 0 and 10 kPa), varying lengths between 35 and

190 cm. Data (Fig. 4.2) was also taken while varying pressure between 0 and 10 kPa

for a robot between 35 and 45 cm long, with three trials for each of six pressures. As

predicted by the model, the tail tension to invert is linear with the pressure with a

slope equal to half of the cross-sectional area of the robot body and an o↵set force. A

best fit line with slope constrained to A/2 yielded a value of 3.5 N for FI .

4.3.2 Straight Robot Buckling Model

To determine when a straight robot body will buckle due to tail tension applied during

retraction, we model the wall as an inflated beam on which the tail applies an axial

force TT at the robot tip in the negative y direction (Fig. 4.3(a)). The force on the
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Figure 4.2: Measured tail tension TT required to invert the soft robot body at various
pressures. The experimental setup is diagrammed in the top left. The blue line is the
modeled tail tension (Eqn. 4.1). As predicted by the model, tail tension required to
invert a given soft robot body increases linearly with pressure, with a slope equal to
half of the cross-sectional area of the robot body, A/2, and a pressure-independent
o↵set inversion force FI that likely depends on the robot body material properties,
diameter, and thickness. Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE 2020.
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tip that causes buckling is found from the model presented in [76] for axial buckling

of an inflated beam:

Fbuckling =
E⇡3R4tP + EG⇡3R3t2

E⇡2R2t+RL2P +GtL2
, (4.2)

where E is the Young’s modulus of the wall material, t and G are the thickness the

shear modulus of the wall material, and L is the length of the robot body. Values of

300 MPa for E and 210 MPa for G match those used for LDPE in [35,43]. This model

is only valid when the wall is in tension. If the axial force is too large, the inflated

beam collapses due to crushing [77]:

Fcrushing = PA. (4.3)

For a given pressure and robot body length, if the tail tension required to invert the

soft robot body is lower than both the axial buckling force and the axial crushing

force, the robot will invert. Otherwise, the robot will buckle. Equating the tail tension

to invert in Eqn. 4.1 with the crushing force in Eqn. 4.3 and solving for pressure, we

find that, for any length robot body, inversion is impossible at a pressure lower than

Pmin =
2FI

A
, (4.4)

which for our robot material and dimensions is 1.1 kPa. Because the tail tension

required for inversion is not dependent on length but the buckling force decreases with

length, for each pressure above Pmin, there is a critical length below which the soft

robot body inverts and above which it buckles.

4.3.3 Curved Robot Bending/Buckling Model

Similar to the straight robot model, for a constant curvature robot, we consider the

wall to be a constant curvature inflated beam on which the tail applies a force TT at

the robot tip in the negative y direction (Fig. 4.3(b)), and we compare the tail tension

to invert and to bend/buckle the robot. In this case, the tail does not necessarily pass
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Figure 4.3: Modeling of bending/buckling due to tail tension TT . (a) For straight
robots, the wall is an inflated beam undergoing an axial load due to the tail tension
applied on the robot tip. (b) For curved robots, the wall is an inflated beam with a
moment applied about Point 1 due to tail tension applied to the tip. Image reproduced
from [7] © IEEE 2020.

through the center of the robot body at the base (the tail is free to move laterally

within the base in our hardware implementation), so it can create a net moment on

the robot body, allowing transverse bending to occur. We apply the same principle of

transverse bending presented in [78,103] to our curved inflated beam.

For any shape of robot body that has a cross-sectional area of A at the base, the

internal pressure applies a net moment on the wall about Point 1 of PAR in the

positive z direction. The tail tension applies a moment on the wall about Point 1 of

TTD in the negative z direction, where D is the moment arm of the tail tension force.

Assuming the tail and wall connect at the center of the robot tip, the moment arm is

D = R +
1


(1� cos(L)), (4.5)

where  is the robot body curvature and L is the arc length of the centerline. From a
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moment balance, the tail tension force required to bend the curved robot body is

Fbending =
PAR

D
=

PAR

R +
1


(1� cos(L))

. (4.6)

This equation is only valid when the robot is not so curved or so long that the tail

contacts the wall. However, the smallest moment arm (Dmin) that causes bending for

a given curvature occurs before the tail contacts the wall. Equating the tail tension to

invert in Eqn. 4.1 with the tail tension to bend in Eqn. 4.6, Dmin is calculated as:

Dmin =
PAR

1

2
PA+ FI

. (4.7)

One caveat to our treatment of straight and curved robots separately: If our curved

robot bending model gives a longer transition length from inversion to bending than

the straight robot buckling model would give for the same pressure (which might

happen for an extremely low curvature robot), the robot should be modeled as straight

to match reality.

4.3.4 Inversion and Bending/Buckling Data

To validate the model, we experimentally retracted robots of four di↵erent curvatures

at pressures between 0 and 10 kPa and lengths between 0 and 300 cm and observed

whether they inverted or bent/buckled. The curved robots were made by taping pinches

in the wall at regular intervals, resulting in radii of curvature of 455 centimeters (small

curvature), 225 cm (medium curvature) and 72 centimeters (large curvature). Data

was taken after growing the robots horizontally on a flat surface. Figure 4.4 shows

the results of this experiment, along with the modeled transition between inversion

and bending/buckling. As predicted, the robot body inverts at short lengths and

bends/buckles at long lengths and, the more curved the robot body, the shorter the

transition length from inversion to bending/buckling.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental data showing behavior during retraction from the base
across a range of pressures and lengths for di↵erent initial robot curvatures. Dotted
lines show modeled transitions from inversion to bending/buckling. As predicted,
the robot body inverts (green circles) at shorter lengths and bends/buckles (red x’s)
at longer lengths. Also, more curved robots bend/buckle at shorter lengths than
straighter robots. Curved robots tested have radii of curvature of 455 cm (small ),
225 cm (medium ), and 72 cm (large ). Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE 2020.
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4.4 Device Design

Based on the modeling and experimental characterization of bending/buckling and

inversion presented in the previous section, we designed a device (Fig. 4.7) to prevent

bending/buckling during retraction at any robot length, pressure, and curvature. For

the purpose of our design, the key takeaway from the model is that at zero length, the

soft robot body can always retract without bending/buckling for any pressure above

the minimum inversion pressure. The function of our device is to create an e↵ective

length of zero for the purposes of retraction. The following subsections explain the

forces involved in the function of our retraction device, its implementation, and an

analysis of important design parameters.

4.4.1 Working Principle

When retracting using the motor in the base, the motor and spool assembly applies a

device force Fd on the tail while applying an equal and opposite grounding force Fg to

the base, thus making the e↵ective soft robot body length for the purpose of retraction

the entire distance L from base to tip (Figure 4.5(a)). The distinguishing feature of

our device is that it applies the force to retract on the tail while being grounded to the

robot tip, thus making the e↵ective length Leff of the robot zero (Figure 4.5(b)).

Forces without Device

Figure 4.6 shows free body diagrams relevant to the function of our retraction device.

As shown in Fig. 4.6(a), all of the free body diagrams are drawn at the tip of the

robot, and denote quasistatic forces during inversion. Figure 4.6(b) shows the forces

on the soft robot body during inversion without the device. Tension in the wall TW

and tension in the tail TT both act in the negative y direction. Pressure acts in all

directions pointing outward from the inside of the soft robot body and producing a net

force on the soft robot body of magnitude PA in the positive y direction. Additionally,

an o↵set inversion force FI (multiplied by 2 to match Eqn. 4.1) acts tangent to the
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Figure 4.5: Working principle of our retraction device. (a) When the tail is pulled
using a motor in the base, the entire robot length L is between where the device force
Fd and its equal and opposite grounding force Fg are applied, making that entire
length susceptible to bending/buckling. (b) When the tail is pulled from the tip, as
in our retraction device, the robot length Leff between Fd and Fg is zero, making
retraction-based bending/buckling impossible.

wall material at the tip. The force balance in the y direction gives:

PA� TW � TT = 0, (4.8)

and the tension balance along the soft robot body gives:

TW + 2FI � TT = 0. (4.9)

Solving Eqns. 4.8 and 4.9 for TT , we get Eqn. 4.1.

Forces with Device

Figure 4.6(c) shows the free body diagram for the soft robot body during inversion

when the device is exerting forces at the tip. Our device creates three additional

forces. The device’s force on the tail Fd adds to the tail tension in the negative y

direction while the device’s grounding force Fg is applied on the tip in the positive y
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Figure 4.6: Free body diagrams (FBDs) showing the forces involved in inversion of
the soft robot body with and without our retraction device. (a) All FBDs represent
forces applied near the robot tip. FBDs are shown for (b) the soft robot body during
inversion without the device, (c) the soft robot body when the device acts on it during
inversion, (d) the device during inversion, and (e) one of the two rollers within the
device during inversion. The device applies force through friction from a pair of
motor-driven rollers that squeeze the tail. Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE 2020.
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direction. Lastly, a normal force N acts inward on the tail in the x direction. The

normal force arises from rollers that squeeze the tail to create the friction needed to

apply the device force. Here 2FI is the force to invert the soft robot body at zero

pressure through the device (characterized in Section 4.4.3). The force balance in the

y direction now yields

PA� TW � TT + Fg � Fd = 0, (4.10)

and a tension balance along the soft robot body results in

TW + 2FI � TT � Fd = 0. (4.11)

Additionally, using the free body diagram of the device shown in Fig. 4.6(d), we sum

the forces in the y direction to see that the device and grounding forces are equal:

Fd � Fg = 0. (4.12)

Solving Eqns. 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 for TT , we have

TT =
1

2
PA+ FI �

1

2
Fd, (4.13)

which indicates that the tail tension and the device force work together to balance

the internal pressure and inversion force. If the device force increases, the tail tension

necessary to invert the robot decreases. If the device applies enough force, we can

invert the robot without applying any tail tension force, thus making bending/buckling

due to retraction impossible. Plugging TT = 0 into Eqn. 4.13, we solve for the device

force required to invert the robot with zero tail tension:

Fd = PA+ 2FI . (4.14)
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Forces on Device Rollers

Finally, Fig. 4.6(e) shows the free body diagram of one of the two rollers in our device.

We implemented the device using a pair of motor-driven rollers that grip the tail

using friction. The left roller (with radius r) experiences a torque ⌧ in the negative z

direction, as well as half of the device force in the positive y direction and half of the

normal force in the negative x direction. Additionally, it is supported by the device

housing with reaction forces Rx and Ry. Summing the moments on the roller in the

positive z direction about the center of the roller, we have

1

2
Fdr � ⌧ = 0, (4.15)

which results in

Fd =
2⌧

r
 2⌧max

r
, (4.16)

where ⌧max denotes the maximum possible torque applied by the motor. Because the

device force is applied using friction between the rollers and the tail (with coe�cient

of static friction µs), we can also write

Fd  µsN. (4.17)

Based on Eqns. 4.16 and 4.17, the amount of force that the device can apply is limited

by the amount of torque that each motor can provide, as well as the friction coe�cient

and normal force between the rollers and the tail, and the normal force depends on

the spacing between the rollers.

4.4.2 Implementation

Our retraction device is shown in Fig. 4.7. Two motors (3070, Pololu Corporation, Las

Vegas, NV) are mounted to one half of the 3D-printed roller housing so that the motor

shafts protrude from holes in the housing. Two 3D-printed rollers fit over the motor

housing and are rigidly connected to the motor shafts. The rollers roll on needle roller
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bearings mounted on the motor housing at one end and connect to the other half of

the roller housing via ball bearings. The motor wires run internal to the soft robot

body from the device to the base and through an airtight feedthrough in the wall of

the base. The rollers are coated in a high-friction material (Non-Slip Reel, Dycem

Corporation, Bristol, UK) to increase the device force that can be applied without

slipping (Eqn. 4.17). When the device motors are run in the retraction direction,

the device first drives along the tail away from the base until it contacts the tip, at

which point it begins retracting the robot body while remaining at the tip. When

the device motors are run in the growth direction, the device either remains at the

robot tip or drives along the tail towards the base, depending on whether the device

moves slower or faster than the tail is being pulled toward the tip by pressure-driven

growth. During retraction, the retraction device’s contact with the robot tip directs

its orientation to keep its applied force in the direction opposing growth.

In our implementation, the friction force between the rollers and the soft robot

body is high enough that the motor torque in Eqn. 4.16 is the limiting factor for the

force the device is capable of exerting on the tail. Based on the maximum continuous

torque of the motors (24.5 N-cm) and the roller radius (1.2 cm), the theoretical

maximum device force is 41 N, which corresponds to retracting our soft robot body

with zero tail tension at any pressure up to 6.2 kPa (Eqn. 4.14). Realistically, there

are torque losses in the transmission of the motor torque through the rollers, and the

value of FI increases due to the device (see the next subsection), so the maximum

pressure at which this device can retract the robot on its own is closer to 2 kPa. Note,

this is only the maximum retraction pressure. The pressure used to grow can be

significantly higher. The maximum motor speed is 33 RPM, which gives a retraction

speed for the tip of 2.1 cm/s.

To prevent the tail from wedging itself between the edges of the rollers and the

motor housing, two 3D-printed routing apertures with circular cutouts are attached

to the top and bottom of the roller housing. These apertures are coated with ultra-

low-friction tape (6305A16, McMaster-Carr Supply Company, Elmhurst, IL) to ease

sliding of the tail through the apertures. Finally, to smooth the surface that contacts

the robot tip, a 3D-printed circular tip grounding ring coated in low friction tape is
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Figure 4.7: Implementation of our retraction device. The device is grounded to the
tip of the soft robot body using a ring coated in low friction tape. It applies the force
to invert the robot using a pair of rollers driven by motors and coated in high friction
material. The soft robot body material is routed into the rollers using two routing
apertures: one toward the robot tip and one toward the robot base. The motor wires
run the length of the soft body. Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE 2020.
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attached to the top routing aperture.

We attempted to minimize the size and weight of the device given the motors used.

The device measures approximately 6.3 cm by 5.0 cm by 4.4 cm and weighs 106 g.

The smallest diameter soft robot body that this version of the device can fit inside

is approximately 8.1 cm in diameter. Note that, because the device only needs to

contact the tail and the tip of the soft robot body, not the wall, the same device can

invert soft robot bodies of much larger diameter.

During retraction of long robots using our device, tail material builds up between

the robot tip and the robot base, so the motor in the base must be used to take up

the slack. The force required from the base motor to take up the slack in the tail can

be calculated using the models presented in [35,44] and is two orders of magnitude

smaller than the force required without the device.

4.4.3 Device Aperture Size Analysis

The most important aspect of device geometry is the area of the smallest aperture

through which the tail must slide during inversion through the device. This parameter

determines the amount of force the device motors need to exert to begin inversion

of the soft robot body at zero pressure. To quantify the e↵ect of this parameter, we

measured the force required to invert the soft robot body through various apertures

at zero pressure. Figure 4.8 includes a diagram of our experimental setup. The setup

is almost the same as that described in Section 4.3.1, except that the wall of the soft

robot body is free to move and is not fixed to the base. Instead, a 3D-printed cylinder

with a circular aperture inside is held fixed, and a soft robot body is manually pulled

through the cylinder with the Nano17 force sensor in line with the tail. In this case,

since the wall is free to move, the measured force is 2FI . Seven di↵erent circular

aperture sizes were investigated, with four trials for each aperture size. The maximum

measured force for each trial was recorded as that trial’s data point. Based on the

data, we formed a descriptive model of the dependence of FI on aperture area a:

FI =
C1

a
+ C2, (4.18)
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where C1 and C2 were determined using a best fit curve as 6.1 N-cm2 and 3.3 N,

respectively. Thus, the force to invert through a circular aperture varies inversely with

aperture area. Rectangular apertures were also measured, and their forces fell close to

the best fit curve for circular apertures.

We repeated the experiment with the unactuated retraction device (with the roller

bearing set screws disengaged from the motor shafts) in place of the circular apertures.

The force to invert through the device is approximately the same as the extrapolated

force to invert through an aperture the size of the device’s tip grounding ring (a 3.2

cm diameter circle) and significantly lower than the force to invert through a circular

aperture the size of the rectangular gap between the rollers (0.5 cm ⇥ 3.2 cm). This

indicates that, since the rollers roll along the tail, rather than making the tail slide

through them, the force to invert through the device does not depend on the roller

spacing but only on the smaller of the areas of the routing aperture and the inside

of the tip grounding ring. According to the data, as long as the area of the smallest

sliding aperture in the device is larger than approximately 5 cm2, the force to invert

through the device is minimal.

4.5 Demonstration

In this section, we demonstrate three new capabilities by comparing behaviors with

and without the device.

4.5.1 Exploring a Forking Path

One new capability for pneumatically everting soft robots is controlled position

during retraction. A demonstration of this capability is shown in Fig. 4.9, where

sequential exploration of two di↵erent portions of a forking path is attempted. For this

demonstration, the soft robot body was steered in one degree of freedom (left/right)

by pulling on a pair of cables, one on the left and one on the right side of the soft

robot body, running through a pair of tubular LDPE pockets taped along the entire

length of the body. Both with and without the device, the soft robot body can be
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Figure 4.8: Measured force to invert the soft robot body, FI , at zero pressure
through various apertures coated in low friction tape and through our retraction
device. Apertures were held fixed, and an uninflated soft robot body was manually
pulled through each aperture with a force sensor in line with the tail. For circular
apertures (black circles), force varies with the inverse of aperture area. Extrapolating
the curve, an aperture area equal to the area of the soft robot body cross-section yields
a force equal to the o↵set from Fig. 4.2. For rectangular apertures (grey rectangles),
force/area data points fall close to the same curve. The black line represents the
resulting model of FI , which is also presented in Eqn. 4.18. Interestingly, the force to
invert through our retraction device (green diamonds) is approximately equal to the
expected force to invert through a circular aperture with the area of the inside of its
tip grounding ring and is much lower than the expected force to invert through the
area of the gap between the rollers. Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE 2020.
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Figure 4.9: Controllably reversing growth after exploring one fork of a path to grow
down another fork. The top time sequence shows that without the device, control
of the tip position of the robot during retraction is impossible, leading to undesired
environment contact and toppling one of the obstacles. The bottom sequence shows
that with the device, the robot successfully navigates the forking path without moving
any of the obstacles. Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE 2020.

steered down one section of the forking path during growth. However, when retraction

is attempted without the device (Fig. 4.9, top) by pulling on the tail using the motor

and spool in the base, the soft robot body bends/buckles, and control of tip position

during retraction is impossible. This results in one of the obstacles being toppled. In

contrast, when retraction is attempted with the device applying the necessary force to

invert at the robot tip (Fig. 4.9, bottom), the robot tip’s position can be completely

controlled during retraction as well as growth, and the forking path can be successfully

navigated without contacting any of the obstacles.

4.5.2 Navigating a Delicate Environment

A second new capability is controlled force during retraction. This capability is shown

in Fig. 4.10, where the robot retracts after growing through a curved path while

applying minimal force to the environment. Here, the soft robot body grows inside

a 9 cm inner diameter tube with two bends. The speed of growth and retraction is
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not directly controlled, but it is very slow (less than 1.7 cm/s). The soft robot body

is preformed to match the shape of the tube by pinching the wall at two points and

taping over each pinch. This is to reduce the force between the soft robot body and

the tube that holds it. A Nano17 force sensor is mounted between the floor and the

bottom of the tube. During growth with and without the device, the force applied

on the tube is minimal. During retraction with the device, the lateral force applied

on the tube is significantly lower than without the device (both at 1.4 kPa), and it

does not depend on the robot length or curvature. Since the soft robot body would

not bend/buckle in free space during retraction with the device, it should not require

support from the environment to avoid bending/buckling. The measured force shown

without the device (primarily directed into the curve) falls suddenly after 20 cm and

40 cm of retraction as the robot rounds each successive curve and requires less support

from the environment to avoid bending/buckling. The measured force shown with the

device is greater than zero likely due to imperfect alignment between the soft robot

body and the tube. While the goal is zero force applied to the environment, other

desired force values could be achieved during retraction with the device through the

control of steering actuators attached to the soft robot body wall.

4.5.3 Environment Sampling

A third new capability is environment sampling. This capability combines the ability

to grow and retract over an environment without relative movement between the soft

robot body wall and the environment with the ability to grasp and store objects by

engulfing them during inversion. When tape is placed along the bottom of the soft

robot body, it can stick to the environment as it grows (Fig. 4.11), and the soft robot

body can pick up samples (green, pink, and blue confetti here) that then become

packaged within the tail during retraction of the robot. The top of the figure shows

that the environment is disturbed and the samples are mixed when this behavior is

attempted without the device. The bottom of the figure shows that this sampling

capability can be executed cleanly with our retraction device, where the soft robot

body grows over the environment, retrieves the samples, and brings them back to
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Figure 4.10: Retracting without exerting forces on the environment. Without the
device, control of the force exerted on the environment is impossible, since the robot
body braces itself against the environment to prevent bending/buckling. With the
device, the force exerted on the environment is much reduced and does not depend on
the curvature or curved length of the robot body. Image reproduced from [7] © IEEE
2020.
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Figure 4.11: Growing over an environment and taking samples of the soil by engulfing
them during retraction without disturbing the environment. The robot body has a
layer of tape on the bottom to adhere to the samples. The top time sequence shows
that without the device, the bent/buckled robot body disturbs the environment and
mixes up the samples (green, pink, and blue confetti) that are brought back to the
base. The bottom sequence shows that with the device, the samples are brought back
with an inherent record of how far along the robot they were found. Image reproduced
from [7] © IEEE 2020.

the base. While this demonstration was conducted with a preformed robot, a similar

capability could be achieved with a robot steered in such a way that the grown out

portion does not move [32].

4.6 Conclusion

We presented a model to predict when bending/buckling and inversion occur during

retraction for constant curvature pneumatically everting soft robots. A key takeaway

from the model is that bending/buckling due to retraction forces cannot occur if

the robot body length between the force grounding point and the robot tip is zero.

Using this insight, we presented the design and characterization of a new device to

expand the conditions under which retraction without bending/buckling is possible.

We demonstrated several new robot behaviors made possible by our retraction device.
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The ability to control force and motion of the soft robot body during both retraction

and growth improves the usability and practicality of pneumatically everting soft

robots.

While the addition of our retraction device extends the capabilities of soft growing

robots, it also limits some of their capabilities, at least in its current form. Firstly,

the additional weight of the retraction device at the tip means that stronger steering

actuators are needed to lift the robot tip against gravity, and the robot body is more

likely to bend/buckle due to its own weight when growing cantilevered. Secondly, the

rigidity of the retraction device makes it impossible for the robot body to squeeze

through gaps smaller than the size of the device. Thirdly, the growth and retraction

speed of the soft robot body are limited by the speed at which the device motors can

let out or pull in the tail material. Finally, the objects that can be engulfed by the

soft robot body during retraction must be able to fit between the device rollers.

Building on the work in this chapter, the next chapter will incorporate the retraction

device into a complete pneumatically everting soft robot system through development

of control algorithms to synchronize motion of the device motors with motion of the

base motor and control of the pressure regulator. The next chapter will also use the

fact that the retraction device sits at the tip of the robot to mount sensors and tools

at the robot tip.



Chapter 5

Tip Force Application and Object

Transport

5.1 Introduction

Many potential robotic applications require the transport of sensors and tools through

confined spaces to explore and interact with the environment. Continuum robots

have particular strengths for these types of applications due to their ability both

to pass through small apertures and to support their body weight to rise up over

obstacles. For example, a camera-equipped snake robot [104] was deployed within

a collapsed building for search and rescue after the 2017 Mexico City earthquake.

Additionally, a gripper-equipped snake-like mobile robot [105] has been demonstrated

for grasping and retrieving objects and turning a valve in a mock disaster scenario.

Pneumatically driven soft growing robots are another type of continuum robot that

are also well-suited for navigation in confined spaces [32, 69] and have many potential

benefits over other types of continuum robots, as discussed in the previous chapters.

Adding the ability to transport sensors and tools at the tip of soft growing robots

during movement and environment interaction would greatly expand their usefulness

in the field. Mounting cameras and other sensors at the tip of the robot would

enable information gathering tasks (e.g., collecting data in an unknown environment),

while mounting tools such as grippers at the tip of the robot would allow delivery

105
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and retrieval of objects in the environment (e.g., transporting supplies to a trapped

disaster victim or retrieving items from a confined space) and application of force to

the environment (e.g., to turn a valve or open a door).

However, mounting to the robot tip in a reliable manner is a key challenge for

soft growing robot design. Unlike many continuum robots, the material at the tip of

the soft growing robot continually changes as the robot grows and retracts. Thus,

anything a�xed to the robot body material that is currently at the robot tip will

not remain at the tip as the robot grows or retracts (Fig. 5.1(a, left)). As the robot

grows, the current tip material becomes part of the stationary outer robot body (the

“wall”), and as the robot retracts, the tip material becomes part of the inner robot

body (the “tail”), which moves towards the base at twice the speed of the robot tip

(Fig. 5.1(a, middle)). Therefore, sensors and tools must move relative to the robot

body material to remain at the robot tip and cannot be permanently attached to the

body wall through simple means like tape or glue. This challenge is shared by other

tip-growing robots [23, 25] and everting toroidal robots [101,102].

Various designs for tip mounts for soft growing robots have previously been

developed [6, 32, 42,44,54,69] and will be described in detail in Sections 5.2 and 5.6.

One design [6], also presented in Chapter 3, carried a camera during deployment of a soft

growing robot for exploration of an archeological site, and another design [42] carried

a gripper and transported lightweight objects during an object delivery task. However,

none of the previous designs is able to remain at the robot tip during retraction as well

as growth, transmit significant pulling forces from the robot body to the environment,

and function consistently at an arbitrary robot body length. An additional shortcoming

of all previous tip mount designs is that none of them incorporates a device to retract

the soft growing robot without undesired bending/buckling (and thus lack of control)

of its body (Fig. 5.1(a, right)), a problem solved in our previous work [7] and discussed

in detail in Chapter 4.

Improving upon previous work, this chapter presents a new tip mount for soft

growing robots (Fig. 5.1(b)) that (1) reliably remains at the robot tip during retraction

and growth, (2) transmits pulling forces from the robot to the environment, (3)

functions at an arbitrary robot body length, and (4) incorporates a device to retract
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Figure 5.1: (a) Challenges related to mounting to the tip of soft growing robots.
(left) The material at the robot tip changes during growth and retraction, so anything
a�xed to the tip material will not remain at the tip. (middle) The inner material
(the “tail”) moves at twice the speed of the robot tip relative to the base, so anything
packaged within the tail will be ejected during growth and engulfed during retraction.
(right) When retracted from the base, soft growing robots often undergo undesired
bending/buckling, leading to lack of control of their motion and force. (b) Our current
tip mount design successfully surmounts these challenges. Our design remains at the
robot tip during growth to arbitrary lengths as well as retraction and incorporates a
device [7] to retract the robot without undesired bending/buckling. Like previous tip
mounts, our design does not interfere with steering of the robot body using external
actuators. Our tip mount can also apply significant pulling forces to the environment.
Image reproduced from [8] © IEEE 2020.
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the soft growing robot without undesired bending/buckling. Additionally, like other

tip mount designs, our tip mount allows steering of the robot tip using external

actuators such as series pouch motors [6].

This chapter is based on the paper published in the IEEE/RSJ International

Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems entitled “A tip mount for transporting

sensors and tools using soft growing robots” [8]. I co-led this work, along with Sang-

Goo Jeong. He led the design and fabrication of the tip mount, while I contributed

to the integration of the retraction device into the design and developed the control

scheme. Together, we devised and conducted the characterization experiments and the

demonstration. Laura Blumenschein contributed primarily to the analysis of previous

designs and the characterization experiments. Ji-Hun Kim, Usman Mehmood, and

Ming Luo contributed primarily to early prototypes of the tip mount design. Our

advisors Allison Okamura and Jee-Hwan Ryu helped direct the work.

5.2 Previous Design Summary

Motivated by useful tasks that require transport of sensors and tools at the tip of soft

growing robots, four di↵erent tip mount designs have previously been developed. Here,

we present a summary of each previous design and discuss each design’s benefits and

limitations related to the goals of (1) remaining at the robot tip during retraction and

growth, (2) transmitting pulling forces to the environment, and (3) functioning at an

arbitrary robot body length (Fig. 5.2). We also point the reader to the previous chapter

explaining the problem of undesired bending/buckling during retraction (a limitation

of soft growing robots that a↵ects all previous designs) and explain how our previous

work on a device to retract soft growing robots without undesired bending/buckling

provides a building block towards our current design. Other attributes of previous

designs, including the weight they add to the robot tip and whether they encumber

the natural abilities of soft growing robots to move through constrained environments,

are discussed in Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.2: Function of previous soft growing robot tip mount designs during growth
and retraction. Each design has benefits and at least one limitation. (a) The string
mount [32,54] implemented on a spooled tail robot gets ejected during growth and
engulfed during retraction. (b) The outer cap mount [6] remains at the robot tip
during growth but falls o↵ during retraction. (c) The outer cap with reel mount [69]
remains at the robot tip during both growth and retraction, but the reel at the tip
increases in size as the robot body grows, and it may become too large or heavy when
the robot reaches a long length. (d) The magnetic rings mount [42, 44] remains at the
robot tip during growth and retraction but is susceptible to falling o↵ due to forces
from the environment. Image reproduced from [8] © IEEE 2020.

5.2.1 String Mount

One previous tip mount design was used in [32,54] to transport a camera at the tip

of a soft growing robot during laboratory demonstrations of the robot’s navigation

ability. This relatively simple design ties a string to the tip mount (which can be the

sensor or tool itself) and uses the robot tail as a conduit for the string to pass from

the robot tip to the base. Thus, the base can be the grounding point for the force to

keep the mount at the tip. However, as the robot body is pressurized, the tail squeezes

around the string, forcing the string to move with the tail. Since the material of the

tail moves twice as fast as the tip relative to the base, the string and tip mount are

ejected from the robot during growth and engulfed into the body during retraction

(Figs. 5.1(a, middle) and 5.2(a)). In [32, 54], to overcome this issue during growth,

airflow was added inside the tail, and the string was pulled back from the base to keep

the mount at the tip, which required the tail material to be stored straight rather

than on a spool. This limits the potential length change and does not allow growth to

arbitrary lengths. Also, this design can only remain at the robot tip during growth,
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not retraction, since the string can only apply tensile, not compressive forces. One

benefit of this design is the physical connection back to the base through the string,

which can be used to transmit significant pulling forces to the environment.

5.2.2 Outer Cap Mount

A second design was used in [6] to transport a camera on a robot deployed in the field

for exploration of an archeological site. This design is also quite simple and uses a

rigid cap that fits over the outside of the robot tip and is pushed along by the robot’s

growing force. Unlike the string mount design, this design does not have a direct

connection to the robot base and relies on friction between the inside of the cap and

the outside of the robot body wall to keep the mount at the tip (Fig. 5.2(b)). The

size of the outer cap can be varied relative to the robot body size, where smaller caps

provide higher normal and thus frictional forces.

Unlike the string mount, this design functions for arbitrary robot body lengths

and can be used when the robot is stored in a reel at the base, enabling enormous

length change from a small initial form factor. However, this design has limited ability

to remain at the robot tip during retraction. While the friction between the outer

cap and the robot body wall holds the cap on the tip during growth, it does not

have the same e↵ect during retraction. Instead, the cap remains behind as the robot

retracts within it. This design also cannot transmit significant pulling forces to the

environment. The frictional forces between the outer cap and the robot body wall

determine the largest pulling forces that can be transmitted to the environment, and

a deterrent to choosing a design with high frictional forces is the resulting increase in

the pressure required to begin growth of the robot, as discussed for our current design

in Section 5.4.1.

5.2.3 Outer Cap with Reel Mount

A third tip mount design was used in [69] to transport a camera during a laboratory

demonstration of robot growth. This design combines features of the string mount

and outer cap mount, with an outer cap (on which the sensor/tool can be mounted)
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containing a motorized reel attached to a string running internal to the tail. During

growth, as the string ejects from the tip, the motor actively reels in the slack, keeping

the cap at the tip, while during retraction, the motor lets out slack to feed the

string into the tail (Fig. 5.2(c)). This successfully keeps the mount at the tip during

retraction, but does not solve the problem of bending/buckling during retraction.

As with the string mount, the force to hold the mount at the tip comes from the

connection of the string back to the base, so the outer cap stays at the robot tip

during retraction and growth, and this connection back to the base can be used to

transmit significant pulling forces to the environment.

This design is limited in that, unlike the outer cap design, it does not function at

arbitrary robot body lengths. As the length of the robot increases, the reel inside the

mount needs to grow to hold the extra string, limiting the length of the robot based

on the size of the tip mount.

5.2.4 Magnetic Rings Mount

The fourth previous tip mount design was used in [44] to transport a camera during a

laboratory demonstration of growth of a water-filled robot, as well as in [42] to transport

a gripper for completion of a pick-and-place task in a laboratory environment. This is

the first of the tip mount designs to place part of the mount inside the pressurized

area of the robot body. This design consists of a ring inside the tip of the robot and

another ring (on which the sensor/tool is mounted) outside the tip of the robot. The

two rings are held together, and at the tip, using magnetic rollers that roll along

the robot body material during growth and retraction, allowing the material to pass

between the two halves of the mount in a low-friction manner (Fig. 5.2(d)).

This design is able to remain at the robot tip during retraction as well as growth,

independent of body length, provided that the outer ring is large enough in diameter

that it will not get engulfed into the robot body. However, like the outer cap mount,

the pulling forces that can be transmitted to the environment are limited. In this case,

the magnetic force between the two halves of the mount, limited by the strength of

the magnets used, is the upper bound on pulling forces.
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5.2.5 Retraction Without Bending/Buckling

As discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and [7], a limitation with soft growing robots is

the tendency of their body to undergo undesired bending/buckling when retraction

is attempted by pulling on the tail from the robot base (Fig. 5.1(a, right)). This

limitation is likely the reason why none of the previous tip mount demonstrations

showed any significant retraction of the soft growing robot body. Our previous work’s

solution to bending/buckling is a “retraction device,” which sits at the robot tip and

uses motor-driven rollers to apply force on the tail, grounded to the robot tip. Both

retraction devices and tip mounts must sit at the robot tip, so it makes sense to

combine them in a tip mount for tasks that require retraction of the soft growing

robot.

5.3 Proposed Tip Mount Design

Our soft growing robot tip mount design aims to overcome the limitations of previous

designs in completing tasks that require object retrieval and environment force appli-

cation. We present a tip mount that (1) remains at the robot tip during growth and

retraction, (2) transmits pulling forces between the robot body and the environment,

(3) functions at an arbitrary robot body length, and (4) incorporates a retraction

device to prevent bending/buckling during retraction.

Our design combines concepts from the outer cap design [6] and the magnetic

rollers design [42, 44], and it incorporates a retraction device [7]. The retraction

device sits inside the pressurized area at the robot tip, similar to the inner ring of

the magnetic rollers design. An outer cap outside the robot tip provides a mounting

location for sensors and tools. A key improvement of our current design upon the

magnetic rollers design is the attachment mechanism between the outer and inner

parts of the mount. Rather than relying on magnetic force to hold the two parts

together, our design employs a rolling interlock where the outer cap hooks around the

inner retraction device so that the two pieces cannot physically be separated without

breaking. Each piece has passive rollers at the connection point so that the material
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of the soft robot body wall can pass between them in a low friction manner. While

this tip mount does not have a physical connection back to the base like the string

mount [32,54] and outer cap with reel mount [25], it can transmit significant forces

through the rolling interlock, which is grounded to the robot tip using the retraction

device. These forces hold the mount at the robot tip and allow significant pulling

forces to be transmitted to the environment: from the base, along the robot body, and

then through the mount. The following subsections describe in detail the mechanical

design and control of our current tip mount design.

5.3.1 Mechanical Design

Our current tip mount design (Fig. 5.3) consists of three main components: (1) an outer

cap for mounting, (2) a retraction device to allow retraction without bending/buckling,

and (3) a rolling interlock to attach them together.

Outer Cap The outer cap (Fig. 5.3(c)) provides a mounting location for sensors

and tools and a place for the robot body to push on and propel the tip mount forward.

The outer cap design should not impede the function of the steering actuators used to

direct the tip of the robot. In our implementation, we used three series pouch motor

steering actuators, which shorten when pressurized and are attached circumferentially

around the robot body, as in [6], so we added three cutouts in the cap to give the

actuators room to inflate and deflate without a↵ecting the fit on the robot body.

Retraction Device The retraction device (Fig. 5.3(d)) is as presented in [7], with

stronger motors and a di↵erent tip grounding mechanism. During retraction, two

motors (3485, Pololu Corporation, Las Vegas, NV) drive rollers coated in high friction

material (Non-Slip Reel, Dycem Corporation, Bristol, UK) that squeeze the tail

material and pull it toward the base. Three passive rollers at the top of the device

apply a reaction force to the robot tip while allowing the material to move easily

around the tip. During growth, the active rollers are driven to move tail material

towards the robot tip, and the material pushes on the outer cap instead of contacting

the passive rollers. Aside from the high friction material coating the actively driven
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(d) Retraction device

Motor

Needle bearing
Roller

BearingMagnet

(c) Interchangeable outer cap

(b) Tip mount cross-section

(a) Tip mount CAD design and prototype

(e) Rolling interlock

Figure 5.3: Our current tip mount design. (a) (left) CAD rendering and (right)
photo of the tip mount. (b) The tip mount consists of three parts: (c) outer cap
to mount (left) sensors or (right) tools, (d) retraction device including (top) passive
rollers to decrease friction with the robot tip and (bottom) motor-driven rollers to
apply retraction forces on the robot tail, and (e) a rolling interlock using (left) magnets
and (right) bearings to hook the inner and outer parts together. Image reproduced
from [8] © IEEE 2020.
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rollers, all other parts are designed to reduce unnecessary friction with the soft robot

body material.

Rolling Interlock The rolling interlock (Fig. 5.3(e)) consists of three matching sets

of roller-magnet units, placed circumferentially around the base of the outer cap and

the base of the retraction device, such that the series pouch motors lie in between.

Each roller-magnet unit has a passive roller with a disk-shaped magnet on either

side. Only the rollers contact the wall material, which must slide between the pairs

of disk-shaped magnets (separated by a small space) as the robot grows or retracts.

The rollers can transmit high forces across the membrane, and the magnets prevent

relative tilting or rotation (and thus separation) between the outer cap and retraction

device. We use separate rollers and magnets, as opposed to magnetic rollers, since

disk magnets can provide higher magnetic force.

5.3.2 Control

We used the base, joystick, and steering control algorithm presented in [6] to steer

the soft robot body by coordinating pressures (0-14 kPa) in the three series pouch

motor actuators placed circumferentially around the body of the robot. Additionally,

we developed a method of coordinating the voltages sent to the base motor and the

retraction device motors to allow growth and retraction without building up slack

in the tail or bending/buckling the body. For simplicity, we used open-loop voltage

control of the motors with no position sensing.

Growth During growth, the pressure in the soft robot body was set (using the

joystick) higher than needed to grow at the desired speed (0-17 kPa), the motor in the

base was backdriven to let out the tail material without building up slack, and the

motors in the retraction device (which are not backdrivable) were controlled to release

the material at the desired speed. To achieve this, we set the voltage of the motor in

the robot base to o↵set static friction in the motor (3.5 V), and the voltage of the

motors in the retraction device based on the joystick input to be between 2.4 V and
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15 V. Using this control method, the soft robot body with our tip mount attached

can grow at a maximum speed of 5 cm/s.

Retraction During retraction, the pressure in the soft robot body was set (using the

joystick) as low as possible while keeping the robot body pressurized (approximately

7 kPa), to allow easy sliding of the robot body material between the magnets while

limiting the retraction force. The motors in the base were run with enough force to

take in the slack in the tail but not to bend/buckle the body, and the motors in the

retraction device provided the rest of the necessary force to retract. To achieve this,

we set the voltage of the motor in the robot base to the highest voltage before the

straight robot body began to buckle at the retraction pressure (9.4 V), and the voltage

of the motors in the retraction device based on the joystick, between 2.4 V and 15 V.

Using this control method, the soft robot body with our tip mount attached is able to

retract at the same maximum speed as growth: 5 cm/s.

5.4 Characterization

We conducted two experiments to characterize the capabilities of a soft growing

robot with our tip mount design. The first quantifies the e↵ect of the additional

friction due to the tip mount on the pressure required to grow the robot. The second

quantifies the pulling force that can be transmitted to the environment. For both

experiments, we explore how the design of di↵erent portions of the device a↵ects

the robot’s capabilities. Throughout this chapter, the robot body was made using

a tube of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) plastic, a material easy to use for quick

prototyping, with inflated diameter 8.5 cm and wall thickness 60 µm.

5.4.1 Minimum Pressure to Grow

The minimum pressure required to begin growth of a soft growing robot is an important

predictor of its capabilities. The internal pressure can be set higher than the minimum

pressure required to begin growth, and, if the tail is free to move forward, the additional
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pressure will either make the robot grow faster [32, 73] or apply more force at its

tip [69,79], up to the buckling load of the robot body. The maximum internal pressure

is limited by the burst pressure of the soft robot body. The addition of our tip mount

adds friction between the body material and the mount and between the mount and

the environment, increasing the minimum pressure required to grow. This decreases

the maximum growth speed and the maximum pushing force that can be applied

before bursting the soft robot body.

To understand the e↵ect of our tip mount on the pressure to grow (and thus the

growth speed and pushing force capability), we conducted growth tests horizontally on

a foam board floor with di↵erent parts of our device installed. We slowly increased the

pressure with slack in the tail and observed the minimum pressure at which growth

occurred.

The results are shown in Fig. 5.4. The soft robot body without any tip mount

(Fig. 5.4(a)) requires 2 kPa to begin growing, due to the forces needed to turn the

soft robot body inside out at its tip. The addition of the outer cap (Fig. 5.4(b))

increases the required pressure to 3.4 kPa. This represents the friction as the wall

of the soft robot body slides against the outer cap and the outer cap slides on the

floor. Adding the inner part without the motors and rollers (Fig. 5.4(c)) increases the

pressure to 6.8 kPa, due to the friction at the point of contact between the retraction

device and the outer cap, where there is some sliding between the magnets and wall

material. Finally, with the addition of the motors and rollers (Fig. 5.4(d)), the robot

still requires 6.8 kPa to grow, since the rollers do not slide on the tail.

The largest friction increase occurs at the bearing and magnet interface, so im-

proving the design there would have the largest impact. Other locations to improve

friction are between the tip mount and the environment and between the outer cap

and the robot wall. The experimentally determined burst pressure of the soft robot

body is 22.0 kPa, so the additional friction of this device decreases the available

range of pressure above the minimum growth pressure by only 24% (from 20.0 kPa to

15.2 kPa).
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Figure 5.4: The minimum pressure required to begin growth as compared to the
soft growing robot burst pressure when di↵erent portions of our current tip mount
are attached to the robot body: (a) no tip mount, (b) only the outer cap, (c) the
retraction device and the outer cap are attached, but the motors and active rollers
are removed, and (d) the full tip mount is attached. The addition of the tip mount
decreases the di↵erence between the minimum pressure to grow and the burst pressure
by only 24%, meaning that the impact on relevant robot capabilities is relatively small.
Image reproduced from [8] © IEEE 2020.
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5.4.2 Maximum Pulling Force

An important goal of our tip mount design is to allow transmission of significant

pulling forces to the environment. Soft growing robots are much weaker in pushing

and side loading than traditional engineering materials, so their ability to pull on

the environment is vital. The force these robots can support in compressive or

transverse loading before bending/buckling can be calculated using inflated beam

models [76, 77, 78, 103] and decreases with length. However, the force these robots can

pull is length-independent and depends only on the mechanical properties of their

body material. Because soft growing robots can grow to arbitrary lengths, harnessing

this pulling capability is key to useful environment interaction and applications such

as turning a valve, opening a door, or retrieving items from a confined space.

To quantify the pulling ability of a soft growing robot with our tip mount, we hung

the robot vertically downward and attached a weight to a hook on the tip mount.

We then attempted to retract the weight with the robot and increased the weight

until failure (2.5 kg) (Fig. 5.5(a)). The robot’s pulling force could be limited by the

frictional force the retraction device rollers transmit to the tail, the torque of the

retraction device motors, the breaking strength of the tip mount material, or the

yielding strength of the robot body material. We calculated or measured the pulling

limits based on each of these factors, as described in the following subsections and

shown in Fig. 5.5(b).

Rollers Slipping on Tail The force applied by the retraction device on the tail

of the robot is transmitted at the connection point between the motor-driven rollers

and the tail. The maximum measured force that can be applied by the rollers on the

tail before slip occurs is 5 kg. Frictional losses in the tip mount, the need to counter

the internal pressure of the soft robot body, and the weight of the tip mount itself

(0.5 kg), further limit the weight that our tip mount can lift to 2.5 kg. This is the

limiting factor in force that the soft growing robot can currently pull, but increasing

the force the rollers can apply before slipping would increase this limit.
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Figure 5.5: Vertical weight pulling limit for a soft growing robot with our tip
mount attached, based on various factors. (a) Using our current tip mount, the soft
growing robot can pull a weight of up to 2.5 kg while retracting. (b) Four factors
contribute to the maximum pulling force. The rollers slipping on the tail is currently
the limiting factor, but all factors could potentially be improved in future designs.
Image reproduced from [8] © IEEE 2020.
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Motor Torque Limit The motors in the device have a gearbox torque limit of

5 kg·cm, so the maximum torque that the two motors can withstand together is

10 kg·cm. With a roller radius of 3 cm, this results in a motor torque pulling limit of

3.3 kg. If the roller slip force is increased, the use of stronger motors could increase

the force limit.

Device Yielding We applied an increasing force until the tip mount came apart.

When a load of 7 kg was applied, the outer cap flexed and broke, which could be

improved by reinforcing the design and switching to a stronger material than the 3-D

printed PLA used.

Material Yielding To calculate the pulling force limit due to yielding of the soft

robot body material, we first experimentally determined the yield stress of the material

by increasing the pressure until the robot body burst (P = 22.0 kPa). Using the

equation for hoop stress in a thin-walled cylinder (the highest-stress direction), we

can calculate the yield stress of the material:

� =
Pr

t
, (5.1)

where P is the pressure inside the robot, r is the tube radius (r = 4.25 cm), t is the

material thickness (t = 60 µm) and � is the hoop stress at yield, which was calculated

to be 15.6 MPa. To reach material yielding with a pulling force instead, we need a

force of 25.5 kg. This force limit could be improved by using a material with a higher

yield stress, or by increasing the cross-sectional area of the body wall, though this

would also a↵ect burst pressure and growth pressure.

Overall, with our tip mount implementation, we are for the first time able to apply

significant pulling force to the environment while retracting without bending/buckling.

The 2.5 kg of pulling force that we are able to transmit to the environment is only

10% of the 25.5 kg of potential force transmission of the robot body material. This

is encouraging, as it indicates there is room to better implement our design (e.g.,

through rollers capable of transmitting more force before slipping, and higher-torque

motors) to exert even higher pulling forces on the environment.
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Trapped Victim
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Figure 5.6: Demonstration of a new capability of object retrieval and delivery made
possible by our current tip mount design. (a) In a mock disaster scenario, the soft
growing robot (b) grows and steers to pick up a water bottle, (c) retracts with the
water bottle, and (d) grows and steers and places the object in the trapped victim’s
hand. Image reproduced from [8] © IEEE 2020.

5.5 Demonstration

With our current tip mount, soft growing robots can for the first time grow to arbitrary

lengths and retract without bending/buckling while transporting sensors and tools at

the robot tip, all while steering with external actuators such as series pouch motors.

In addition to pulling forces, our tip mount can support compression loads, allowing

the robot to push objects up to the bending/buckling load and burst pressure of the

soft robot body. These capabilities will greatly enhance the usefulness of soft growing

robots for tasks in the field.

To demonstrate the usefulness of these capabilities, we show a simple object

retrieval and delivery task that involves growth, retraction, and steering using a

gripper-equipped robot. In Fig. 5.6(a and b), the robot grows and steers along the floor,

approaching and grabbing the water bottle. It then retracts without bending/buckling

to move around an obstacle (Fig. 5.6(c)) before growing and steering in the opposite

direction, to head to the hand of the trapped person (Fig. 5.6(d)).

While this demonstration is not necessarily representative of a real disaster scenario,

it showcases the robot capabilities to pull/push objects while growing, retracting, and

steering through an environment, which are made possible for the first time with our

tip mount design.
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5.6 Discussion

Unlike the four previous soft growing robot tip mount designs, our current tip mount

design (1) remains at the robot tip during growth and retraction, (2) transmits

pulling forces to the environment, (3) functions at arbitrary robot body lengths,

and (4) incorporates retraction without bending/buckling. However, our design has

some limitations that are not shared by all previous tip mount designs: it (1) adds

significant weight to the robot tip, (2) slides relative to the environment, and (3) does

not allow body shrinking through apertures. Table 5.1 summarizes the capabilities

and limitations of all five tip mount designs discussed in this chapter.

The additional weight of our current tip mount (0.5 kg) comes primarily from the

two motors of the retraction device, though the bearings and magnets that make up

the rolling interlock also contribute. For the soft robot body in this chapter, this

additional weight greatly decreases the maneuverability of the robot tip, making it

impossible for the series pouch motor actuators to lift the tip against gravity, and

undercutting the natural ability of soft growing robots to support their own body

weight over obstacles and across gaps. The limitation of extra weight is shared by the

outer cap with reel design, which also contains a motor in the tip mount, while the

string mount, outer cap mount, and magnetic rings mount keep the additional weight

to a minimum.

The outer cap in our design covers part of the robot body wall and, therefore,

slides relative to the environment during growth and retraction. Thus, unlike with soft

growing robots without a tip mount, where only internal friction limits growth [73],

here, friction between the environment and outer cap factors into the force required to

grow or retract the robot. This limitation is shared by the outer cap mount and the

outer cap with reel mount. The magnetic rings and string mount avoid this limitation

by only connecting to the tail or the robot tip, and not the wall.

Lastly, the fact that our current tip mount has a rigid outer cap means that it

cannot allow the robot body to deform and pass through apertures smaller than

its body diameter, another of the natural strengths of soft growing robots. This

limitation is also shared by the outer cap mount and the outer cap with reel mount.
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Table 5.1: Capabilities and limitations of soft growing robot tip mount designs.

String [32,
54]

Outer Cap
[6]

Outer Cap
with Reel
[69]

Magnetic
Rings
[42, 44]

Current
Design

Remains at the robot tip
during growth?

Sometimes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Remains at the robot tip
during retraction?

No No Yes Yes Yes

Can transmit pulling
forces?

Yes Somewhat Yes Somewhat Yes

Functions at arbitrary
robot body lengths?

No Yes No Yes Yes

Incorporates retraction
without bending/buckling?

No No No No Yes

Adds minimal weight to the
robot tip?

Yes Yes No Yes No

Avoids sliding relative to
the environment?

Yes No No Yes No

Allows body shrinking
through apertures?

Yes No No Somewhat No

The magnetic rings mount allows some body shrinking, and the string mount is only

limited by the size of the sensor or tool.

Development of the ideal soft growing robot tip mount design that meets all of

the desired capabilities in Table 5.1 is still an open research question, but di↵erent tip

mounts could work for di↵erent applications. For some applications, the limitations of

the retraction device and rolling interlock may be worthwhile for the added benefits

of controlled retraction and significant pulling force transmission.

An additional consideration for soft growing robot tip mounts not discussed thus

far is power and signal transmission to and/or from the sensor or tool at the robot

tip. For some applications, wireless signal transmission and battery power may work,

but for other applications, a wired connection is crucial. Various methods of passing a

wire from the robot base to the tip mount have been developed, including passing a

wire inside the tail [32, 54, 69], inside a self-sealing pocket outside the robot body [6],

or entirely outside the robot body [42]. The development of methods to transmit

power and signal to the robot tip is an open research question.
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5.7 Conclusion

We presented a novel tip mount for transporting sensors and tools with soft growing

robots that overcomes some limitations of previous tip mount designs and is able for

the first time to exert significant pulling force on the environment while retracting, as

well as to retrieve and deliver objects. We also analyzed the four previous soft growing

robot tip mount designs in comparison with our current design.

Future work on our current tip mount includes the development of a more robust

control scheme that adds encoders to the retraction device, as well as the development

of a wire management scheme for the retraction device wires. Also, the tip mount

design limitations should be improved, including reducing weight, reducing sliding

along the environment, and allowing body shrinking through apertures.

In addition to placing sensors at the robot tip, adding sensors all along the robot

body could allow us to take advantage of the large real estate that is left behind as

the robot grows. This is the focus of the next chapter.



Chapter 6

Distributed Sensing

6.1 Introduction

Vine robots can be used as vehicles to deploy sensors in di�cult-to-reach spaces such

as tunnels, pipes, rubble-filled environments, and underground animal habitats. In

addition, sensing of a vine robot’s own state can improve its ability to navigate and

manipulate the environment and create structures out of its body. In the previous

chapters, sensing for vine robots focused on placing a camera at the tip of the robot.

While this approach is useful for sensing the environment along the trajectory of

the robot tip, placing sensors along the entire robot length would enable long-term

monitoring of the entire space the robot grew into, as well as sensing of the state of the

entire robot body. Unlike robots that move their entire body during navigation, vine

robots always remain connected to their base, which provides an opportunity to use

sensors distributed along the robot length to map the location of the robot tip (and

every other point along the robot body) with respect to the base. Knowing the robot

shape is useful for localizing the measurements from deployed sensors, controlling the

robot to reach a desired position, and mapping the environment into which the robot

is growing.

In this chapter, we present two methods for distributed sensing in vine robots. First,

in Section 6.2, we present and demonstrate a distributed sensor network for sensing

both the environment and the robot’s own shape. This sensor network is made of

126
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modular flexible printed circuit board (fPCB) bands that are wrapped circumferentially

around the robot body at regular intervals along its length. This section is based on

the paper published in the IEEE International Conference on Soft Robotics entitled

“Distributed Sensor Networks Deployed Using Soft Growing Robots” [9]. Alex Gruebele

and Andrew Zerbe co-led the work and were responsible for the fPCB and sensor

armor design. I contributed mainly to the shape sensing modeling, integration of the

sensor bands onto the vine robot, and the design and execution of the demonstrations

and experiments. Our advisors Allison Okamura and Mark Cutkosky helped direct

the work.

Second, in Section 6.3, we present and conduct preliminary demonstrations of a

distributed vine robot shape sensor that operates using strain measurements in optical

fibers attached along the length of the robot. This work has not yet been published

elsewhere.

6.2 Distributed Sensing with Flexible Printed Cir-

cuit Board Bands

Distributed sensor networks are of growing interest for long-term monitoring of

environments [106,107] and structures [108], but they face limitations in how many

sensors can be e�ciently deployed, especially in constrained and di�cult-to-reach

spaces. While wireless sensor networks can be designed for low power consumption

using batteries [109] or the ability to scavenge energy [110], they are often unable to

transmit data reliably from enclosed spaces such as underground [111] or through

walls [112]. Because vine robots have a very low cost per unit length and are relatively

easy to deploy, they can also be a platform for rapid deployment of sensor networks

along the path of the growing robot body.

In this section, we use flexible printed circuit board (fPCB) technology to create

modular bands of sensors that are distributed along the robot, for continuous mon-

itoring of the immediate environment (Fig. 6.1). To spatially locate the sources of

measurements, the shape of the grown robot is also sensed by measuring the orientation
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Figure 6.1: A vine robot (semi-transparent) deploying armored sensor bands (blue)
and sensing its shape as it traverses a bend. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.

of each sensor band. fPCBs allow for a wide array of traditional MEMS surface-mount

sensors to be used without alteration, making this a versatile platform for many types

of measurements. In our prototype sensor modules, we include temperature, humidity,

acceleration, and orientation. We also demonstrate the capability to determine the

spatial direction of a heat source with respect to the robot body.

Vine robots – and more broadly, many other soft robots – are inherently unstruc-

tured in how they bend and wrinkle. While fPCBs are robust and long-lasting when

used within their design parameters, they have shortened lifetimes when subjected

to curvatures outside those limits. Thus, traditional flexible circuits alone are not

suitable for placement on vine robots. We propose a combination of flexible circuit

design and a semi-soft laminate that enforces safe bend radii of the fPCB during

uncontrolled wrinkling. The laminate is designed for high flexibility so as to not hinder
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robot growth, while protecting the circuit in the directions in which bending occurs.

6.2.1 Background

Much of the focus on designing sensor networks has been on outdoor pipeline [113],

environment [106], ecological habitat [107], and agricultural [114] monitoring over large

areas, necessitating the implementation of wireless data transmission. However, sensor

networks are also being deployed in confined spaces that require a higher density of

nodes and are close enough to be wired. These operate at a scale where stretchable

wiring can be used to expand a network to cover large areas, such as strain gauges

for aircraft structural monitoring [115] or on robots [116]. In enclosed spaces, this

approach has benefits over wireless transmission, where electromagnetic waves can be

attenuated depending on the the obstructing material, such as soil or a wall [111].

Although the area of coverage of these networks is smaller than outdoor applications,

deployment of large numbers of sensor nodes in small areas remains a challenge for

both labor e�ciency of setup, and precise knowledge of where the nodes (and therefore

data source) are located spatially. One approach is to make the sensor nodes so small

that they are simply scattered and unobtrusive [117,118], though these still face the

challenge of localizing the data source. By introducing inertial measurement units

(IMUs) to sensor nodes on a flexible tape, [119] were able to localize sensor readings

by determining shape of the carrier tape in real time, in a similar manner to what we

present. However, by including the entire network on a single continuous strip, the

distance that it could span was limited and it was not designed for robotic deployment.

Approaches to measuring curvature of soft robots include optical [120], capacitive

[121, 122], resistive [123, 124], and mechanical methods using cables on encoders [125].

All of these approaches require substantial sensor integration in the robot’s fabrication

process, and are challenging to integrate over the length scales reachable with vine

robots.
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6.2.2 Sensor Design

Building on and addressing gaps in related work, we present an fPCB-based distributed

sensor network that can be deployed using vine robots.

Design Objectives

There are two purposes for incorporation of sensors onto robots: exteroception (sensing

of external stimuli), and proprioception (sensing of the state of the robot itself). We

sought to enable both of these purposes for vine robot sensing with a single design.

For exteroception, a suite of sensors could be useful to allow monitoring of constrained

spaces. Depending on the application, sensing of temperature, humidity, light, and

video could all be useful. In addition, by sensing the shape and contact conditions of

the robot itself when deployed in an environment, information can be learned about

the environment’s shape and sti↵ness properties. For proprioception, sensing of robot

shape and contact conditions can improve control of the robot during navigation and

manipulation tasks. For some scenarios, sensors along one side of the robot body

would su�ce, but for other scenarios, sensors should be placed on all sides of the robot

body to achieve the desired functionality.

We aimed to create a template sensor system in which the specific sensors could be

switched out as needed, depending on the application. To demonstrate proprioception,

we chose to place IMUs along the length of the robot to sense its shape. To demonstrate

exteroception and directional sensing capability, we placed temperature and humidity

sensors along the length of the robot and thermistors distributed on all sides of the

robot body. In future iterations of the design, these specific sensors could be replaced

with cameras and contact sensors, for example, as needed.

In order to function on a vine robot, our sensor system needed to fulfill the following

basic requirements. First, it needed to be attached to the vine robot body and endure

repeated eversion and inversion without failure or significant encumbrance of the

robot’s ability to grow and retract. Second, it needed to be scalable to robot lengths

suitable for navigation and manipulation tasks (ranging from 1 to 10 meters in length).
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Figure 6.2: Concept for our distributed sensor network. (a) A rendering of a vine
robot deploying sensor bands that communicate with an aggregator microcontroller
via a bus along its axis. (b) The process by which vine robots evert, illustrating the
sensor band movement from the stowed state to the deployed state. (c) The overall
system architecture, with the components on a single modular band outlined in blue.
Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.

System Overview

The sensor network (Fig. 6.2) consists of an aggregator microcontroller (Teensy 4.0)

located at the base of the robot and many fPCB sensor bands distributed along

its length at discrete intervals. The sensor bands are adhered to the outside of

the robot so that the sensors can monitor their direct surroundings when deployed.

Each band is self-contained with its own microcontroller (Atmega328P-MU), reducing

noise by performing digital conversions over short distances from analog sensors.

Communication to the aggregator microcontroller is performed through a 4-wire I2C

bus which runs the full length of the robot. This system is robust to failure of

individual sensor bands, and uses a small number of flexible wires.

The sensor bands (Fig. 6.3) consist of semi-rigid islands that contain the surface

mount components, and flexible tracks which carry circuit traces between islands

(fPCBs were produced by Seeed Studio with a 0.1 mm thick polyimide backing and
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cross-hatch ground pour beneath the flexible tracks for minimally sti↵ shielding).

This design is chosen so that the bands can wrap circumferentially around the robot

while exhibiting high flexibility so as not to impede growth of the robot or damage

the circuit. The flexible islands are in a two-dimensional network: the main islands

consist of the non-directional components (I2C devices, microcontroller, peripheral

components, and bus-connector); the smaller islands contain the directional sensors.

This approach is scalable, as it allows for a chain of directional sensors to be added

down the axial direction of the robot, rather than increasing the size of the rigid islands

(and therefore reducing band flexibility). The bands are attached to the robot with

Tegaderm adhesive film, resulting in a robust adhesion that still allows the flexible

tracks to bend during eversion. This highly conformable and thin adhesive allows the

bands to be fully covered so that they do not snag on the environment, and does not

rely on connection directly to the polyurethane armor, a material which is inherently

di�cult to adhere to.

Sensors on each band include an IMU (Bosch BNO055), a temperature/humidity

sensor (Sensirion SHT31-DIS-B2.5kS), and four thermistors (TDK NTCG163JF103FT1S).

In other applications, measurements that could be simply integrated into our platform

using standard SMD chips include contact, force, air pressure, ambient light, gas

composition, pH, and proximity.

Flexible Printed Circuit Board Armor

While flexible circuit technology has been ubiquitous in industry use since the 1950s,

it is only recently finding use cases in soft robotics [126]. Since soft robots often

undergo unpredictable motions, flexible sensors adhered to these robots are at risk

of undergoing bends and wrinkles that would break fragile connections to surface

mount components and the conductive traces that connect them. Most manufacturers

recommend that dynamic flex circuits have a minimum bend radius over traces of at

least 100 times board thickness so that the copper does not work harden or succumb

to cyclic fatigue [127].

In order to enforce this minimum bend radius, we designed an armor laminate to

protect the fPCBs (Fig. 6.4), which encases the circuits on top and bottom. Over the
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Figure 6.3: A flexible printed circuit board (fPCB) band designed for vine robot
deployment. Components are distributed in multiple semi-rigid islands, connected
by highly flexible tracks with a sparsely filled ground layer. Many components that
require directional sensing (such as the thermistors here) can be placed along additional
islands which align with the axis of the robot. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE
2021.
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Figure 6.4: The elastomer armor, which enforces a minimum bend radius while
maintaining high flexibility, only jamming at the necessary curvature. The armor is
molded as one piece per side and laminated onto the fPCB using an adhesive-backed
Kapton intermediate layer. For this design, the angle between adjacent repeating
teeth when laid flat is 19�. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.

functional islands, the laminate is sti↵ and has cavities that fit snugly over the SMD

components, protecting them from damage and providing strain relief to the soldered

connections. Over the flexible tracks, the laminate has very low sti↵ness (so as to not

hinder deployment) until the minimum bend radius is reached, at which point the

teeth mesh and prevent further bending (Fig. 6.4 (a)). Tooth geometry can be varied

depending on the allowable bend in the application. The laminate is fabricated by

pouring Vytaflex 60 (60A Shore hardness [128]) polyurethane into a 3D printed mold.

Once cured, it is adhered to a 3 mil thickness Kapton sheet with adhesive backing,

and this is then applied to the top and bottom of the sensor band.

Shape Accuracy and Model

To estimate the robot’s shape based on the measured IMU orientation at each sensor

band, some assumptions are needed about the shape of the robot body segments

between the sensor bands.

First, because the robot body material is nearly inextensible, we assume that the

outer edge of the robot body remains constant in length as the robot curves, while

the inner edge wrinkles. This is consistent with the robot’s observed behavior when
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Figure 6.5: The model used to calculate the vine robot shape from orientation
measurements at each sensor band. (a) The robot is assumed to bend a maximum
of once between sensor bands (red). The position at which it bends is unknown and
can contribute to error in the robot’s shape measurement, varying between a bend
immediately after the first sensor (i) to immediately before the following sensor (iii).
(b) The robot is assumed to form circular outer bends, which matches reality when
pressurized for angles up to 90�. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.

pressurized, and thus is expected to be the case when the robot is growing.

Second, we assume that a single discrete bend takes place between each pair of

sensors, with all of the length change of the inner edge of the robot body taken up at a

single point (Fig. 6.5 (a)). This strain profile is consistent with inflated beam bending

behavior, and a single bend in each segment is likely provided that the sensor bands

are spaced close enough for the particular operating pressure and robot diameter used.

In the case of the robot used here, a ratio of band spacing to diameter of 1.5 was

found to prevent multiple bends per segment.

Third, to account for the amount of length taken up by the curved sections of the

robot, we assume that the outer edge of the robot body forms a circular arc at each

bend, with straight segments taking up the rest of the length between sensor bands.

We found this to be consistent with the robot’s observed behavior when pressurized

for angles up to about 90� (Fig. 6.5 (b)).
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And fourth, we assume that the orientation of the central axis of the robot body

can be accurately measured by the orientation of any of the corresponding points on

its surface, i.e., that it does not matter where around the circumference of the robot

body the IMU is placed. This assumption is consistent with robot behavior provided

that the environment around the robot does not cause a depression in the robot body

that happens to be where the IMU is located. To avoid this, we ensured that, for our

experiments, the robot body was smaller in diameter than the smallest aperture in

the environment it would explore.

Given these assumptions, shape sensing inaccuracy can come from: (1) uncertainty

in where bends occur between sensor bands, and (2) inaccuracy in measurements from

the IMUs themselves. Further inaccuracy will result if the previous assumptions are

not true.

For a large enough band spacing, there is inherent uncertainty in the position

of each sensor band relative to the previous one, because the location of each bend

within the segment between successive sensor bands is unknown. The bend could

occur immediately after the first sensor, as shown in Fig. 6.5 (a) (i), right before the

next sensor (iii), or somewhere in between (ii). Because bends are equally likely at

any point along this length, the safest assumption by the central limit theorem is that

bends occur at mean. Thus we choose the midpoint of the segment as the center of

each bend for our shape reconstruction algorithm. To quantify the shape error due to

uncertainty in the bend location, we use a model that is mostly influenced by band

spacing, Lspacing, but also a function of robot diameter, D (Fig. 6.5 (a)). The length

over which the bend can begin is limited by the severity of the bend angle and the

diameter of the robot as Larc = (D/2)✓, where ✓ is the bend angle in radians. Thus,

the range over which the bend can occur is Lspacing � Larc.

Another factor that influences measured shape accuracy is IMU accuracy. While

accelerometers can be used to very accurately measure IMU angle relative to grav-

itational acceleration, the calculation of IMU heading still uses the chip’s sensor

fusion algorithm but primarily relies on a magnetometer, which is comparatively less

accurate; the BNO055 sensor used has a magnetometer heading accuracy of ±2.5�.

In addition, the magnetometer can require re-calibration when the magnetic fields in
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its environment change, often with the introduction of a ferrous or magnetic object,

which will result in a significant change in reported heading.

Based on these considerations, the choice of band spacing can be driven either

by the required spatial resolution of the measurements or by the desired accuracy of

the sensed robot shape. A higher resolution or accuracy will increase sensor cost and

reduce measurement frequency.

6.2.3 Experiments and Results

To validate sensor network deployment and shape sensing accuracy, we placed 15

sensor bands at a 7.6 cm (3 in) spacing along a 1.15 m robot of inflated diameter

6.6 cm. The bands were connected via a bus to an aggregator microcontroller, which

sent measurements at 50Hz to a computer running custom real-time plotting and

recording software using Python. We built a maze on a peg-board through which the

robot was able to grow. While we tested the robot’s growth capabilities separately, to

ensure that the sensors would survive this test, we posed the robot in three positions

that it would reach during growth through the maze and captured the sensor data in

those positions, rather than during an active growth. The maze forces the robot to

form multiple bends of di↵erent angles, as well as to follow a trajectory such that the

deployed section of the robot changes shape as it continues to grow. In a scenario like

this, sensors moving with the tip of the robot would not be able to measure shape

changes further back, so distributed sensing is helpful to accurately capture the robot

shape.

To measure the ground truth shape, we placed a camera above the maze and took

photos that could then be fed into MATLAB, where the robot shape was reconstructed

by clicking on key points in the image. After clicking on two points to calibrate the

pixel-to-world distance measurement and define the angle of rotation of the maze

relative to the image frame, we traced out the robot shape by clicking on one point

at the center of each sensor band, as well as one point along the robot’s center line

between each pair of sensor bands.

We calibrated the IMUs with their z-axes pointing upwards so that it was easy to
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project the measured shape into the plane of the maze by projecting it into the x-y

plane. We zeroed all IMUs while pointing in the same direction at the start to avoid

any variability between sensors. We calculated the estimated robot shape by feeding

the measured IMU orientations into the model discussed in Section 6.2.2. We then

projected the sensed 3D shape into the plane of the maze. To register the estimated

robot shape to the image, we rotated the estimated shape within the plane of the

maze until the vector from the center of the first to the center of the second sensor

band was aligned with the same vector in the ground truth plot. While vine robots

tend not to twist significantly about their axis, small twist angles can build up as the

robot gets longer. Our shape sensing method still works if portions of the robot twist

relative to the base, and the IMU readings could be used to measure this twist.

Fig. 6.6 shows the images from the three chosen time points of maze navigation,

with the ground truth shape overlaid in red, and the estimated shape overlaid in

blue. In the first image, the maximum position error between corresponding ground

truth and estimated shape points is 2.5 cm and occurs at the sensor band closest

to the robot tip. In the second image, the maximum position error is 3.6 cm and

occurs midway along the grown length of the robot. In the third image, the maximum

position error is 8.93 cm and occurs at the sensor band closest to the tip.

To understand the sources of error between the ground truth shape and our

estimated shape, we used our model to conduct Monte Carlo simulations of the

estimated shape when two parameters were varied: the bend location, and the sensor-

measured orientation. The first parameter, bend location, is inherently uncertain,

even if the sensors are perfectly accurate in their orientation readings, because the

bend location could be anywhere between each pair of sensors. To vary the bend

location, we calculated 2000 robot shapes with the exact bend angles measured by the

IMUs but with bend locations sampled from a uniform distribution along the length

between each pair of sensors minus the length taken up by the bend itself. The results

of this simulation for the third time point are plotted in Fig. 6.7 (top). The simulated

shapes are plotted in translucent blue such that the intensity of the color corresponds

to the likelihood of the shape. Even across the entire deployed length of the robot,

the expected position error due to this factor is quite small and does not fully explain
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Figure 6.6: Plots of ground truth (from photo) and estimated (from distributed
sensor network) robot shape at three time points during maze navigation. At each
time point, the maximum position error for any point on the robot body is less than
9 cm, with a total of 107 cm of robot deployed. The shape of the robot’s deployed
section changes due to external forces. Thus, sensing orientation with a sensor only at
the tip would not provide live robot shape. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.
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the measured error.

The second parameter, sensor-measured orientation, is dependent on the quality

of the sensors used. To vary this parameter in addition to the bend location, we

calculated 2000 robot shapes with the sensor-measured bend angles plus a sensor error

sampled from a uniform distribution between ±3�, as well as with bend locations

sampled from a uniform distribution along the length between each pair of sensors

minus the length taken up by the bend itself. The results of this simulation for the

third time point are plotted in Fig. 6.7 (bottom). This amount of sensor error plus

the uncertainty of bend location plausibly explains the error in our estimated robot

shape. Such a simulation technique can be used to design the sensor band spacing

and sensor error tolerance for a vine robot system for shape sensing with a particular

position error tolerance.

6.2.4 Demonstration

Deployable sensor networks are of interest in many long term monitoring applications.

We demonstrate two applications in which the robot can provide data from places

that are otherwise di�cult to access.

Directional Temperature and Humidity Sensing

In our first demonstration, we deploy the robot between a tight cluster of steam pipes

to identify the location of leaks behind a wall. Using a small entry point to enter

the wall and pinpoint the leak location can reduce the amount of damage done to

the wall in order to access the pipes behind it. The robot is able to grow in the

constrained space between the pipes, and measure humidity and temperature over

time, with thermistors measuring temperature at four discrete intervals encompassing

the top half of the robot’s circumference. Note that the melting temperature of

low-density polyethylene plastic is at least 105�C, so the robot body can withstand the

temperature of steam at atmospheric pressure without melting [129]. The setup and

measured response are shown in Fig. 6.8. The three steam pipes are oriented as shown

in the bottom left of the figure, with blue triangles indicating the steam coming out of
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Figure 6.7: Uncertainty in the sensed shape from the third time point in Fig. 6.6 based
on two sources: (top) uncertainty in the bend location, and (bottom) uncertainty
in the bend location as well as uncertainty in the sensed bend angle (±3�). The
deviation of our shape estimate from the ground truth shape comes primarily from
the uncertainty in the sensed angle, which could be improved with more accurate or
redundant sensors. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.
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Figure 6.8: Demonstration of directional temperature and humidity sensing in a
constrained space. The robot is deployed between three steam pipes, such that the
thermistor islands face the pipes as shown in the bottom left. A steam leak is triggered
in each of the three pipes (grey circles), in an orientation to the robot as shown by
the blue triangles. Humidity and heat direction are recorded at nearby sensors and
plotted, with vertical lines demarcating the relevant area for each of the three separate
trials. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.

the leak holes; four thermistors per band are pointed as indicated, with the humidity

sensor located near thermistor 3. The fifteen sensor bands are numbered along the

length of the robot. Steam is released into one pipe at a time for three separate trials,

and the neighboring five sensors’ humidity and thermistor values are plotted for each.

The first pipe is oriented such that the steam leak is nearest to sensor band 2, but

entirely blocked from the humidity sensor, which shows no noticeable rise in humidity.

The steam is also pointed away from the robot entirely, resulting in a measurable but

low thermistor change, and heat from the steam and pipe percolates to nearby bands.

Thermistor 0 of band 2 is still identifiable as a local maximum in temperature, so

with the robot’s orientation, the leak can be identified. Leaks 2 and 3 are pointed

more directly at the robot, and thus register a much higher peak in thermistor value,

which can be clearly identified to register leak location at bands 12 and 7, respectively.

The orientations of the heat sources as registered to the thermistor placement show

that the leaks occur in pipes 2 and 3, respectively.
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(1)

(15)

(1)

(15)

Figure 6.9: Demonstration of 3D shape sensing in a constrained space. (left) The
6.6 cm diameter robot inside a 100 cm long PVC pipe of 7.6 cm internal diameter
(Size 3). (right) A CAD model of the same pipe, with the shape estimated by 15
sensors overlaid in blue. Image reproduced from [9] © IEEE 2021.

3D Shape Sensing in a Constrained Space

In our second demonstration, we show shape sensing in three dimensional space by

placing the robot in a constrained pipe such that the first sensor band is at the entry

point, and the last comes out the exit (Fig. 6.9). This demonstration mimics growth

into an unknown path such as an animal burrow, for mapping tunnels in ecological

studies. The pipe has an internal diameter of 7.6 cm, and traverses two 22.5� bends

and two 45� bends, which are not co-planar. The shape calculated using our model

and based on the 15 sensor orientations stays within the 7.6 cm diameter throughout

its length.
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6.2.5 Discussion and Future Work

We created and demonstrated a distributed fPCB sensor network deployed on a vine

robot. IMU chips on each band allow for shape reconstruction of the vine robot

using absolute orientation, and a simple model is developed to determine and reduce

shape uncertainty. A network of digital temperature and humidity sensors, as well as

thermistors, allows for humidity sensing along the robot and directional temperature

information to localize heat sources in space. These sensors are protected with an

armor laminate that jams at a minimum bend radius to protect the fPCB during

undeployed states and robot tip eversion. This approach is easily scalable, and its

modularity allows for the usage of many di↵erent types of sensors, depending on the

sensing application.

Shape sensing could be improved significantly with the addition of a redundant

IMU on each band for increased accuracy, as well as a separate type of band that only

includes the IMU(s), distributed at a higher density. These large arrays could also be

improved with a selectively sti↵ armor design, since fully rigid islands would protect

solder connections from cracking. In general, the development of multiple types of

bands distributed at di↵erent densities, depending on the sensing type, would allow

for greater capability without needlessly increased cost and complexity. Finally, the

implementation of a longer-range protocol such as RS485 over the main bus would

allow for arbitrarily long robot lengths with negligible performance impacts.

6.3 Distributed Sensing with Optical Fibers

Over the last two decades, much research has been done on shape sensing with optical

fibers [130]. This sensing method promises high accuracy in determining the shape

and position of a variety of objects in 3D. Fiber optic shape sensors are typically made

of groupings of optical fibers whose strain can be measured at discrete points along

their length based on the scattering of light inside the fibers. By combining strain

information from two or more fibers using a model of the bending of the optical fiber

grouping, curvature and thus shape of the sensor can be calculated. Due to their small
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diameter, these shape sensors can be unobtrusively integrated onto many platforms.

Additionally, they are able to withstand magnetic fields, corrosive environments, and

extreme temperatures without losing their sensing accuracy. Particularly useful for

vine robots, these sensors can be manufactured in long lengths and can have high data

transmission rates from many gauge locations along their length without requiring

additional wiring besides the fiber optic cables themselves.

In this section, we present work toward shape sensing of a vine robot based on

distributed strain sensing in a bundle of optical fibers attached along the length of the

robot body (Figure 6.10). We develop a fabrication method for the fiber bundle and

use a shape reconstruction algorithm from the literature [131] to calculate shape from

strain. Similar to the fPCBs of Section 6.2, the fiber optic shape sensor will break if it

is subjected to too high curvatures; thus, we present a sensor armor and attachment

method that protects the sensor during growth and bending of the vine robot body.

We conduct a preliminary demonstration of vine robot shape sensing during growth

through a maze.

In contrast to the sparse sensor placement and model for determining the robot

shape presented in Section 6.2, here, we have the opportunity for a highly dense sensor

spacing that does not require any assumptions about the vine robot behavior between

sensors.

6.3.1 Background

Reference [130] presents a comprehensive review of the research on fiber optic shape

sensing. Fiber optic shape sensing systems operate based on the following three steps:

(1) strain measurement, (2) curvature calculation, and (3) shape calculation, each of

which will be discussed in the next paragraphs.

Strain measurement is done by sending light down the length of the fiber and

measuring properties of the light that is reflected back to the base. When the fiber

undergoes strain or temperature change, the properties of the reflected light change

in a predictable manner. Three main strain sensing technologies that have been

implemented are Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs), Rayleigh scattering, and Brillouin
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Interrogator
Fiber 1

Fiber 2

Fiber 3

Figure 6.10: Overview of our vine robot fiber optic shape sensing system. The fiber
bundle consists of three fibers in a triangle shape, whose strains are measured at
regular intervals along their length by an interrogator at the robot base. The fiber
bundle is protected with sensor armor and attached along the length of the robot
body.
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scattering. Sensing with FBGs operates using reflectors with signature patterns etched

into the fiber at discrete intervals. FBG systems are relatively low cost, but they have

the disadvantage of relatively low spatial resolution. Rayleigh and Brillouin scattering

operate based on the signature reflection pattern of the optical fiber itself, and thus

allow reconfigurable choice of the locations at which strain is measured along the fiber

length. Brillouin scattering is best suited for very long fibers (10s of kilometers) with

lower spatial resolution (meters), while Rayleigh scattering is best suited for shorter

fibers (10s of meters) with higher spatial resolution (millimeters). In this work, we

use a strain sensing system that operates based on a particular category of Rayleigh

scattering called Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR), which is well

suited for high resolution and high accuracy strain measurements.

For all of the above-mentioned strain sensing technologies, in order to calculate 3D

curvature from the strains measured at each fiber cross-section, multiple optical fibers

must be attached together or attached to an object such that there is a predictable

mapping from strain to curvature. Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is commonly used to

complete this mapping by assuming that each portion of the cross-section turns through

the same angle, and the strain in any portion of a bending object is proportional

to the distance from the neutral axis. With at least two fibers, curvature in any

direction can be calculated, and with at least three fibers, common-mode strain due to

temperature e↵ects can be compensated. Additional fibers can add redundancy and

accuracy to the measurement, and, if routed helically [132], can be used to measure

and compensate for torsion along the length of the fiber, a common source of error in

shape measurement.

To calculate shape, curvature measurements at every cross-section where strain

measurements are taken must be combined, based on a model of the arc length, torsion,

and curvature between the measurements. A simple model, which we implement in this

section, assumes constant arc length, no torsion along the sensor length, and constant

curvature of the segment. More complex models incorporate torsion measurements

and/or interpolate between curvature measurements [133] and become more important

in situations where the sensor resolution is lower, such as when FBGs are used.

Accuracy of fiber optic shape measurements tends to be on the order of 1-2%
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of the sensor length. Foundational work on shape sensing with OFDR [134] found

an endpoint accuracy on the order of 2.2% of total length for a 1.36 m long sensor

using FBGs spaced at 1 cm intervals, and on the order of 0.4% of total length for

the same sensor using OFDR at a 6 mm segment length. More recent work from

Luna Innovations used OFDR and demonstrated endpoint accuracy of 1% of the total

length for a 2.4 m long sensor, and 2% of the total length for a 27 m long sensor [135].

This level of accuracy, especially over lengths of tens of meters, seems quite promising

for usefulness on vine robots.

Fiber optic shape sensors have been applied for large-scale monitoring of mostly

rigid structures such as aircraft wings and civil infrastructure. They have also been

applied to some flexible structures, primarily focused on measuring the shape of flexible

needles [136,137] and catheters [138]. A few researchers have applied fiber optic shape

sensing to soft robotics. In [139], a set of four optical fibers with FBGs is placed in the

center of an elastomeric cable-driven robot manipulator to sense its shape in 3D, and

in [140], a pair of optical fibers with FBGs is embedded in a silicone manipulator to

sense its shape in 2D. In [141], a multicore fiber with seven strain sensors is attached

to the strain-limiting layer of a fiber-reinforced elastomeric inflatable actuator to sense

its 3D shape.

Up to this point, fiber optic shape sensing has not been applied to soft robots

made of materials that are flexible but not stretchable, like the vine robots in this

chapter. With these types of materials, embedding strain sensors in the robot body

material does not directly yield a measurement of the robot’s curvature, because

when the robot body bends, its material bends or wrinkles, rather than stretching

or compressing. This provides a challenge in that the sensor must be protected from

unsafe curvatures that can occur during bending and wrinkling of the robot body.

However, it also provides an opportunity in that the sensor can be attached directly

on the outside of the robot body without worry that it will undergo more strain than

it can handle as the material stretches.
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6.3.2 Methods

We created a proof-of-concept system to study the feasibility of fiber optic shape

sensing for vine robots. We used an OFDR strain sensing system (Luna ODiSI 6100,

Luna Inc, Roanoke, VA) capable of simultaneously reading strain information on four

optical fibers that can range from 1 to 10 meters in length. For this proof-of-concept

system, we epoxied three approximately 1.3-meter-long fibers into a triangle shape,

added sensor armor around them, and attached them along the wall of a 6.6 cm

diameter vine robot made of clear low-density polyethylene plastic.

Fiber Bundle Fabrication

Because pre-made multicore fibers such as that used in [141] were not as readily

available as strain sensing optical fibers, we set out to combine a set of strain sensing

fibers to create a shape sensor. As a first proof of concept, we used three fibers (the

minimum to measure curvature in any direction while compensating for temperature

e↵ects) routed straight, but additional fibers could be used in future shape sensors,

and they could be routed in a helical pattern to sense twist in addition to curvature.

With the Luna ODiSI system, each strain sensing fiber has a diameter of 155 microns

and a sensing range of up to 12,000 microstrain in either tension or compression. The

sensors are proof tested up to 200,000 psi of force (corresponding to 20,000 microstrain)

before breaking, and they have a nominal minimum short term bend radius of 1 cm.

In order to minimally encumber the vine robot’s growth and bending while allowing

accurate shape sensing, we wanted our shape sensor to be able to undergo as high

curvatures as possible while still staying within its sensing range. The minimum bend

radius of the shape sensor provides a lower limit on the radius of the robot body that

can evert and invert without breaking the sensor. Also, when the shape sensor is

attached to the wall of the robot body, its minimum bend radius determines the amount

of encumbrance that it adds to the bending of the robot body, since the side of the

robot body that faces a bend must fold or wrinkle to shorten in length. In fabricating

the sensor, we considered epoxying the optical fibers circumferentially around a wire,

so as to provide a non-stretchable backbone with some torsion resistance, as in [136].
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However, the farther the strain sensors are from the neutral axis of the wire-fiber

combination, the more sensitive they are to curvature. Thus, with a larger sensor

spacing, it is easier to max out a sensor’s strain limits. Based on the assumptions

of Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, we calculated that, to reach no more than 12,000

microstrain (✏max) at the minimum allowable radius of curvature (Rmin) of 1 cm for

the fiber on the inside of the bend, the maximum distance (dmax) from the neutral

axis that each sensor should be spaced is given by

dmax =
✏maxRmin

1� ✏max
, (6.1)

which equals 0.121 mm. Based on geometry, when three fibers are epoxied together

with no space in between, the distance (d) from the center of the fiber bundle to the

center of each fiber is a function of their radius (r):

d = r
2p
3
, (6.2)

which equals 0.089 mm for a fiber radius of 0.0775 mm. Thus, without any wire in

the middle of the fibers, they are spaced almost too far apart to be able to sense all of

the allowable curvatures, so we decided to epoxy the sensors together directly, rather

than placing a wire at their center.

Our fabrication process for the three-fiber bundle is shown in Figure 6.11. This

process is similar to that presented in [137] and [142], except that it does not require

manufacturing of a tightly toleranced pair of holes to constrain the fibers into a

triangle shape during epoxying. With these particular fibers, the pair of holes would

need to be able to open to allow the metal terminations at the ends of the fibers

through, which are approximately double the diameter of the sensors themselves.

Instead of using such a rig, we used threads tied into ring knots, with a series of

knots placed at approximately 1-inch intervals (Figure 6.11(a) and (b)). Because the

thread diameter is on the same order of magnitude as the fiber diameter, the choice

of ring knot was important; some other knots, such as an overhand knot, tended to

constrain the fibers not into a triangle shape, but rather into a straight line. We use
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6.11: Fabrication process for three-fiber bundle. (a) Threads are tied around
the three fibers at approximately 1-inch intervals. (b) While the fiber bundle is held
taut between two clamps, epoxy is added in the intervals between the threads and
allowed to dry. (c) Then, the threads are moved and epoxy is added to the sections
where the threads were.

a strain gauge adhesive (M-Bond 200, Micro Measurements, Raleigh, NC), which is

capable of undergoing at least 12,000 microstrain without breaking, to glue the fibers

together. The minimal amount of epoxy to coat all sides of the sensor bundle was

manually applied, with care taken not to epoxy the threads to the sensor bundle, and

excess was wiped o↵ with a Q-tip to avoid unnecessary thickening and sti↵ening of

the sensor bundle (Figure 6.11(b)). After five minutes passed and the epoxy hardened,

the threads were moved and epoxy was added where the threads were and allowed

to dry (Figure 6.11(c)). Note that, for rapid prototyping and correcting of mistakes

during epoxying, the epoxy can be removed from the sensors within minutes using

epoxy remover (Super Solvent, Golden West, Woodland Hills, CA).

A challenge with this fabrication process is that, because the sensors are so small,

it is di�cult to see whether they are aligned in a triangle shape with the correct

topology, and whether they are being held perfectly straight or with a slight twist. To

help with this, we used permanent marker to color one sensor red and another blue,

leaving the third its natural yellow. Even with this color coding, it can be di�cult

to visually inspect the epoxied fiber bundle to verify the desired alignment during

epoxying. After bundle construction, the bundle alignment was evaluated using a

microscope. Qualitatively, we found that the bundle included several locations with

poor bundle alignment (the fibers were not in a triangle shape), as well as some twist.
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Shape Reconstruction

To calculate curvature from the strain measurements in the three fibers, we use the

algorithm presented in [131], which makes Euler-Bernoulli beam bending assumptions

and uses the relative strain values between the three sensors, allowing rejection of

common-mode temperature e↵ects. This algorithm provides a closed-form solution

for the bending plane angle and the bend radius of the bundle. To calculate shape

from curvature, we assume that each set of strain measurements is at the center of

a constant-curvature arc of length equal to the spacing between the gauge locations

within the fiber, and that adjacent constant-curvature arcs are tangential to each

other.

Sensor Armor and Attachment

Key to the feasibility of vine robot fiber optic shape sensing is protection of the sensors

from the unsafe curvatures that they might encounter during vine robot growth or

bending. Reference [141] used a “furcation tube,” a low-friction tubing whose inner

diameter is slightly larger than the outer diameter of the fiber, and whose outer

diameter is large enough that its resistance to bending is significant. From preliminary

testing, we determined that the o↵-the-shelf furcation tubes did not su�ciently protect

the fibers when under the amount of force that one can apply between one’s thumb and

forefinger, so we used tubing designed for a di↵erent purpose (Figure 6.12). A desired

specification was to have an inner diameter as close as possible to the outer diameter

of the three-fiber bundle, so as to prevent twisting/kinking of the sensor, but not so

close that the friction build-up from inserting the fiber bundle into the tubing becomes

prohibitive for assembly. Also, the tubing should be able to spring back to its original

shape, rather than plastically deforming when bent. We ended up not being able

to find a single piece of tubing that su�ciently protected the sensors and met these

criteria, so we used two concentric pieces of tubing for the sensor armor. The inner

tubing was EVA plastic (Durometer 90A) with 0.03” inner diameter and 0.09” outer

diameter (188K32, McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL). The outer tubing was polyurethane

rubber (Durometer 85A) with 1/8” inner diameter and 3/8” outer diameter (5439K19,
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(a) (b)

1”

Figure 6.12: Protective armor for the three-fiber sensor bundle, and its attachment
to the robot body. (a) The bending sti↵ness of the protective tubing prevents bending
past a 0.5-inch radius of curvature under moderate force. (b) The protective tubing is
attached along the length of the robot body using tape.

McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst, IL). The friction build-up from inserting the inner tube

into the outer tube became prohibitive at a length of about 70 cm, so the outer tube

was split into two pieces that were then taped together with electrical tape after the

inner tube was fed through them. As shown in Figure 6.12(a), the armor prevents

bending to a tighter radius of curvature than 0.5” under moderate force, and as shown

in Figure 6.12(b), the armor with the sensor inside is attached along the length of the

robot body using tape.

6.3.3 Demonstration

We conducted two demonstrations of shape sensing using the ODiSI 6100 system with

a gauge pitch of 0.65 mm and a data rate of 10.4 Hz.

Fiber Bundle Shape Sensing

Figure 6.13 shows a demonstration of 3D shape sensing with the three-fiber bundle

without the armor and not on the vine robot. This demonstration is done with the

most distal approximately 10 cm of the sensor. The top row shows the fiber being

bent right, left, and into an S-shaped curve, and the bottom row shows plots of the

calculated shape pointing right, left, and in an S-shaped curve. A quantitative analysis
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Figure 6.13: Demonstration of 3D shape sensing of the three-fiber bundle. The
top row shows photos of the fiber bundle at three time points, and the bottom row
shows plots of the calculated shape based on sensor data from the three fibers. The
calculated shape follows similar curvatures to the true shape.

of accuracy and an exploration of sources of error is left to future work.

Vine Robot Shape Sensing

Figure 6.14 shows a demonstration of 3D shape sensing of a vine robot during growth

and bending through a maze. The fibers are not damaged during growth and bending,

or during the process of inverting the robot, for the eight trials conducted. Also, the

addition of the armor does not encumber the robot’s growth enough to prohibit it

from growing through the maze. At the three time points during growth shown in the

figure, the calculated shape follows a similar shape to the actual shape, but in between

those time points, the shape is quite di↵erent, indicating that the epoxying process

was completed with the correct sensor topology at some points along the length but

not others. This could likely be fixed with more careful epoxying and/or a calibration

process to determine the precise angle and distance from the bundle center for each

fiber, as described in [142]. A quantitative analysis of accuracy and an exploration of
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Fiber bundle and 
protective tubing

Figure 6.14: Demonstration of 3D shape sensing of a vine robot growing through
a maze. The top row shows photos of the robot with the protected shape sensor
attached. The bottom row shows calculated shapes, which follow similar curvatures to
the true shape. The fibers were not damaged during robot growth and bending, and
the sensor’s protective armor did not significantly encumber the robot’s navigation of
the maze.

sources of error is left to future work.

6.3.4 Discussion and Future Work

We created and demonstrated the feasibility of a distributed optical fiber shape sensor

for vine robots using OFDR. Strain measurements in a bundle of three optical fibers

are combined to calculate local curvature and global shape of the sensor, and a sensor

armor protects the sensor from unsafe curvatures. This approach shows promise for

high-accuracy vine robot shape reconstruction at long lengths.

Future work will quantify the accuracy of this method and explore potential sources

of error, which might include twist along the length of the fiber and poor calibration

of fiber distance from the center of the bundle and angle around the bundle. Switching

to a pre-made multicore fiber with twist sensing may be helpful to simplify fabrication

and eliminate error due to twist. Other methods of attaching the shape sensor to
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the robot body could be explored, especially for smaller diameter robots where the

curvature required for eversion exceeds the allowable curvature for the sensor. New

sensor armors could also be explored, such as the low friction coiled metal sleeves

used in bicycle brake cables, and an omnidirectional version of the jamming teeth

presented in the previous section to avoid encumbrance of bending at low curvatures.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented two methods for distributed sensing with vine robots: a general-

purpose sensor platform based on fPCB bands spaced at regular intervals along the

robot length, and a shape sensor based on strain measurement inside optical fibers.

Both methods are promising for application in the field. Exploration of the use of

these sensor technologies for particular tasks in the field is an important next step for

advancing the state of the art of vine robot sensing.

It is interesting to contrast the two vine robot shape reconstruction methods

presented in this chapter. The first (IMU) method senses orientation, which is then

integrated over the robot length to yield the robot shape. The second (optical fiber)

method senses local curvature, which is integrated over the robot length once to

yield orientation and a second time to yield robot shape. This double versus single

integration means that sensor errors close to the robot base should be amplified more

at the robot tip with the optical fiber method. Also, the IMUs measure angles that

are world-grounded, rather than relative to each other, making the IMU method more

accurate than other orientation-based methods. However, the IMUs cannot physically

be placed nearly as close together as the sub-millimeter scale of the optical fiber

gauges, and the orientation accuracy of the IMUs is lower than the strain sensing

accuracy of the optical fibers, so it may depend on the robot length which approach

yields higher accuracy, with the optical fiber approach being more accurate at short

robot lengths, and the IMU approach winning out at long robot lengths.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This dissertation presents new designs, models, and control schemes that have enabled

key performance improvements that make vine robots useful for exploration in the

field. In this chapter, we summarize the main contributions and discuss opportunities

for future work.

7.1 Review of Contributions

The main contributions of this dissertation are as follows:

• A review of the literature on design, modeling, control, and applica-

tion of vine robots (Chapter 2): We summarized the research to date on

vine robots and discussed what has been done regarding their design, modeling,

control, and application. Much research has been done in the past five years,

highlighting the great interest in and potential impact of these robots, not

only for navigating confined spaces, but also for applying forces and creating

structures.

• An exploration of the specifications for and capabilities of a field-

ready vine robot system for exploration of unknown environments

(Chapter 3): We presented a complete, portable, teleoperated vine robot system

and reported on its deployment at a soft robot navigation competition and for
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exploration of an archeological site. This work demonstrated the practicality

and usefulness of vine robots for exploration outside the lab. Thoughtful design

and human-in-the-loop control of the system allowed us to exploit the desirable

properties of the vine robot body to make the system intuitive and e↵ective.

This deployment experience highlighted several high impact areas for future

research to improve exploration in the field, some of which were the subject of

the subsequent chapters.

• A definition of and solution to the problem of undesired bending/

buckling during vine robot retraction (Chapter 4): We studied and solved

the problem of undesired bending/buckling during retraction of vine robots. We

discovered that bending/buckling occurs when the force required to invert the

robot body is higher than the force required to to bend/buckle the robot body. We

showed that retraction from the robot tip prevents undesired bending/buckling

and, for the first time, allows control over the robot’s motion and force during

retraction as well as growth. A key takeaway is that thoughtful design of the

location of forces internal to the robot body restored control over robot movement

and external force.

• A solution to leverage the high strength of vine robots in tension to

transmit pulling forces to the environment (Chapter 5): We analyzed the

capabilities of the four previously developed designs for transporting sensors and

tools at the tip of a vine robot, and we designed, controlled, and characterized

a new tip device that, for the first time, allows vine robots to pull on the

environment while retracting, and to retrieve and deliver objects. This thoughtful

end e↵ector design allows us to achieve the challenging combination of both

adaptability to unknown environments and strength in force application by

exploiting di↵erent properties of the vine robot body in di↵erent directions.

• A demonstration of vine robot distributed sensing of the environment

and the robot’s own shape (Chapter 6): We presented two methods for

adding distributed sensors to vine robots. The first method used flexible printed

circuit board bands wrapped circumferentially around the robot body at regular
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intervals, and the second used fiber optic cables attached continuously along the

robot length. For both methods, we designed protective outer layers to protect

the sensors from unsafe curvatures. Both systems allowed us to exploit the fact

that the robot body itself creates a trail back to its base to map the robot shape,

and the first method also allowed us to monitor the environment around the

robot body.

This work provides an example of a process of (1) developing designs, models,

and control strategies for field deployment of a robot, (2) deploying the robot in the

field and noting the highest impact areas for future research, and (3) developing new

designs, models, and control strategies to solve research problems in high impact areas.

Following this process promises to help us move quickly towards robots that are useful

and practical outside the lab.

7.2 Future Work

7.2.1 Enabling Mobility in Any Direction

Chapter 3 developed actuation and control schemes to allow control over vine robot

tip position in three degrees of freedom during growth to long lengths. Chapter 4

expanded this control over vine robot tip position to include retraction as well as

growth. However, there are still several areas of future work needed to allow the robot

tip to truly grow in any direction. Continued research in these areas will transform

vine robot capabilities.

Movement via tip growth has immense potential for enabling robotic mobility in

any direction, because the grown portion of the robot body can support the portion

of the robot that is currently growing out the tip. This is unlike robots that walk or

climb, which rely on local contact with their environment to move. The ideal vine

robot would be able to move its tip in any direction at any orientation regardless of its

previously traveled path and the surrounding environment. Such a robot could weave

its body into structures, such as clothing or ladders made of self-weaving thread. A

camera at the tip of such a robot could reach any location with any viewing angle,
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making inspection and exploration more e↵ective. Such a robot could also conduct

manipulation tasks where 6-degree-of-freedom pose control is required.

One important area of research to enable these ideal behaviors is concerned with

overcoming the buildup of friction inside the robot body between the tail and the wall,

which increases exponentially with the total angle curved through, as discussed in

Section 2.4.1. After the robot has grown through a highly curved path, the pressure

required to pull the tail material through the robot body becomes higher than the

burst pressure of the robot body, making growth impossible. A partial solution uses

internal lubrication or an extremely low friction material for the vine robot body;

while this increases the length and curvature through which the robot can grow, it will

still reach an eventual limit. Another solution stores the robot body material entirely

on a reel at the robot tip [45], which eliminates the problem of friction between the

tail and the wall but introduces a di↵erent length limitation because of the amount of

material that can be stored on the reel before it becomes too large to fit inside the

tip of the robot body. Also, due to the weight of the reel and the material on it, this

solution is currently limited to two-dimensional operation along the floor. Continued

research will develop new designs such that internal friction does not prohibit growth

through tortuous paths.

A second important area of research is in enabling vine robots to support their

own body weight during steering and growth opposing gravity. Because vine robots

are made of hollow tubes (necessary so they can pass their tail material through their

center), they bend and buckle easily, such that their own weight can be enough to

cause bending/buckling after unsupported growth to a su�ciently long length. In a

search and rescue scenario, a vine robot may need to grow up and into a small hole

several feet o↵ the ground; current vine robot designs would not be able to achieve

this, especially while carrying a tip-mounted camera mount and retraction device,

such as those presented in Chapter 5. Designs to controllably sti↵en the vine robot

body, such as those presented in [60,68], can increase the unsupported length of the

robot somewhat, but it will still bend/buckle eventually. Taking inspiration from

climbing vines, one potential solution is to anchor the robot to its environment at

regular intervals. Another potential solution for free space operation inflates the robot
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with a lighter-than-air gas such as helium, such that the volume of helium grows with

the length of the robot and always provides enough upward force to counteract gravity,

similar to the helium filled continuum arm presented in [143]. Continued research will

explore new methods of supporting the robot’s body weight against gravity.

A third important area of research is concerned with increasing the curvature of

steering actuation. To allow the robot tip to grow in any direction, high-curvature

actuation schemes must be developed. The series pouch motors of Chapter 3 are

limited in the amount of curvature they can produce, based on limits in their length

change and force output. In addition, they do not allow the robot body to form

multiple curvatures along its length unless the previously grown portion of the robot

body is held in place by the environment. Higher curvature and multiple bend

actuation has been achieved using tendons, e.g., the “Concentrated Strain Actuation”

of Section 2.3.3, but there are limits on the total curvature that can be achieved before

the friction build-up of the tendons results in prohibitive force exerted from the base

to continue to bend the robot body. Continued research will explore methods to bend

the robot body with high curvature without requiring complex addressable control. A

method similar to the “Tip Localized Strain” of Section 2.3.3, but reversible and not

prohibitively complex to manufacture, would be ideal. Technologies such as shape

memory alloy and heat-shrinking plastics could potentially be used for this purpose.

7.2.2 Enabling Manipulation and Force Application

Chapter 5 developed methods to apply high tensile forces at the tip of a vine robot

during growth, retraction, and steering. With this work, we are encouraged to pursue

the development of vine robots as true manipulators, capable of moving payloads and

applying forces in any direction throughout a large workspace, as well as to explore

the various methods of applying forces with these robots.

Vine robots capable of applying forces could grow through confined spaces and

conduct tasks such as opening and closing doors or moving rocks or heavy objects.

They could also be used to rescue disaster victims by lifting them out of boreholes

or mines in which they are trapped. They could move beyond growing where a path
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already exists to create their own path using a boring or drilling head placed at their

tip. In a di↵erent application, they could be used as assistive devices that grow onto

a patient’s body and help them move as needed, before retracting back into the base

when no longer needed.

Towards these goals, an important area of research is in overcoming the relatively

low strength of vine robots in bending and compression, due to their tendency to

bend/buckle more easily as their length increases. A partial solution is to make vine

robots out of thicker and stronger materials at larger diameters and/or to operate

them at higher pressures, so that their strength in compression and bending will be

higher; however, above a certain length, the robot will still bend/buckle. Most work

on vine robots has been completed with similar materials at similar diameters and

thicknesses, so we need new models to understand the e↵ects of scaling of diameter,

material thickness, material properties, and internal pressure on robot capabilities. In

particular, understanding how strong and sti↵ the robot body can be to still allow

eversion is an important question for strengthening these robots. Along with this,

exploring new methods to manufacture vine robots at large scales will be important.

Another potential solution that could work at long lengths is to brace the robot

body against or anchor it to the environment to achieve high force capabilities. This

is similar to the approach taken in Chapter 4, where we made the e↵ective robot

length zero for the purpose of retraction by moving the internal actuator to the

robot tip. Here, we would make the e↵ective robot length very small for the purpose

of compressive or transverse force application by grounding the robot body to its

environment. Research on increasing vine robot force application capabilities will also

improve the mobility characteristics of vine robots discussed in the previous subsection,

because vine robots capable of supporting the weight of their own retraction device

and tip mount will be better able to grow unsupported against gravity.

Another important area of research is in designing, modeling, and combining

the many mechanisms by which vine robots can apply force. Vine robots can grow

underneath objects and then inflate to lift them, with the total force equal to the

contact area times the internal pressure. They can wrap around an object and then

pull from their base; they can pull or push from the robot tip; or they can use steering
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actuation to apply force from the tip or along the robot body. There is room for great

creativity in new designs and models for force application. Along with this, there is a

need to develop stronger actuators for vine robots, as well as the ability to control

and sense sti↵ness and force application.

7.2.3 Incorporating Sensing into Control

Building on the work on sensing the environment using a camera at the robot tip in

Chapters 3 and 5, as well as the work on sensing the environment and the robot’s

own shape using sensors distributed along the robot body in Chapter 6, there are

exciting opportunities for future work using this sensor information to improve the

control of vine robots. A variety of types of sensors could be added to the robot body,

and sensing could be used to improve teleoperation mappings, or to enable shared

autonomy or autonomous vine robot control.

One important area of research incorporates vine robot shape sensing into control.

The teleoperation mapping in Chapter 3 from the joystick tip orientation to the

pressures in the three series pouch motors in the robot body relied on the human

operator to close the loop on the position of the robot tip based either on line of

sight or on the tip camera image. With the new capability from Chapter 6 to sense

the robot shape, we could allow the human operator to command robot tip positions

directly, while the robot itself closes the loop on position. It would be interesting

to study how this control modification a↵ects intuitiveness of control for the human

operator. In addition, sensing of the robot shape, perhaps combined with the robot tip

camera image, could be used for shared autonomy, taking advantage of the di↵erent

strengths of the robot and the human operator. For example, the human operator

could give high level commands about targets to reach, and the robot could use a

model of environment interaction combined with its known actuator commands and

sensed positions to navigate along the environment in the most e�cient way possible.

Another important area of research studies the addition of di↵erent types of sensors

onto a vine robot. A key question is which sensors are necessary, and what performance

they need to have for each task that the robot is used for. Directional tactile sensing
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(for example, in place of the thermistors from Chapter 6) could potentially support

the force application tasks discussed in the previous subsection. Because the robot

body deforms when it comes into contact with its environment, shape sensors placed

circumferentially around the robot body could potentially be used to detect contact

and force applied to the robot body, as shown with a di↵erent soft robot in [141].

In combination with new actuation and force application schemes mentioned in the

previous subsection, sensing the robot’s entire shape and force application along its

entire body provides an interesting opportunity to study human-in-the-loop control.

How should a human operator control the shape and force application of a vine

robot, especially given that it is so kinematically dissimilar from the human body?

Answering these and other questions will improve the state of the art of vine robots

and human-robot systems.
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